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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This final report for Project NOAA-NA-85RAH05060 covers the activities of 
the project from 19 April 1985 through 14 June 1986. This project represents a 
period of research performed as part of Phase I (the Pre-Experimental phase) of 
a continuing effort, the Precipitation Augmentation for Crops Experiment 
(PACE). 
The long-term goal of PACE is to learn whether agriculturally useful 
increases in summer convective rainfall can be produced in Illinois and 
elsewhere in the midwest. The concept of agricultural usefulness essentially 
limits the scope of the project to the study of rain modification during the 
critical agricultural water stress periods of summer. PACE was conceived as a 
joint program involving scientists from four midwestern universities, NOAA, and 
the Illinois State Water Survey in 1977. It has been pursued at a rate less 
than planned since that time. 
This particular 14-month project period focused on five task areas 
involving research and related support activities. These five task areas were: 
1. Studies of precipitation elements and systems. 
2. Studies of economic and hydrologic impacts of rainfall changes. 
3. Development of facilities for field studies, research, and project 
evaluation. 
4. Studies of individual clouds and the design of exploratory field 
tests of modification techniques. 
5. Integration of results of this project and those of prior years, and 
the development of a scientific hypothesis for exploratory 
experimentation. 
The overall objectives of the atmospheric and impact studies pursued 
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during this project period, plus the equipment development, were to provide the 
information and the facilities needed to decide whether to conduct an 
exploratory seeding experiment, considered as Phase II of the 4-phases of PACE. 
The efforts during this period largely concluded Phase I of PACE, considered 
adequate to address most remaining informational needs posed in the PACE Pre-
Experimental Plan (Changnon et al., 1979). These past and present studies 
provided the information needed: 1) to decide upon proceeding into field 
exploration of one or more modification techniques; and 2) to design the first 
years of the exploratory experiment. The first period of exploratory seeding 
experimentation was conducted in July-August 1986 as a follow-on to this 
project effort. 
The specific objectives proposed for this 14-month project have been 
fulfilled. Four quarterly reports were prepared and submitted to NOAA, as 
stated in the cooperative agreement. All other milestones were reached 
although equipment delivery delayed completion of the radar system. There were 
additional activities during the year. These primarily affected the project 
leader. Principal among these were extensive interactions over budgetary 
issues relating to subsequent PACE funding with NOAA staff and with 
Congressional staff. The contractual document between the University of 
Illinois/Illinois. State Water Survey and NOAA for this project calls for 
development of a "layman's article" which will serve as an overview of the 
project. Such a document is presented in the Appendix. It is a paper 
presented at the Tenth Weather Modification Conference of the American 
Meteorological Society and published in the Preprint of that Conference. 
This report is composed of eleven chapters, including this introductory 
chapter, that are arranged around the five task areas of the project. Chapters 
2 and 3 address the research related to the task, "Impacts of Altered 
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Precipitation on Agriculture and Water Resources." Chapter 4 addresses the 
"development of facilities" related to the PACE needs and for field operations, 
the second of the five tasks. Chapter 5 addresses primarily radar and 
satellite studies that served the task, "Studies of Precipitation Elements and 
Systems." The primary activity was a focus on the determination of 
experimental and sampling units. 
Chapter 6 addresses the hypothesis development for the exploratory effort, 
integral to the fourth task, "Integration and Hypothesis Development." This 
effort in essence integrated the studies of this project and those of many past 
PACE projects. 
Chapters 7, 8, and 9 address various key aspects related to the field 
first year of exploratory experimentation, selected to be 1986. These three 
chapters address the fifth task, "Exploratory Field Tests with Modification 
Technologies." Chapter 7 addresses the forecasting system developed; chapter 8 
addresses the design studies for the field effort; and chapter 9 describes the 
extensive planning that was accomplished to organize and launch the 1986 field 
experiment. Chapter 10 discusses interactions with NOAA staff, and Chapter 11 
presents a listing of the presentations and publications generated during this 
project. 
Important to the activities of this project is the fact that by the fall 
of 1985 the integration of past results had been completed, and the scientific 
hypothesis that appeared most reasonable for further testing had been selected. 
The decision to proceed to Phase II of PACE was made at that time. After that 
decision, most further studies and efforts under this project, other than those 
on the impact research, were oriented to the design and implementation of the 
exploratory seeding experiment in July-August 1986. 
CHAPTER 2 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIC MODELING 
I. Statement of the Problem 
Climatic and weather variability are important facts of midwest 
agriculture. Recent extremes in weather and concern over possible shifts in 
climatic patterns have led to an awareness that a more in-depth 
understanding of climatic and weather related impacts on society by sectors 
of the economy is essential. Concurrently, an interest has developed in 
assessing the potential benefits of weather modification through augmenting 
precipitation on the agricultural sector of the U.S. economy. 
Sonka (1979) in a review of the available literature on economic 
impacts of planned weather modification noted the large number of studies 
which document the relationships between precipitation and economic activity 
in the agricultural sector. These studies differ in their locational focus, 
crops considered, approaches used to measure potentials gains, and linkages 
to national markets. On balance, research in this area has been site 
specific (e.g. state units or smaller), viewed the impacts of weather 
modification stricitly within a cross-sectional framework, and has not 
linked the sectors under investigation to national markets for the commodity 
or their end-products. 
II. Objectives of the Research 
The overall objective of this research is to develop a clearer 
understanding of the impact of weather modification, a new technological 
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innovation, on an important portion of the agricultural sector of the U.S. 
economy, the corn/soybean-livestock complex. This sector of U.S. 
agriculture is large and changes in soybean and corn production induced by 
successful weather modification can have substantial effects on farm income, 
prices, and livestock production. In order to appropriately measure the 
benefits of weather modification it is important to properly reflect the 
temporal and spatial dimensions of the corn/soybean-livestock complex. 
Similarly, it is crucial to directly link the value determination process to 
national markets for commodities and their end-products. 
The specific objectives of the work are: 
1. Specification of acreage and yield relationships for the major corn 
and soybean producing states at the Crop Reporting District level. These 
relationships respond primarily to changing technology, weather, economic, 
and government factors. 
2. Assessment of the impact of the interaction between weather and 
changing technology in corn yields. 
3. Development of an econometric representation of the corn/soybean-
livestock complex and 
4. Assessment of potential benefits from weather modification of 
summertime precipitation in selected regions of the important producing 
regions. 
Completion of these four specific objectives permits the assessment of 
the temporal impacts of weather modification, and classification of the 
interactions that exist between changing weather, production, prices and the 
value of the commodity. 
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The remainder of this research report is divided into several sections 
which present the findings of the research efforts related to the specific 
objectives. Section III provides a brief overview technology assessment 
within a market model and describes an assesssment of new technology when 
input quality varies across regions. This section emphasizes the need for a 
disaggregate analysis of the potential benefits of weather modification. In 
Section IV the results of detailed analysis of Illinois corn yield 
relationships are reported. This section provides an examination of the 
relationship between technology and weather across producing areas in an 
important midwest state. Section V discusses the econometric model used in 
assessing the impact of weather modification. Selected comments are 
presented on important aspects of the model. Model validation through the 
sample period is performed. Finally, the results of the impact of 
successful weather modification in Illinois are presented. Section VI 
concludes the report with general statements a work report, and 
suggestions for further research. 
III. The Gains from Technological Advance When Input Varies by Location 
Estimation of the benefits of technological advance has generated an 
extensive body of research. When the aggregate supply curve shifts outward 
due to a new innovation, the effects on producers and consumers are 
reflected in changes in economic surplus (Norton and Davis). Besides these 
aggregate gains, their distribution among various groups also is important. 
An example is the distribution of gains between early and late adopters of a 
new technology (Griliches). Less attention has been paid to the variation 
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in output and welfare effects of new technology which may result from 
differences in the quality of inputs (e.g., land) used in production. Given 
the site-specific nature of agricultural technology, and the variation in 
local ecologies, differences in the quality of inputs may strongly effect 
the use of and potential benefits from new technologies (Peterson and 
Hayami). 
This section examines the distribution of regional gains to producers 
from technological advance when output enhancement varies with input 
quality. To demonstrate that the disparity in gains can be significant, we 
evaluate the historical experience of Illinois corn producers with two 
technologies that vary in their dependence on land quality for yield-
enhancing effects. Then, the economic welfare gains from use of each 
technology are compared across geographical areas of different land 
quality. 
The first part of the section considers how input quality affects 
output. Then, historic changes in corn yields across Illinois Crop 
Reporting Districts (CRDs) are examined to illustrate the regional yield 
impacts of technology due to variation in land quality. Finally, the 
welfare gains across CRDs of new technologies are estimated using a market 
model by Edwards and Freebairn. 
Input quality 
In the production process, the effects of differences in input 
quality may be distinguished from those of input quantity. Variation in 
input quality is reflected in differences in the marginal physical product 
(MPP) per unit of input, with other input levels held constant. For two 
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different levels of input quality, the same increment in the quantity of 
input can have different effects on total product. With the use of new 
technology, the impact on output is determined by the innovation's effects 
on MPP. Consequently, when input quality varies across producers, the 
output effects of technological advance may vary as well. 
To see these effects consider figure 2.1, which plots yields per acre 
against input quality, increasing to the right along the horizontal axis. 
The curve C shows that yield responses to higher quality increase from some 
minimum level to an upper limit determined by plant biology. The shape of 
curve C is less important than its positive slope. With the introduction of 
a new technology, curce C may shift in two ways. C depicts an upward shift 
by the same absolute amount at all quality levels. The technology then is 
independent of input quality. With C', the absolute yield increase is not 
invariant to input quality. The shift is greater at higher levels of input 
quality. 
Now consider that land quality is measured along the horizontal 
axis. Soil structure and drainage, topography and weather patterns all 
contribute to the quality of parcel of land. Since it is difficult to 
improve land quality appreciably, producers' positions along the quality 
axis change little over time. This provides the basis for variation in 
output enhancement across producers for the different types of technology. 
In the next section, the historical experience of Illinois corn 
producers with two types of technological change is examined. Variation in 
input quality across producers is represented by variation in land quality 
across the nine Illinois CRDs. CRD boundaries correspond roughly to changes 
in agronomic and climatological conditions, permitting the assumption of 
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homogeneous land quality within districts. Hybrid corn and its nitrogen 
fertilizer requirements represent input quality-dependent technological 
change, while pesticides represent a technology which is considerably less 
input quality-dependent. The impacts of the two technologies across CRDs 
are investigated. 
Illinois corn yields and technological advance 
Average Illinois corn yields per acre increased from 43 bushels in ' 
1932 to 135 in 1982. However, the size of the increase varies across the 
nine CRDs. Since yield data that predate the major advances in corn 
production technology are available, the initial yield differentials 
presumably represent variation in environmental conditions, such as quality 
variables (soil type, weather patterns), rather than technological adoption. 
Technological advance since 1932 is separated into two time periods 
(Luckmann, Kogan, and Harlan, p. 9). From the mid-1930s to about 1960, 
yields were increased by the use of hybrid corn varieties and associated 
changes in nitrogen fertilizer techniques. After 1960, the dominant new 
technologies occurred as organic synthetics. These insecticides, seed 
protectants, and herbicides act to protect the plant's yielding 
capabilities, raising mean yields by truncation of the lower tail of the 
yield distribution. 
These two technological advances are distinguished from one another 
by the degree to. which their yield-enhancing effects are dependent on land 
quality. Potential yield increases from improved varieties and nitrogen 
fertilization are limited by the quality of the plant's ambient environment 
(soil characteristics, sunlight, rainfall). In contrast, the protective 
technologies of pesticides are less dependent on these factors. So, 
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although the action of pesticides is not completely independent of input 
quality, the contrast with hybrids is considered substantial in terms of the 
effects on output variation. Hybrid and nitrogen technology likely are 
characterized by the C shift in figure 2.1, while the pesticides effect 
resembles C''. 
Average yield levels at the start of the 1930s are used to array CRDs 
by land quality (table 2.1). The northern and central regions (CRDs 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5) have higher average yields land quality than the southern regions 
(CRDs 6, 7, 8, 9). Given the statewide extension and research available 
from the University of Illinois, producers are assumed to have had equal 
access to information about the new technologies. The hybrid technologies 
had been adopted by virtually all Illinois producers by 1960 and the 
pesticide technologies by 1982 (Luckmann, Kogan, and Harlan, p. 9). The 
absolute increases in yields across CRDs from 1932 to 1960 and from 1961 to 
1982 are used to measure regional variation for the two technologies. 
The hypothesis is that the impacts of technology use across CRDs vary 
from the high input quality-dependent case to the low input quality-
invariant case. In the first case, absolute yield increases will be greater 
on higher quality land. In the second case, absolute yield increases will 
be more nearly comparable across lands of varying quality. Consequently, 
the benefits from hybrid technology will be more skewed toward CRDs of high 
land quality than is the case of the pesticide technology. The magnitude of 
the benefits to each CRD will depend on the absolute size of the yield 
increase as well as on market characteristics. The use of relative growth 
rates would obscure this comparison, since the percentage rates of increase 
for a given absolute change are always higher on the lower quality CRDs. 
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Growth in corn yields over time can be explained as a function of 
technological advance. Empirically, this process is represented by modeling 
yield increase as a function of a time trend proxy for technology.1 The 
resulting series on yields is considered to be "weather-normalized". It 
represents expected yield levels with normal weather, thereby accounting for 
extraordinarily favorable or unfavorable weather events. Such normalized 
series are used below for comparing yield increases across Illinois CRDs. 
Weather-normalized yield series were estimated for each of the nine 
CRDs over the two periods. Individual growth rates for CRD yields were 
estimated by OLS using a linear spline function with a "knot" at 1960, 
fitting the model y = a + d'w' + d''w'' + u, where the w's are appropriately 
defined trend variables and u has mean zero and is normally distributed (see 
Johnston, p. 393). Yield trend (bushels per acre per year) in the first 
period (1932-1960) is given by the estimate of d' and in the second period 
by the sum of the estimates of d' and d''. Table 2.1 presents these 
results. 
We used F tests to determine whether the estimated growth rates 
differ significantly across CRDs. The hypothesis of identical growth rates 
across CRDs in either or both time periods was rejected at the 1% level of 
signficance. While smaller aggregates of CRDs based on similarities in 
growth rates could be formed, the individual relations are retained in table 
1 to provide more interesting comparisons across CRDs. Absolute growth 
rates were higher on higher quality land in the earlier period with the 
hybrid technologies. In the second (pesticide) period, however, absolute 
growth rates on lower quality land increase relative to those on higher 
quality land. 
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An interesting perspective on differential yield growth rates across 
CRDs is obtained by comparing the differences between individual CRD 
weather-normalized series and the series of the group of lowest land quality 
CRDs, 7, 8, and 9 in southern Illinois. Figure 2.2 plots the differences 
between yields on each of the highest land quality CRDS (1,4, and 6) and the 
acreage-weighted average of yields in CRDs 7, 8, and 9 against time. Over 
the 1932-1960 period, increases in the difference support the hypothesis 
that hybrid technology increased yields by an absolutely greater amount on 
higher quality land. Since 1960, the lower land quality districts are 
"catching up" as this technology produces absolute yield increases that are 
more nearly comparable across land of different quality. Similar patterns, 
although less dramatic, emerge when other districts are compared to the 
lowest land quality CRDs. 
Estimation of benefits from technological advance 
A competitive, market-clearing model for a traded commodity is used 
to estimate the gains in economic surplus from technological advance 
(Edwards and Freebairn). In this framework, benefits to a region can be 
approximated within a market environment. Total producer gains may be 
disaggregated according to the shift in each region's supply function 
resulting from a new technology. The supply and demand functions are linear 
and shift in a parallel fashion, implying equal absolute cost reduction 
and/or output enhancement for all producers within a disaggregated region. 
Profit-maximizing producers in each CRD use technology to the greatest 
advantage. While all are assumed to face identical output and variable 
input prices, input levels may vary with characteristics of the underlying 
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production function reflecting input quality differences. Supply and demand 
are obtained by horizontal summation across regions. 
The set of supply and demand equations is written as 
where Pt is price, and Qsit and Qdit are quantities supplied and demanded, 
respectively, in each region i (i= l,...,j). The ai and ci are intercept 
terms, while the bi and di are slopes, defined as in Edwards and Freebairn 
as the appropriate elasticity multiplied by quantity divided by price. 
The supply shifts resulting from the adoption of technology are 
measured vertically, thereby representing a decrease in per bushel 
production costs. The vertical shift in each region, denoted kit, is equal 
to the horizontal (quantity) shift divided by the slope of the supply 
schedule. The supply functions after adoption become 
where the prime indicates post-adoption price and quantities and other terms 
are as defined above; the calculation of kit is described below. Equations 
(1) and (4) are solved using (3) to find equilibrium prices and quantities 
after adoption. 
The purpose here is to measure gains accruing due to yield-enhancing 
advances in technology. Ideally, the specification of before and after 
production functions would trace the impact on marginal cost curves and thus 
on industry supply curves in a competitive market. Lacking 50 years of 
appropriate data, the shift in the production function is measured by proxy 
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assuming a neutral shift upwards. The size of this vertical shift is equal 
to ( ) At, where the 's are predicted from the spline trend 
functions (table 1) and At is actual acreage harvested. This formulation 
yields an ex-post measure of benefits based on the loss to producers if the 
technology were not available in the respective years. Since a vertical 
shift in the production function translates to a horizontal shift in 
marginal cost and thus supply curves, kit, the vertical shifter in (4), 
is calculated as ( ) At divided by the supply slope, bi, to estimate 
the change in per bushel production costs.5 
The entire set of expressions used to calculate the gains from 
technological advance is presented in Edwards and Freebairn. Only the 
expression for calculating gains to producers in any particular region i, 
Git, is given here. It measures the difference in area between the 
triangles of producer surplus with and without the yield-enhancing 
technology. 
(5) Git = 1/2 [kit - (Pt - P't)] [Qsit - Q'sit] 
•Expression (5) shows that producers will gain whenever the reduction in per 
bushel production costs, kit, exceeds the decrease in market price, (Pt -
P't), attributable to the output increase from yield enhancement.6 The 
actual expression from which the gains are calculated is found by solving 
(1), (2), and (3) and also (1), (4), and (3) for equilibrium prices and 
quantities, substituting these into (5), and simplifying. 
In applying these formulae to the two periods, prices are expressed 
in real terms (1977 base). For 1932-1970, the nine Illinois CRDs and the 
rest of the U.S. comprise the market, since U.S. corn exports to the rest of 
the world were negligible during this period. After 1970, the rest of the 
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world, taken as a block, is added to allow for export trade and for the 
influence of other nations' production. Quantities supplied are found from 
historical production data. Quantities demanded in each Illinois CRD are 
found by estimating feed corn consumption based on livestock numbers in each 
region. Demand in the rest of the U.S., and then in the rest of the world, 
is found from historical disappearance data. Supply elasticities are 
assumed constant across regions within each period. Demand elasticities are 
found by application of the relation 
where 77 ηi is demand elasticity in region i, η is aggregate market demand 
elasticity, εj is supply elasticity in each of the other regions, Qit is 
supply in region i, and Qt is total market supply (Huffman and Miranowski, 
p. 105). These elasticities are then multiplied by the appropriate price 
and quantity in any year to find the slope of the supply function, bi, used 
in the calculation of gains. 
To find the gains accruing in each of the historical periods, the 
calculations are performed for each year within the period and summed to 
find gains over the period. This summation leads to an overestimation of 
producer surplus since (unobservable) adjustment costs are not considered 
(Just, Hueth, and Schmitz, p. 66).7 For simplicity, benefits are not 
discounted over the years. This procedure assumes that the distribution of 
early adopters versus late adopters is similar across crop reporting 
districts. With equal access to information, it is not clear that these 
distributions would differ unless some underlying resource endowment (e.g., 
land quality) made early adoption more profitable in one region relative to 
another. To the extent that early adoption occurred on land of higher 
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quality, not discounting underestimates the benefits to the land quality 
dependent technologies in those areas. 
Specific assumptions about elasticity values are as follows. Over 
the period 1932-1970, aggregate demand elasticity is -0.5, where only the 
U.S. domestic market is considered. Without information to compute 
alternatives, supply elasticities are identical across all regions with a 
value of 0.3. For the period 1971-1982, aggregate market demand elasticity 
is increased to -0.7 to reflect the emergence of a world export market. 
Supply elasticities in all regions remain 0.3. An econometric model of the 
U.S. domestic and world corn market provides the basis for the elasticity 
estimates (Offutt and Blandford). Better estimates of the effects on supply 
elasticities of adoption of new technology might result from a method 
recently suggested by Houck. This refinement is not attempted here. These 
estimates, though, retain the salient inelasticity of both supply of and 
demand for corn. 
Annual gains to producers in any region are a function of changes in 
total output over time, not just changes in per acre yields. However, 
harvested corn acreage varies considerably across CRDs (which are not of 
uniform size, anyway), so evaluating gains based on total output would 
obscure the impact of technology on yields. To standardize across CRDs, the 
annual gains are divided by acreage harvested in each CRD. Since corn 
acreage has generally increased over time, these per acre figures represent 
gains on average acreage, not just acreage under cultivation at the start of 
each period. These standardized gains are presented in table 2.2, along 
with the absolute differences in gains between each CRD and the lowest land 
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quality CRDs (7,8, and 9), summed over each of the two technological 
periods. 
Average Illinois per acre gains were $236.27 for the hybrid corn 
period (1932-1960) and $228.32 for the pesticide period (1961-1982).8 As 
expected, these gains vary considerably across CRDs, as illustrated by the 
second and fourth columns of table 2.2. These columns present the 
differences in gains between each of the first six CRDs and the average of 
the three southernmost CRDs. For the earlier period, the gains of the first 
six CRDs were on average $50.24 greater than those of the lower input 
quality group. In the second period, this latter group's gains were, on 
average, $2.11 greater than the higher input quality CRDs. These results 
support the hypothesis that gains per acre across CRDs are more comparable 
when technological change is input quality-invariant. 
Concluding Comments 
Empirical evidence about with new corn production technology in 
Illinois supports the hypothesis that yield- and output-enhancing effects 
vary depending on whether technology is input (here, land) quality-dependent 
or independent. In turn, these differences affect the distribution of 
economic surplus from technology adoption across CRDs with varying land 
quality. 
Based on those results, the differential effects of new technologies 
should be identified and considered in evaluating the allocation of resource 
efforts among promising technologies. Failure to account for these 
differentials will influence the measurement of total benefits to research, 
which relies on the outward shift of the supply curve to bound changes in 
economic surplus. Given technology does not yield the same productivity 
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effects in all regions, the overall magnitude of the supply shifts and the 
estimated returns from research investment in new technologies may be 
distorted. Moreover, if the use of new technologies has differential 
impacts on output across regions, the gains across producers may be unevenly 
distributed as well. Assuming the distribution of gains is a relevant 
equity criterion for evaluating new technologies, insensitivity to these 
differences would lead to a distribution of the research benefits that is in 
some sense unacceptable. 
This study has focused on the impact of regional variation in land 
quality on output increases and economic benefits from new techologies in 
Illinois corn production. While the results indicate the importance of 
input quality, the hypothesis requires further testing in other geographical 
regions for other crops and technologies. The appealing simplicity of the 
hypothesis is underscored by its ability to explain variation in gains 
across CRDs. 
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TABLE 2.1. Spline Function Estimates of the Absolute Rates of Growth in 
Illinois Corn Yields by Crop Reporting Districts, 1932-82. 
Difference 
Crop Linear in slope Linear Av. Yield 
Reporting Inter- Trend between Trend 1932-34 
Districts cept 1932-60 periods 1961-82 R2 D.W. (bu./ac.) 
1 Northwest 38.15 1.30 0.86 2.16 0.91 2.19 42 
(2.78)a (0.138) (0.297) 
2 Northeast 33.74 1.27 1.13 2.40 0.90 1.98 37 
(3.04) (0.152) (0.326) 
3 West central 32.80 1.31 1.06 2.37 0.86 2.25 41 
(3.75) (0.188) (0.400) 
4 Central 30.61 1.59 0.76 2.35 0.86 2.40 36 
(4.11) (0.205) (0.438) 
5 East central 28.36 1.59 0.82 2.41 0.86 2.22 35 
(4.21) (0.210) (0.450) 
6 West south- 25.81 1.44 1.18 2.62 0.86 2.28 34 
west (4.24) (0.211) (0.452) 
7 East south- 23.73 1.31 1.35 2.66 0.87 2.32 30 
east (3.87) (0.194) (0.414) 
8 Southwest 21.72 0.88 1.19 2.07 0.79 2.20 30 
(3.85) (0.192) (0.411) 
9 Southeast 19.99 0.80 1.02 1.82 0.81 1.99 30 
(3.66) (0.183) (0.391 
a Figures in parentheses are standard errors. 
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TABLE 2.2. Estimated per Acre Gains from Different Corn Technologies 
Across Illinois, 1932-82. 
Hybrid Technology Pesticide Technology 
1932-60 1961-82 
Crop 
Reporting Absolute CRDi - Absolute CEBi -
Districts Gains CRD 7,8,9 Gains CRD 7,8,9 
1 Northwest $217.46a $24.26 $204.03 -$26.10 
2 Northeast 214.22 21.02 231.62 1.48 
3 West Central 223.34 30.14 226.80 - 3.33 
4 Central 275.82 82.62 221.97 - 8.16 
5 East Central 277.52 84.32 229.49 - 0.64 
6 West Southwest 252.31 59.11 254.19 24.06 
7,8,9b 193.20 --- 230.13 
a Constant 1977 dollars. 
b Acreage-weighted average of gains in CRDs 7, 8, and 9. 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. Footnotes follow at the end of each section. Swanson and Nyankori 
argue that time trend is an acceptable proxy for the package of 
input changes associated with new technology. In the initial 
stages, several economic variables were incorporated into the yield 
specifications. Relative prices for substitutes in production for 
corn or for inputs to corn production (notably nitrogen fertilizer), 
were not found to contribute to the explanation of the variation in 
corn yields when time trend was already included-. See Menz and 
Pardy for corraborative evidence. 
2. This comparison of regions was suggested by an anonymous reviewer. 
This grouping also is corraborated by differentials in 1932 land 
prices (Dovring and Scofield). 
3. For any given land quality, this assumes that the change in supply 
is approximated by a parallel shift. Lindner and Jarrett suggest 
this method (i.e., disaggregation into regions with equal unit cost 
reductions across producers) for estimating returns to technology. 
4. See Akino and Hayami for a similar approach to the measurement of 
the supply shift from technological adoption. 
5. This measure of the vertical shift is consistent with Swanson and 
Nyankori's definition of technological advance. If the systematic 
changes in yields are not attributable to a vertical shift in the 
production function, the measure of the returns to technology is 
overestimated. 
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Table 2.1 Input Quality and Technological Advance 
Table 2.2 Differences in Predicted Yields for Selected I l l i n o i s CRD's, 1932-1982 
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6. To permit a complete specification of the model, yield behavior in 
other areas (the rest of the U.S. and the world) was considered. 
Yield relationships were estimated for these areas, and the 
predicted values used in the calculations described above. For 
brevity, these relationships are not presented. 
7. Differences in adjustment costs could influence the benefit 
rankings. However, no evidence indicates that these costs would 
differ appreciably across the state. 
8. Benefits are usually compared to the costs of developing new 
technologies to assess their attractiveness since cost data are 
lacking. To provide a perspective on their relative size, these per 
acre gains were divided by per acre total revenue in each period. 
They represent 8.5 and 7.7% in the first and second periods, 
respectively. 
IV. Technological Advance, Weather, and Crop Yield Behavior 
Yield trends and stability have relevance for both microeconomic and 
macroeconomic decision makers. On the farm, the behavior of yields can 
have important consequences for operator income and risk management 
strategies influencing decisions about input levels as well as the adoption 
of new technology (Grant, p. 634). From a more aggregate perspective, 
yield growth and variability have ramifications for food security programs, 
particularly for developing countries, and for supply management, 
investment in R&D for new technologies, and agricultural support policies. 
Failure to distinguish among these various concerns in selecting the 
appropriate level of data aggregation for analysis can potentially lead to 
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questionable conclusions about the nature of crop yield behavior and 
appropriate policy response. 
Since WWII, adoption of new agricultural technologies has raised the 
levels of field crop yields in the United States and other countries as 
well. While there appears to be widespread agreement on and understanding 
of this yield-increasing impact, there is not such agreement on the rate of 
change in yields, in particular whether or not they have reached a plateau, 
or understanding of the effect of technological advance on year-to-year 
stability of these higher yield levels. Resolution of these questions is 
essentially an empirical matter. Various statistical studies have been 
undertaken to examine aspects of these questions. Their findings do not 
permit definitive conclusions to be drawn due to differences in approaches, 
time periods and levels of aggregation. Also, a particular problem in many 
of these studies is the lack of attention to the influence of weather on 
yields under changing technology. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine these issues using a 
consistent conceptual and statistical framework, with application to the 
U.S. experience with corn yields over the past 50 years. Three general 
questions are the focus of this inquiry. First, at what rate are yields 
increasing and is there evidence of yields' having reached a plateau? 
Second, has there been any detectable change in yield risk over time? And 
third, with changes in technology, has the impact of weather on yield been 
accentuated or moderated? 
These questions are examined within a regression framework to 
provide a consistent basis for comparison: one, between cross section 
(geographic) units; two, across time within a level of aggregation; and 
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three, between levels of aggregation. To gain insight into U.S. corn yield 
behavior, statistical analysis is performed at three levels of 
aggregation: the University of Illinois Trust Farm (comprising about .900 
acres of corn each year); the nine Crop Reporting Districts (CRDs) of 
Illinois considered individually; and national U.S. production. Also, 
weather variables are explicitly incorporated in the statistical analysis. 
Data on corn yields are available from the 1950s for the Trust Farm, and 
from the 1930s for Illinois CRDs and the U.S. Series of this length span a 
period of important technological change in agriculture, as well as a wide 
range of weather patterns, thereby affording a long run perspective on corn 
yield behavior. 
The paper is organized to provide an overview of previous work on 
yield behavior, empirical findings as well as methodology, in order to 
create the context for the statistical analysis performed. Then, yield 
behavior in each of the data sets is analyzed to address the specific 
questions described above. Finally, the implications of the findings for 
analysis of agricultural production and policies as well as recommendations 
for further research are offered. 
Past analyses of yield behavior 
Interest of economists in empirical investigation of yield behavior 
dates at least to the 1970s, when tight and unstable commodity supplies, 
especially for some important field crops, raised concerns about food 
security and appropriate production technologies. This section reviews the 
previous work on yield behavior, grouping studies according to focus on the 
farm, state or regional unit, or national level to facilitate comparison 
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with the work presented here and to demonstrate how findings may vary with 
choice of geographic aggregate. 
Few studies have examined yield behavior at the farm level over 
extended periods of time, probably because such data series are scarce. 
Using observations on Iowa Experiment Station yields from 1956 to 1972, 
Thompson concluded, "That the trend in yields on the experimental farms 
remained level in the decade of the 1960s can be explained by the absence 
of any breakthroughs in technology" (Thompson (1975), p. 537). Trend was 
estimated taking weather variables (monthly temperature and precipitation) 
and technology (as a time trend) into account. Swanson and Smith 
considered yield behavior on the University of Illinois Trust Farms, 
examining the period 1950 to 1969 with regression equations specified with 
time trend alone and with trend adjusted for fertilizer use and rainfall 
and comparing yield variability between the 1950s and 1960s. No evidence 
of levelling off nor any indication of increasing absolute year-to-year 
variability was found. In contrast to Thompson's results for Iowa, a 
positive yield trend of about four bushels per year was encountered. 
Perhaps, this difference was due to in the specification of the trend 
analysis or to the period of analysis since the results can be quite 
sensitive to the presence of outliers. The divergence in findings is 
probably not attributable to differences in the availability and use of 
technology between Iowa and Illinois. Swanson and Nyankori return to the 
Trust Farm experience in 1979 and again find no evidence of a plateau's 
having been reached. 
Related lines of investigation have considered changes in the 
distributions of yields. Data from farms studies are regarded in each year 
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as individual realizations of one particular distribution, whose parameters 
may be changing over time with technology, weather, or prices. In general, 
changes in skewness and kurtosis, as well as in mean and variance, may have 
important implications for the risk faced by farmers. To evaluate changes 
in these distributions, however, experimental plot data are likely 
required. 
Day examined changes in the characteristics of field crop 
distributions relative to the level of nitrogen fertilizer. Barker, 
Gabler, and Winkelmann presented corn yield distributions based on a series 
of annual observations across Mexican farms using "low" or "high" levels of 
technology. They interpreted the evidence to suggest that mean yield risk 
(if not variance) is increased under "high" levels of technology because 
the yield distribution appears to be more skewed to the right than with 
"low" technology. However, the lack of control over other important 
variables that could affect yields renders this conclusion tenuous. 
In contrast to those at the farm level, studies of yield behavior at 
the state or regional level are more plentiful, no doubt because these data 
are more readily available. A number can be found in the agricultural 
meteorology literature (see Offutt, Garcia, and Pinar for a review), while 
some have been undertaken by agricultural economists where the goals are 
more similar to those here (see Pope and Heady). Schroder, Headley, and 
Finley, as a good example, consider the contribution of herbicides and 
other technologies to changes in the level, although not the variability, 
of Corn Belt corn yields from 1964 to 1979. Their trend regressions, 
estimated at the state level, included weather as well as technological 
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variables (fertilizer and herbicde application levels), and no evidence of 
a yield plateau was found. 
Thompson, an agronomist, also investigated Corn Belt yield behavior 
by state for 1930 to 1969 (1969). His approach provides a useful 
comparison to that of Schroder, et al. , particularly with respect to the 
influence of weather. Thompson finds preseason precipitation, June 
temperature, July precipication and temperature, and August temperature 
(all entered with both linear and quadratic-terms) to be important in 
explaining corn yields. The signs on the overlapping coefficients agree 
between the two studies. That Thompson includes more variables has basis 
in agronomic logic, since weather throughout the season can affect yields. 
His results at the state level do not show any levelling off of yields, and 
he finds evidence that absolute yield variability actually decreased over 
the 1960s, a phenomenon he attributes to the persistence of particularly 
benign weather conditions. 
Agronomists and meteorologists tend to view weather as the dominant 
influence on yield behavior, while agricultural economists look to 
technology and measurable input levels. However, empirical analyses will 
usually incorporate both sets of factors, with more weather and fewer input 
variables for agronomists and vice versa for economists. Problems of 
collinearity confound the ability of either set of researchers to identify 
precisely the separate influences of these factors, so both approaches 
produce plausible empirical results. 
In the literature dealing with crop yield behavior outside the U.S., 
particularly in developing countries, quite different results appear. 
Studies by Mehra and by Barker, Gabler, and Winkelmann have found evidence 
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of an increase in yield variability, while the question of yield plateaus 
is of less interest. This apparent increase in instability is usually 
attributed to more intensive use of inputs and other changes associated 
with the new technologies. However, except for the impact of fertilizer on 
yield stability, little is known about the effects on output of higher 
levels of other inputs. As Just and Pope have pointed out, the implicit, 
maintained hypothesis that associates higher levels of input use with 
greater production variability cannot necessarily be justified on a priori 
grounds. Griffiths and Anderson have provided empirical evidence for 
differential effects across inputs in an Australian study. 
The relation seen between the level of inputs, yield, and output 
stability arises here because of the economists' concentration on the 
impact of technology on yields. Neither the Mehra nor the Barker, et 
al. study considered the influence of weather in the equation used to 
detrend the yield series. Since it seems likely that weather is at least 
as important a factor in determining yield outside the U.S. as within, 
omitting these variables may tend to bias the coefficient on the trend 
(technology proxy) variable and increase the residual variance from which 
the measures of instability are computed. If weather patterns change so as 
to exacerbate yield instability, then omitting weather variables mistakenly 
will cause the analysis to implicate technology as the source of the added 
variability. Such an omission is of particular concern for the period of 
these studies because there is evidence that world-wide weather patterns 
were changing (National Defense University). 
To return to the U.S. experience, analyses of corn yield behavior at 
the national level have considered the question of a slowdown and possible 
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plateau in yields over the years since the early 1950s. At this level of 
aggregation, the weather variables are usually acreage-weighted July 
precipitation and temperature, as in Butell and Naive and in Menz and 
Pardy. Butell and Naive also add an acreage planted variable, which turns 
out to be inversely related to corn yield and so suggests the potential for 
yields levelling off as more marginal lands are added to the production 
base. Menz and Pardy, however, found that by specifying nitrogen as an 
explanatory variable in log form, thereby allowing for diminishing returns 
to its use, the acreage planted variable was no longer important. Both 
analyses estimate annual corn yield increase at about one bushel per acre. 
Hazell (1984, 1985) has recently addressed this question from a 
somewhat different perspective. He applies variance decomposition 
techniques to detrended crop production in order to find the contribution 
of acreage and yield together and separately to production variability 
across geographic regions. At the international level, the results show an 
increase in production variability since 1960 that is apparently 
attributable to increased yield variability. The period is split in two, 
1960 to 1970 representing pre-Green Revolution conditions and 1971 to 1982 
for post-adoption of the new technologies. Each country's series for each 
of eight crops is detrended using a quadratic specification, then the 
residuals (centered on the mean area or yield for each period) are used in 
the variance decomposition. 
In examining his results, Hazell stops short of embracing technology 
as the force behind the increased variability he finds, suggesting instead 
that the dependence of the new technologies on modern, purchased inputs has 
left producers, particularly in the LDCs, more susceptible and more 
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responsive to the vagaries of price fluctuations. He also says, "Yields 
may also have become more variable because of changing weather (though this 
is hard to measure), or because the production of some crops has expanded 
into more marginal and high risk areas" (Hazell (1985), p. 158). 
The literature reviewed here is representative of the analyses which 
examine yield behavior for crops other than corn as well as for countries 
other than the U.S. There is little consistency across these analyses in 
terms of time periods chosen (important because of the frequency and impact 
of outliers) or variables included in the trend equations. These 
differences can often be attributed to data availability as well as the 
disciplinary orientation of the investigator. The incorporation of weather 
variables in the analysis of yield behavior has an impact on the trend 
coefficient as well as the size of the unexplained residual. However, 
previous studies have paid less attention to the size of coefficients on 
the weather variables, which can give an indication of the impact of any 
particular weather event. In the next section, these issues are 
investigated using data at the farm, sub-state, and national levels. 
Analysis of U.S. corn yields 
Empirical analysis of corn yield behavior at three levels of 
aggregation is performed to learn about trend and stability in historical 
U.S. corn yields and also to examine some methodological issues. The 
general approach is discussed before turning to an examination of the 
results of its empirical application. 
The selection of appropriate time periods is crucial in the yield 
analysis because of the sensitivity of trend and variance estimates to 
outliers in the data. The nature of the yield series is such that this is 
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always a concern . While quite often the length of the series will be 
dictated by availability, the division of that series is under the control 
of the researcher. Particularly when yield variability is at issue, it 
would be ideal to separate time series into distinct technological periods. 
However, since technology change is a continual process, such a neat 
partition is not possible. Also, the correct dividing line may depend on 
the level of aggregation; an individual farm with an early adopter operator 
will likely have different periods than the county or district in which 
that farm is located. So, some arbitrary selection may be necessary, but 
in that case the potential sensitivity of the results to the time period 
chosen should be acknowledged, if not investigated. 
For this study, data at the CRD and national levels were available 
from 1931 to 1982. Based on the history of technological advance in the 
U.S., two different divisions seemed plausible. One would split the fifty 
year period into pre- and post-1950 components, corresponding to 
conventional (or at least often used) approaches identifying modern 
agriculture with the period after WWII. The other scheme split the data 
into two at 1960, representing a separation between hybrid seed adoption 
and pesticide technologies (Luckmann, Kogan, and Harlan, p. 8). Here, the 
results were comparable, but the latter (1960) division fit the experience 
of Illinois most closely. The complete Trust Farm data set was available 
only from the mid-1950s. These farm data help demonstrate the sensitivity 
of results to alternative time divisions, since they represent an 
individual farm's experience, exhibiting greater variability (and more 
outliers) than more aggregated series. 
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The specification of the trend equations falls short of the detail 
of a production function which would would be most desirable but which is 
not possible because of data limitations. In addition, collinearity among 
input levels (not to mention quality changes) is a problem, also. Time 
trend is a proxy for technological advance (including changes in input 
quality and managerial techniques). Nitrogen application can usually be 
found (or constructed), but other inputs may pose problems (see Schroder, 
Headley and Finley). Weather variables present particular aggregation 
problems since, while temperatures may be fairly comparable across a 
geographic unit, precipitation, especially in the summer, may be highly 
localized. Moreover, the net impact of weather on yields is the result of 
complex interaction, so all weather variables have some importance in 
determining yields.3 
There is also evidence of asymmetry in yield response to weather 
events (see, for example, Loehmann and Polymenopolous). Yield tends to 
fall more with "bad" weather than it rises with "good." This convexity in 
the yield response surface (mapped against temperature and precipitation) 
gives rise to the observation that average yield is less than yield at 
average weather (National Defense University, p. 30). However, modelling 
asymmetry can consume many degrees of freedom, and the differences in 
response may be difficult to pick up above the farm level since extremes in 
weather have been evened out in more aggregated data. 
In the empirical analysis here, yield relations were specified as 
linear functions of time trend (technology proxy), weather variables, and, 
in some cases, levels of nitrogen fertilizer application. To test for the 
possibility of a yield plateau, quadratic trend terms were included but 
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proved not to be significantly different from zero for specifications at 
all levels of aggregation. The set of weather variables included differed 
across farm, CRD, and national yield equations. At higher levels of 
aggregation, randomness in weather events and so yields tends to be evened 
out over geographical regions. So, at the national level, previous studies 
have indicated that no weather variables other than acreage-weighted July 
precipitation had a measurable impact on yields. Nitrogen per acre appears 
only in the national level yield specification; at lower levels of 
aggregation, this variable tends to be highly collinear with time trend. 
The results of the corn yield regressions are presented in Tables 
2.3 (Trust Farms), 2.4 (Illinois CRDs), and 2.5 (U.S.). All equations were 
estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS). In the case of the nine 
Illinois CRDs, Zellner's seemingly unrelated estimator (Johnston, p. 337) 
also was applied. Compared to OLS, there was little gain in efficiency, 
probably because of the high degree of correlation across sets of 
explanatory variables. With weather variables included, there was no 
evidence of heteroscedasticity in residuals. Hazell (1985) noted that OLS 
would be inappropriate if there were nonconstant residual variance, so he 
applied a generalized estimator to correct for its presence. Omitted 
weather variables could very well be the source of heteroscedasticity in 
his case. 
In considering changes in yield instability, the OLS residuals from 
the estimated trend equations are used as indicators of variability net of 
systematic change. The coefficient of variation, the standard deviation of 
the residuals divided by the period's arithmetic mean yield, is computed as 
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a measure of relative variability. Changes in absolute variability are 
evaluated using F tests. 
The influence of weather on yield variability might best be judged 
if yield behavior under years of similar weather but different technologies 
could be exmained. However, meteorologists do not agree on what 
constitutes similar weather, and agricultural economists tend to introduce 
a certain circularity by defining bad weather as that which is associated 
with poor yields. Consequently, empirical analysis proceeds by examining 
the coefficients on the weather variables in the trend equation and by 
examining the proportion of the variance explained by weather variables 
between the two technological periods. 
Yield trends 
Inferences about trend in corn yield can be made using the results 
of the regressions reported in Tables 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. The trend term 
enters only linearly for all levels of aggregation, providing no support 
for a yield plateau. The size of the estimated annual change in yields may 
vary over aggregation scheme, time period, and specification. These 
differences are examined below. 
The potential sensitivity of the empirical results to selection of 
time periods is demonstrated in the Trust Farm results in Table 2.3. The 
slope of the trend over 1955 to 1984 is a third again as large as that over 
1961 to 1984, primarily because the six years between 1955 and 1961 saw 
very rapid yield growth. There was no support for levelling off under 
either time division, but the later the start of the series the smaller the 
estimated annual rate of change. Since the variability in the yield 
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series, particularly at the farm level, can mask deterministic trend, the 
shorter the time period chosen, the less dramatic the trend appears. 
The regressions for the Illinois CRDs give no indication of a 
plateau; the rate of absolute yield growth is higher in the second period 
than the first (Table 2.4). The absolute rate of growth is always higher 
in the northern than in the southern CRDs, although the percentage rates 
would be higher in the south because of consistently lower mean yields (as 
much as 30 bushels per acre). The size of these differences should be 
noted as a caution in the interpretation of state level yield analyses. 
CRD boundaries are more likely to correspond to similarities in agronomic 
and climatological conditions than larger state political boundaries. If 
more aggregated perspective is required, CRDs can be grouped across state 
boundaries. 
The U.S. yield relations were estimated in each period with and 
without average nitrogen fertilizer application as an explanatory variable 
in order to demonstrate the effects of its omission on the coefficient of 
the time trend variable. Bias with omission is expected because 
effectiveness of fertilizer application is related to the type and level of 
other inputs applied. In both periods, omission of the fertilizer variable 
causes positive bias in the trend coefficient, which is expected given the 
positive correlation between fertilizer application and time trend and 
between fertilizer and yields. This influence is most dramatic in the 
second period when levels of fertilization increased across the country. 
Each set of results taken individually indicates that no yield 
plateau has been reached. However, by combining them, insight into 
possible future yield behavior may be gained. Figure 2.3 plots three corn 
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yield series, that of the Trust Farm, Illinois CRD 5 (East Central) in 
which the Farm is located, and the U.S. Over time, the difference between 
yields on the Trust Farm and CRD 5 has been narrowing. Figure 2.4 shows 
fertilizer application (pounds per acre) for the same areas. Over the 
period, CRD 5 use has risen from averaging about half of that on the Farm 
to about three quarters, while CRD 5 yields have been increasing at two 
bushels per year and Farm yields at closer to one bushel. Taken together, 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 suggest that CRD 5 yield changes may slow to the rate 
of growth shown by the Trust Farm as higher levels of fertilizer (and 
presumably management, also) are applied. At the same time, the U.S. and 
Trust Farm differential has not narrowed, which might be taken as evidence 
of tremendous potential for U.S. growth rates, if all U.S. corn land were 
of the quality of that of central Illinois. Since it is not, extrapolation 
of this local experience to the national level is risky. 
In considering the empirical results, two points of particular 
importance emerge. The first is the absence of any evidence supporting a 
yield plateau. However, there is reason to believe that the rate of yield 
growth may be slowing and that, perhaps, a plateau might ultimately be 
reached if there are no new breakthroughs in technology. The second point 
concerns the difficulties of modelling yield trend and making inferences 
about underlying causal forces. Particularly at the CRD and national 
levels, it is hard to isolate the separate influence of technology and 
weather variables on yields. 
Yield and weather variability 
This section evaluates changes in yield variability between the two 
technology periods and assesses the relative influence of technology and 
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weather factors in determining yield risk. Yield variances net of trend 
with and without adjustment for weather are examined. The sensitivity of 
yields to weather is compared between the two periods. Measures of 
variability in corn yields in each period are given in Table 2.6. Mean 
yields and the standard deviations of the OLS residuals reported in Tables 
2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 and from regressions with time trend alone are used to 
calculate the coefficients of variation. The F statistic in the last 
column is computed from a test of equal residual variances between the two 
periods. 
Yield variability appears to be greatest at the farm level and 
decreases with the level of aggregation. The amount of variation explained 
by the trend and weather variables (i.e., the adjusted R2) increases with 
the level of aggregation as randomness is averaged out in the aggregation 
process. These comparisons point to the danger in using aggregated 
analysis to assess the importance of yield risk to an individual producer. 
In examining yield variability between periods, comparison of raw 
yield variances would be misleading because the presence of systematic 
trend in mean would bias the variance estimates upward. So, first, the 
variance of yield net of technology trend alone was examined, using an F 
test to detect any increase from the first to second period. The shorter 
Trust Farm data series exhibited no evidence of heteroscedasticity, as 
indicated by the Glesjer test (Johnston, p. 301). 
For Illinois CRDs, the hypothesis of equal variance between periods 
was rejected at the five percent level of significance for seven out of 
nine districts, where the standard deviation of yields increased an average 
5.7 bushels per acre. However, the largest increases in instability were 
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in the southernmost CRDs. Conventional wisdom would suggest that yield 
variability should increase with higher yields and higher levels of 
technology. Here, however, compared to the north, the southern CRDs have 
lower mean yields and may employ "lower" levels of technology, yet they 
display greater yield variance. These results suggest the need to look 
further in explaining yield instability, perhaps by considering input 
quality as well as quantity. The southern CRDs are lower quality corn 
land; the soils are not the black prairie loams of the north and the 
topography is much hillier. These districts might be judged, in 
comparison, as nearer the margin, and it is here that yield variability has 
increased. 
At the national level, the absolute variance of yields around trend 
increased between the two periods; the hypothesis of equality was rejected 
at the one percent level. A plausible explanation for increased 
variability at the national level may be that higher portions of production 
are occurring on more marginal lands with greater yield variability, as 
suggested by the Illinois example. The acreage planted variable specified 
by Butell and Naive was intended to capture the yield-depressing effects of 
this phenonmenon. 
Relative yield variability is measured by the coefficients of 
variation reported in Table 2.6. The Trust Farm coefficient is slightly 
above the CRD average due to aggregation effects. Across CRDs and at the 
national level, the coefficients of variation generally decline from the 
first to the second period, indicating that any increase in standard 
deviation was more than offset by an increase in mean yield (as with CRD 9 
and the U.S.) or that standard deviation actually fell (as with CRD 1). 
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Absolute, but not relative, yield variability net of linear trend 
was found to have increased from the first to second period. However, much 
of this variance net of linear time trend alone can be explained by weather 
variation, particularly at lower levels of aggregation. At the farm level, 
the addition of weather variables to the trend equation increased the 
adjusted R2 by about 50 points. For the CRDs, the increase was generally 
about 20 points, and, at the national level, weather variables added fewer 
than ten percentage points. In making judgements about the impact of 
weather on yields, then, it is important that the level of data aggregation 
suit the question being asked. 
When yield variability is adjusted for weather, the hypothesis of 
equal OLS residual variance between the periods is not rejected at the five 
percent level for seven of the nine CRDs. (For the two southernmost 
districts, the alternative hypothesis of greater variance in the second 
period is accepted, another indication of greater variability on lower 
yielding, lower quality land.) The importance of weather in explaining 
yield variability indicates that any increase in instability cannot be 
attributed solely to the impacts of technology. 
The next question is whether the impact of weather has changed 
between the two periods. Has the adoption of new technology made yields 
more sensitive to weather events? In examining the contribution of the 
weather to explaining yield variation, the focus is on the CRD data. 
Inclusion of weather variables added about 20 percentage points to the 
adjusted R2 across CRDs, although the size of this contribution varies 
between the two periods. In the first period, the increase averaged 14 
percentage points, while it was double that in the second. In the absence 
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of technological advance, this increase would point to greater variability 
in weather. However, since technological change surely did occur between 
the two time periods, at least part of this heightened importance of 
weather could be attributable to the sensitivity of new technologies. To 
try to sort this out, collateral evidence in the regression coefficients 
and the characteristics of the weather variables themselves are examined. 
Adding weather variables has systematic effects on the size of the 
technology trend coefficient. In the earlier period, the addition of the 
temperature and rainfall variables uniformly decreases the size of the 
coefficient across CRDs, indicating positive bias when those variables are 
omitted. Some of the yield-enhancing effects of benign weather would be 
attributed to technology. In contrast, for the later period, inclusion of 
the weather variables increases the size of the coefficient for seven of 
the nine CRDs, thereby indicating negative bias with their omission and 
imputing to the set of weather variables a depressing impact on yields. 
Differences in weather impacts between periods may also be evaluated 
with reference to the coefficients on the weather variables themselves. 
July temperature and precipitation have dominant effects on corn yields 
because pollination and fertilization occur in that month (Martin, Leonard, 
and Stamp, p. 334). In fact, the coefficients associated with these two 
variables are large relative to the other weather variables (Table 2.4). 
Given the importance of July temperature and precipitation, attention is 
focused on these variables. 
In comparing the weather coefficients between periods, those 
associated with July temperature all increased in absolute magnitude. 
Interpretation of the significance of these changes is limited by the 
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imprecision of the coefficients' estimates attributable to collinearity. 
Consequently, the direction of change is emphasized over its absolute 
value. However, for July precipitation the results were mixed; six of the 
nine CRD's coefficients increased. This evidence seems to support 
increased yield sensitivity to weather conditions at crucial times. To put 
the size of these coefficients in perspective, the elasticities of corn 
yield response with respect to each of these two weather variables were 
calculated. Examination of the elasticities gave mixed results across 
CRDs. The only discernible pattern was that, in the southern CRDs, 
elasticities with respect to temperature fell and those with respect to 
precipitation rose; in the north, this outcome was reversed. 
Interpretation of these changes is complicated because weather variables 
may act in synergistic fashion on yields and because there may be asymmetry 
in effects not captured here. Moreover, systematic differences in soil 
quality and other agronomic features limit the inferences which can be made 
from these changes in coefficients. 
One. factor contributing to the difficulty in sorting out the impact 
of weather on yields as new technology is adopted is the difference in 
weather between the two periods. Tests for equality of each of the 
variable's mean between the two periods suggested the prevalence of cooler 
July temperatures and about the same level of July rainfall in the second 
period. Variability in both July temperature and rainfall appeared to have 
increased in the latter period, as evidenced by F tests on each CRD weather 
series. Because of this apparent increase in weather instability, it is 
not possible to identify technology as the only, or even the dominant, 
factor in increasing yield variability. 
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Considering weather's impact on yields, no systematic evidence of 
variance change attributable only to technology or weather emerges. The 
regression technique employed cannot readily disentangle the separate 
effects of simultaneous changes in key technological and environmental 
variables. Controlled experiments investigating the technology/weather 
interaction may be required to answer questions about yield stability. The 
results here demonstrate the difficulty in attributing all increases in 
yield variability to technological changes, since weather patterns are an 
important factor as well. 
Summary and conclusions 
This study has explored the relationships between yield level and 
stability and advances in technology and changes in the weather, with 
application to the U.S. experience with corn. A review of past research 
found little consistency in approach to empirical analysis of yield 
behavior. While there appeared to be agreement that yields were 
increasing, there was no consensus regarding the rate of change in yields 
nor the evolution of yield stability over the past several decades. Using 
a regression framework, the behavior of corn yields on the University of 
Illinois Trust Farm, in the nine individual Illinois CRDs, and in the 
U.S. nationally were examined. No evidence of yield plateaus was found at 
any level. Absolute, but not relative, yield variability net of technology 
time trend alone was found, in general, to have increased over time. This 
result implies that the corn producer has faced additional yield risk 
during the recent period. When yield behavior is adjusted for the impact 
of weather, variances were more likely to be equal between the two 
periods. Geographically, higher levels of yield variability seem to be 
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associated with areas of more marginal land quality, not higher yields 
alone. Examination of the impacts of weather variables did not allow an 
unambiguous identification of the source of increased yield variability. 
The increased variability of yields is likely a function of the heightened 
sensitivity of technology to weather or to increases in weather 
variability. These results are in contrast to cited research which 
suggests that technology alone is the determining factor in changing yield 
risk. 
The findings have implications for the methods used to assess yield 
risk and for policy recommendations drawn from such analyses. Of paramount 
importance is the selection of the appropriate level of aggregation of 
yield data. Since yield variability increases with disaggregation, due 
mainly to the random impact of weather, studies using state or national 
level data could underestimate the magnitude of risk at a microeconomic 
level. Then, farmer response to government programs might differ from that 
anticipated by decision makers whose expectations are based on analysis at 
an inappropriate level of aggregation. 
Increased understanding of the magnitude and determinants of crop 
yield risk is necessary to guide future decisions about priorities in 
investment into new technologies. In particular, the interdependence of 
weather, input quality, and technologies should receive more attention. 
Cooperation between agricultural economists and agronomists could 
potentially contribute to a better grasp of the factors affecting yield 
stability. 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. In any event, including acreage planted as an explanatory variable 
presents a conceptual problem since yield is calculated as 
production divided by acreage harvested. 
2. Using this procedure, however, the sum of the variance components of 
a production series can exceed that of the original series (Offutt 
and Blandford, p. 70). This can happen because the variance 
decomposition is based on a Taylor series expansion around the 
arithmetic mean of the raw data series while the mean of the 
residuals from a trend equation is zero. It is thus difficult to 
know what the variance of the sum of the components represents, as 
it is not equal to either the raw or detrended production variance. 
3. A measure such as the Crop Moisture Index (see Hanthorn and Duffy) 
captures some of this complexity, but has been computed only for 
more recent years. 
4. Selection for inclusion from among the set of possible monthly 
temperature and precipitation variables was based on a variable's 
coefficients being larger than its standard error. In general, 
results on yield trend and variability were not sensitive to the 
composition of the set of weather variables included in the 
regression. 
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5. Other measures of variability could be employed. The coefficient of 
variation, because of the squaring of the deviations, weights 
outliers heavily, a feature which seems appropriate for use in, say, 
risk analysis. However, the sum of absolute deviation from yield 
trend might be appropriate if the concern is the size of carryover 
stocks necessary to meet some food security goal. 
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Table 2.3 University of Illinois Trust Farm Corn Yield Trends 
Independent Time Period 
Variables 1955 - 1984 1961 - 1984 
Time 1.73 1.26 
(0.28) (0.48) 
May -3.00 -2.88 
Precipitation (1.23) (1.33) 
July 1.03 1.48 
Precipitation (1.11) (1.42) 
June 1.60 
Temperature (1.00) 
July -3.34 -5.19 
Temperature (1.33) (1.60) 
August -3.00 -1.35 
Temperature (1.15) (1.47) 
Constant 465.09 602.09 
(135.91) (137.97) 
D.W. 2.12 1.96 
0.76 0.61 
Variable definitions: time (linear trend); precipitation in inches; 
temperatures are monthly averages in degrees Fahrenheit. Figures in 
parentheses are standard errors. 
Table 2.4a Illinois Crop Reporting District Corn Yield Trends, 1931 - 1960 
Northwest 1 1.27 0.94 -0.33 1.15 1.82 0.77 
(0.13) (0.71) (0.27) (1.03) 
Northeast 2 1.11 1.37 1.74 1.96 0.81 
(0.19) (0.86) (1.08) 
West 3 1.00 0.75 0.56 -1.50 2.49 2.25 -1.15 -0.64 1.96 0.81 
(0.15) (0.58) (0.29) (0.66) (0.71) (0.77) (0.54) (0.46) 
Central 4 1.08 1.38 0.44 3.43 2.81 -1.15 2.01 0.79 
(0.15) (0.74) (0.37) (0.96) (1.19) (0.92) 
East Central 5 1.00 1.41 -1.22 1.88 0.73 
(0.18) (0.78) (0.60) 
West-southwest 6 0.77 3.20 1.13 -2.03 2.68 0.78 
(0.16) (0.75) (0.63) (0.51) 
East-southeast 7 0.80 1.18 -1.10 -0.61 2.22 0.67 
(0.15) (0.74) (0.53) (0.53) 
Southwest 8 0.45 -0.21 1.44 -1.43 -1.03 1.79 0.69 
(0.13) (0.18) (0.60) (0.47) (0.43) 
Southeast 9 0.50 -0.49 1.19 -1.32 -1.01 1.60 0.82 
(0.09) (0.43) (0.43) (0.36) (0.32) 
Variable Definitions: time (linear trend); MYP, PRSP, JP, JLP, and AUP (May, Preseason, June, July, and August 
precipitation, respectively, in inches); JLT and AUT (average July and August temperature, respectively, in degrees 
Farhenheit). Figures in parentheses are standard errors. 
Table 2.4b Illinois Crop Reporting District Corn Yield Trends, 1961 - 1982 
Northwest 1 2.20 -3.02 1.30 -1.83 2.45 0.88 
(0.19) (0.66) (0.82) (0.84) 
Northeast 2 2.76 -3.85 -1.27 1.87 -1.56 2.90 0.86 
(0.25) (0.30) (1.04) (1.27) (1.08) 
West 3 2.55 -1.95 0.78 -2.40 -2.75 1.69 0.87 
(0.23) (0.88) (0.77) (0.68) (0.77) 
Central 4 2.21 -2.62 3.37 -3.33 -1.39 1.64 0.79 
(0.32) (1.17) (1.81) (1.32) (1.48) 
East Central 5 2.04 -2.09 1.22 1.97 -4.36 -2.21 2.33 0.81 
(0.28) (1.13) (0.52) (1.27) (1.30) (1.05) 
West-southwest 6 2.37 -2.67 2.89 1.74 -2.95 -1.64 1.97 0.83 
(0.27) (1.06) (0.85) (1.30) (0.97) (1.03) 
East-southeast 7 1.83 -0.89 0.45 3.80 2.20 -2.51 -2.79 2.07 0.84 
(0.30) (0.83) (0.36) (1.14) (1.28) (1.12) (1.03) 
Southwest 8 1.57 4.37 3.88. -1.48 -2.60 1.50 0.69 
(0.41) (1.57) (1.92) (1.43) (1.38) 
Southeast 9 1.73 0.44 -2.48 3.72 -1.49 -2.55 1.93 0.70 
(0.34) (0.35) (1.35) (1.53) (1.00) (1.20) 
Variable Definitions: time (linear trend); MYP, ERSP, JP, JLP, and AUP (May, Preseason, June, July, and August 
precipitation, respectively, in inches); JLT and AUT (average July and August temperature, respectively, in degrees 
Farhenheit). Figures in parentheses are standard errors. 
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Table 2.5 U.S. National Com Yield Trends 
Independent Time Periods 
Variables 1931 - 1960 1961 - 1982 
Time 0.97 0.69 2.14 1.46 
(0.07) (0.14) (0.17) (0.47) 
July 1.56 1.56 4.86 4.85 
Precipitation (0.55) (0.51) (1.04) (1.00) 
Nitrogen 0.30 0.56 
(0.13) (0.36) 
Constant 15.08 17.60 40.51 33.70 
D.W. 1.73 2.07 1.43 1.63 
0.90 0.91 0.89 0.89 
Variable Definitions: time (linear trend); July precipitation (acreage 
weighted average precipitation of Corn Belt states in inches); nitrogen 
(national average application per acre). Figures in parentheses are 
standard errors. 
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Table 2.6 Measures of Corn Yield Variability 
for Selected Regions 
Standard Coef. of 
Mean Deviation Variation Calculated 
Time Yield net t/net t,w* net t/net t,w* F 
Period (bu/ac) {bu/ac) (bu/ac) Statistic** 
TRUST FARMS 
I (1955-84) 119.30 20.90/12.35 17.52/10.35 
II (1961-84) 127.35 20.90/13.08 16.41/10.27 
ILLINOIS CROP REPORTING DISTRICTS 
Northwest 1 
I (1931-60) 58.30 6.18/6.09 10.60/10.45 
II (1961-82) 102.73 9.76/5.67 9.54/5.52 2.49/0.87 
Northeast 2 
I (1931-60) . 58.30 7.36/6.09 12.62/10.45 
II (1961-82) 99.42 10.21/6.93 10.27/6.97 1.92/0.97 
West 3 
I (1931-60) 52.4 9.55/6.06 18.22/11.56 
II (1961-82) 100.43 11.70/6.40 11.65/6.37 1.50/1.12 
Central 4 
I (1931-60) 59.55 8.10/6.47 13.60/10.86 
II (1961-82) 107.06 14.56/8.53 13.60/7.97 3.21/1.74 
East Central 5 
I (1931-60) 55.14 7.78/7.08 14.11/12.84 
II (1961-82) 105.81 14.93/8.17 14.11/7.72 3.68/1.33 
West-Southwest 6 
I (1931-60) 46.78 10.63/6.81 22.72/14.56 
II (1961-82) 100.70 12.90/7.74 12.81/7.69 1.47/1.14 
East-Southeast 7 
I (1931-60) 42.38  7.58/6.64 17.89/15.67 
II (1961-82) 95.81 13.15/7.40 13.73/7.72 2.97/1.24 
Southwest 8 
I (1931-60) 34.53 7.37/5.31 21.34/15.38 
II (1961-82) 73.28 14.15/9.98 19.31/23.62 3.68/3.53 
Southeast 9 
I (1931-60) 35.3 6.20/3.83 17.56/11.25 
II (1961-82) 73.91 13.72/9.23 18.56/12.49 4.88/2.41 
U.S. NATIONAL 
I (1931-60) 35.3 3.54/2.95 10.02/8.36 
II (1961-82) 84.6 7.41/4.98 8.76/5.89 4.39/2.85 
* Net t/Net t,w : Net t (OLS residuals net of linear time trend) /Net t,w 
(0LS residuals net of linear time trend and.weather variables) 
** Values for F at one percent, (24,30) degrees of freedom = 2.47, at 
five percent =1.89 
Figure 2.3 Corn Yields at Different Levels of Aggregation, 1 9 6 1 - 8 2 
Figure 2.4 Nitrogen Application at Different Levels of Aggregation, 1 9 6 3 - 8 2 
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V. The Econometric Representation of the Corn/Soybean-Livestock 
Complex: The Model, Validation, and Assessment of the 
Impact of. Weather Modification 
The methodology proposed here addresses several isssues such as 
locational differences, temporal dimensions of market activities, and 
valuation of increased production at market prices . An econometric model, 
developed to examine the livestock and corn/soybean sectors of U.S. 
agriculture, assumes that the value of additional production depends on the 
interaction of supply and demand. Specific variables are included to 
analyze the influence of weather related factors on soybean and corn 
production. Prices at various stages of the marketing system, determined 
by the interaction of supply and demand, then feed back into the production 
and marketing sectors of the industries and are reflected in subsequent 
production decisions. 
An equilibrium supply-demand model is used to descibe the structure 
of the corn and soybean markets and their relationships to the U.S. 
livestock market. Structural equations in their implicit form, listing of 
endogenous and exogenous variables, their definitions and coefficient 
values are presented in Appendix 2.1. A discussion of the data used in the 
analysis was presented in last year's report. Selected comments on aspects 
of the structural model are presented here. 
The econometric model explains the production and prices of corn, 
soybeans, and livestock, as well as consumption of U.S. corn and soybeans 
domestically and in the export market. Specifically, the livestock and 
corn and soybean markets are linked through derived demand relationships 
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(i.e. for the corn and soybean meal). The model is annual in period, 
except for the hog production sector, which is semiannual, and is estimated 
over the period 1961-62 to 1982-83. Beef cattle, hog, and broiler 
production are described in a series of recursive equations. Current 
livestock product prices are determined by the demand at the wholesale 
level. The feed demand for corn and soybean meal is derived from current 
livestock production levels. The demand for corn on the world market is 
composed of a set of demand estimates for groups of importers, aggregated 
according to similarity in their import behavior. . The U.S. is assumed to 
be the only world market supplier in which significant 
consumption/production adjustment to changes in world conditions are 
possible; corn exports by other countries are exogenous. Equilibrium corn 
price is determined endogenously when the world market clears. Soybean 
demand is comprised of domestic demand for crush, which is influenced by 
the demand for meal and oil domestically, and the export demand for 
soybeans. For purposes of simplicity, export meal and oil demand are 
exogenous to the system. Domestic soybean meal prices, soybean prices and 
their consumption are determined endogenously within the system. 
The empirical model is dynamic, nonlinear (in variables) and 
contains 520 equations, of which 230 are behavioral equations and 290 are 
identities. A large portion of the equations explain the disaggregate 
yield, acreage, and production relationships for corn and soybeans. Fifty 
equations explain livestock production and consumption. All behavioral 
equations were estimated by ordinary or generalized least squares since 
although some simultaneity exists, the bulk of model is recursive. 
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Livestock Component 
In the model, the various livestock sectors are disaggregated in 
order to allow an accurate portrayal of differential responses in 
adjustment that arise due to differences among biological, technical, and 
economic aspects of the production processes. U.S. hog and cattle 
production together account for two thirds of all corn fed. The remainder 
is split evenly between poulty and dairy industries. U.S. poultry 
production accounts for the large part of soybean meal consumed 
domestically. The following discussion of the model's specification of 
livestock production concentrates on describing that of hog and cattle 
production and their corn use. The relationship between soybean meal 
consumption, soybean meal price, and broiler production also is presented. 
In general, the structural equations that describe the hog and beef 
cattle production processes are recursive and reflect the biological 
processes that constrain supply at any given point in time and contribute 
to the existence of multiyear cycles. Nerlove (1979) has pointed out that, 
under this approach, "there is no need to introduce ad hoc adjustment 
models since the intrinsic biology of the production process already 
provides most of the essential dynamic structure." This approachy obviates 
the needd to estimate complicated lag structures in attempting to capture 
supply response. Chavas and Johnson (1982) have noted that this 
decomposition of the production process into stages allows explicit 
identification of the point at which input decisions are made. In current 
context, this formulation allows a better picture of the influence of 
changes in corn price on livestock production. The incorporation of 
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biological lags then permits these effects to be traced through he 
production processs to their final manifestation in livestock product 
supply. 
In the hog and beef cattle sector, corn use is specified as a 
function of the level of animal output. In the model, animal numbers are 
largely fixed (within 1 year of cattle and 6 months for hogs). Slaughter 
of breeding herd members can increase short-run production but sustainable 
output expansion takes 3 years in the cattle sector and 2 years in that of 
hogs. Consequently, it is mainly livestock prices rather than numbers that 
adjust in the short run to clear markets; livestock product demand 
equations are price dependent. Given animal number, short-run response to 
changes in corn price depends on ration flexibility (availability of 
substitutes for corn) and on production flexibility (ability to modify 
output with no change in animal numbers). Longer-run response depends on 
the way in which expected prices affect inventory adjustment decisions. 
In the beef sector, corn use is described as a stochastic function 
of the level of fed beef production. In the short run, the corn price can 
affect production through the slaughter mix of fed versus nonfed beef and 
the average finished weight of fed cattle. Slaughter of nonfed beef (at 
weights less than those of feedlot anaimals) depends on the feeder cattle 
price, which is itself a positive function of the expected fed beef/corn 
price ratio. In the model, then, an increase in corn price (which 
decreases feeder cattle price)increases nonfed beef supply as cattle bypass 
feedlots and are finished on forage. In the longer run, corn price affects 
breeding inventories through its effect on the number of cows slaughtered 
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(another source of nonfed beef in the short run) and heifers added, for 
which separate relationships are specified. 
In the hog sector, corn use is determined by the number of animals 
slaughtered. The model reflects the fact that there are few substitutes 
for corn and a fed or nonfed marketing option does not apply in hog 
production. Moreover, once a hog is finished at a weight of about 240 
pounds, it must be sent to slaughter. Thus, hog producers are, within a 6-
month period, price takers. Price is dependent on current supply, which is 
determined by the previous period's pig crop and is itself a function of 
inventory decisions made at least 1 year earlier. The slaughter of 
breeding sows represents the only source of short-run adjustment in the 
sector. 
Underlying these adjustment possibilities are production cycles, 
induced by a combination of economic and biological phenomena. An average 
of 10 years has elapsed between peaks in cattle nummbers; in the hog cycle, 
the interval has been about 3 years. During the 1970s, the cattle cycle 
peaked during the 1975-76 crop year and that of hogs in 1973-74 and again 
in 1976-77. These cycles are presented in the structure of the model 
through the use of dummy variables that reflect differential intrcycle 
breeding, feeding and slaughter decisions. Since the hog and cattle 
production processes are modeled through a series of recursive equations, 
animals are carried through each period until their dispatch at time of 
slaughter. Without such an intertemporal constraint on livestock number, 
the short-run elasticity of livestock supply may be overestimated. 
Another factor which influences corn demand and also influences 
soybean meal demand is the level of broiler production. Since World War 
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II, growth in per capita consumption of broilers has doubled and redoubled. 
Per capita consumption in 1980 was 50 pounds, compared with 28 pounds in 
1960. At the same time, consumption of turkey has increased only four 
pounds per capita, to ten in 1980. Similarly, egg consumption fell from 
334 per person in 1960 to 272 in 1980. This rapid expansion in the broiler 
industry has occurred with its separation from other poultry processes and 
significant changes in industrial structure and technological procedures. 
Rapid structural and technical change, coupled with a relatively 
short production cycle, complicate attempts to model broiler output over 
the past 20 years in an annual framework. Consequently, broiler production 
is modeled rather simply, with output a function of broiler price, the 
price of corn, the price of soybean meal, and a linear time trend included 
to capture the effects of structural and technicala change. Within the 
soybean complex, broiler production influences the quantity of soybean meal 
consumed within the period. 
The interaction between the demand for livestock products and their 
supply determines the overall production level on which the derived demand 
for corn and soybean meal ultimately depends. The consumer demand side is 
included as an endogenous component of the model. The main hypothesis 
behind the price-dependent specification of the structural equations is 
that, within a specified period, the supply of livestock products is 
largely fixed, so prices, not quantities, adjust to clear the market. This 
specification is justifiable as being an accurate representation of 
livestock product markets and is also consistent with utility-maximizing 
consumer behavior. 
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In the demand equations, price depends on the quantities available 
for consumption of the livestock product whose price is being considered as 
well as on the quantities of its potential substitutes and complements. 
Disposable income is also included as a an explanatory variable. All 
quantity ariables and disposable income are in per capita terms. The 
statistical results are, in general, similar to those of the market at 
retail level provided by other studies in terms of magnitude of price 
flexibilities and identification of substitution relationships among 
livestock products. In price-dependent equations, a negative sign on the 
quantity consumed of another livestock product indicates a substitution 
relationship while a positive sign indicates a complementary one. Prices 
and income appear in nominal, not deflated, form, since the hypothesis that 
consumers suffered no money illusion was rejected. The sign of the income 
coefficient is positive since livestock products are likely normal goods. 
Corn and Soybean Components of the Model 
The largest component of the model involves the specification of the 
corn and soybean production. To capture the impact of weather on output, 
yield, acreage response, and total production are modeled at various levels 
of aggregation. For the five largest producing states of corn and soybeans 
(Illinois, Iowa, Ohio, Indiana, and Missouri), these relationships are 
estimated at the Crop Reporting District level. For-corn production, state 
level relationships are estimated for Nebraska, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. 
For soybean production, state level relationships are estimated for the 
next two largest producing states, Minnesota and Wisconsin. To complete 
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the supply side for both crops, aggregate yield and acreage relationships 
were estimated for the remainder of the states combined. 
The yield relationships at each level of aggregation were specified 
as a function of preseason and monthly precipitation through the growing 
season (May, June, July, August), average monthly temperature for July and 
August, and a linear time trend to capture changing technology throughout 
the period. It is difficult to characterize exactly the estimated 
relationships because of differing interactions that exist between 
locational factors such as soil quality and weather variables. In general, 
yields were positively related to the technology variable. Little 
indication of a plateau effect of yields with respect to time was 
evidenced. For corn, the most important weather variables influencing 
yields were July precipitation and temperature. For soybeans, July and 
August precipitation and August temperatures appeared to have the largest 
impact. For both crops, it appeared that temperature had its greatest 
effect in the most southern crop reporting districts. The adjusted 
coefficients of determination were quite high, ranging from about .75 to 
.95. 
The acreage response relationships were estimated as a function of 
the corn to soybean price ratio lagged one period, lagged own acreage, 
government programs (diversion programs, and effective loan rates and 
support programs), and a linear time trend to capture changes in 
technology. In several of the corn and soybean acreage relationships, May 
precipitation also was included to examine the effect of precipitation on 
shifting from corn to soybeans. As with the yield equations, it is 
difficult to make generalizations across the different levels of 
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aggregation and spatial units. In certain areas, government programs had 
only a minimal effect on acreage response, while in others their influence 
on acreage was significant. Lagged own acreage almost always appeared 
positively related to acreage response as did the ratio of corn to soybean 
prices lagged one year. The estimated elasticities varied slightly 
depending on whether it was calculated in the corn or soybean equations. 
In general, the elasticities were slightly higher when calculated from the 
soybean relationship as opposed to the corn relationship (e.g. .56 as 
compared to .4). The adjusted coefficients of determination were not quite 
as high as those from the yield equations. They fanged from .65 to .85. 
The total production of corn and soybeans in any period is a 
summation of the product of yield and acreage for each level of 
aggregation. This level of production for each crop interacts with the 
various demand components to determine price and allocation. For corn, 
more specifically, 
aggregate demand for feed corn arises from the derived demand in the 
various livestock sectors, in which feed needs are closely related to 
production levels. Due to economic, technical, and biological differences, 
sectors have varying corn requirements per unit of output. Aggregate feed 
demand equations cannot capture short-run production lchanges due to 
differences in ration flexibility or the change in the overall mix of 
livestock numbers in the longer run, as it composition changes in response 
to cyclical factors. To capture price adjustment in these markets, all 
these possibilities are reflected in the disaggregated empirical equations 
of the model. It is assumed that a change in any livestock category's feed 
demand for corn does not result from a change in concentrate rations 
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composition. Consequently, the demand for corn by any livestock sector 
will be equal to the level of production multiplied by a corn conversion or 
requirement rate per unit of output. 
In the case of beef cattle, derived corn demand is a stochastic 
function of fed beef production in pounds of finished liveweight. Fed beef 
production is calculated as the product of the number head of fed beef 
cattle slaughtered and the average finished liveweight in any given year. 
Corn price influences beef output through both the mix of fed versus nonfed 
cattle slaughter and finished liveweight. Therefore, by using this 
specification both of these short-run influences can be incorporated. In 
the longer run, the number of cattle slaughtered reflect cyclical movement 
in the sector and thus be translated into an effect on corn demand. In 
contrast to that of the beef sector, the derived demand for corn by the hog 
sector is described as a nonstochastic function of the number of head of 
hogs multiplied by the average annual amount of corn fed per hog which 
remained relatively constant throughout the period. Production is 
therefore expressed in terms of slaughter numbers, which are subsequently 
multiplied by the annual average dressed weight to yield production in 
terms of carcass weight. Since hog farmers have little opportunity for 
varying corn use and thus weight in the short run, slaughter numbers 
adequately capture the magnitude of the derived corn demand. The per hog 
corn requirement is entered as an exogenous vector of calculated historical 
values. 
The derived demand for corn by broilers and other poultry is 
specified as a simple linear function of broilers and the corn/broiler 
price ratio. The dependent variable includes not only broiler corn use 
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but that of hens and pullets, chickens raised for replacement, and turkeys. 
The absolute amount of corn consumed by these other poultry types has 
changed very little over the past twenty years. The growth in corn use has 
come from the broiler sector, where total use almost doubled from 1960 to 
1980. At the same time, broiler production per capita has doubled, largely 
due to improvements in economic and technical efficiency. Hence, the 
broiler production variable serves as proxy for all poultry production. 
These derived demands for feed interact with U.S. stocks and the 
demand for corn for food, seed, and industrial purposes to complete the 
U.S. domestic disappearance. These demands interact with the import demand 
for corn from five regions of the world: the Soviet Union; other Eastern 
European bloc countries; newly developed countries (e.g. South Korea and 
Taiwan); the European Community and; Spain, Portugal, Greece and Canada. 
These demands are primarily influenced by livestock production, income in 
the respective regions, and price. The characteristics of these groups 
were discussed in detail in last year's report. 
The soybean complex involves a complicated set of relationships that 
link the demand for soyoil, soybean meal, and soybeans. With regards to 
the corn and livestock sector of the model, the important relationships 
can be adequately modeled by focusing on the derived demand soybean meal, 
soybeans, and the linkages between poultry production. The soybean meal 
price affects the profitability of broiler production - lower soybean meal 
prices result in higher profits in broiler production and increased output. 
Similarly, increased broiler production is associated with greater demand 
for the high concentrate protein which soybean meal provides and higher 
soybean meal prices. 
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Specifically, the quantity of soybean meal consumed is influenced by 
the soybean meal price, corn price, broiler production, and the use of 
other high protein feeds. The demand for soybean meal and its price, along 
with the price of soyoil, the wholesale soybean price, and the crushing 
capacity determine the quantity crushed. Soybean commercial stocks are 
affected by market price, production of soybeans, lagged stocks and 
government stocks. The quantity demanded for commercial stocks, in 
conjunction with the quantity crushed, the demand for exported beans, and 
beginning stocks affect the wholesale market price of soybeans. The 
soybean wholesale market price then influences the soybean price at the 
producer level. The system is closed with stock identities for soybean 
meal and soybeans. In this representation of the soybean complex, the 
soybean oil sector and the export components of soybeans and soybean meal 
are exogenous. This specification was followed under the assumption that 
the most important linkages between the corn and livestock sectors exist in 
the domestic soybean meal and soybean markets (Good). Also note that 
current production of beans which can be influenced by weather modification 
enters into the commercial stock relationship which affects the soybean 
wholesale and farm level prices. 
Model Validation 
Using the mathematics of difference equations, stability conditions 
for a linear, nonstochastic model can be described. Model stability is 
important because it is the general perception that real world variables 
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and relationships behave in a fundamentally stable fashion. Consequently, 
an acceptable empirical model will reflect this characteristic real world 
behavior. If, however, the structural form of the model's equations is 
other than nonstochastic and linear, as is the case here, then no 
analytical solution to stability conditions can be found. Nevertheless, 
the validity of the model, meaning its ability to reproduce real world 
events, can be evaluated via simulation, which is basically the numerical 
solution to the system of equations over time. That is, comparison of the 
original data series with the simulated series for each endogenous variable 
can provide a useful test of the validity of the model. This procedure, 
called ex post simulation, is used here. 
Historical simulation can be done using the reduced form if the 
model is linear. The nonlinearities (in the form of price ratios) prevent 
the use of reduced form directly. Furthermore, the presence of lagged 
endogenous variables may also cause difficulties. As a result, the model 
must be simulated in its structural form, using an iterative solution 
procedure. The software used to estimate and generate the simulation 
employs the iterative solution procedure of Newton, which allows for a 
direct solution ofa related set of equations after they have been ordered 
into a series of blocks. Initial values for the endogenous variables are 
provided, and the model solves for all subsequent values given the 
exogenous variable values. The results of the historical simulation were 
compared to the original data series using the root-mean square percent 
error (Table 2.7). This measure provides on a percentage basis of the 
degree of divergence between the simulated values and the actual values of 
the endogenous variables. 
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The results of comparison suggest that the model can be judged to 
perforin in an acceptable manner. Generally, the model performed well 
except for several of the price and stock relationships. The relatively 
poor simulation of prices is not surprising since they adjust to quantity 
changes and tend to move more erratically than the quantity variables. The 
historical fluctuation in these prices is attributable at least in part to 
movements in factors which are exogenous to the model. Here, the prices 
represent the results of adjustment in supply and demand, and, for corn, 
stocks. In practice, annual equilibrium may not be so neatly achieved; the 
speculative influence in the futures market, for example, may affect the 
relationships between stocks and prices. Omitted substituted grains, such 
as wheat and barley, may become important in national and international 
markets in times of price extremes. Furthermore, corn and livestock prices 
vary regionally and in response to developments in the macroeconomy; the 
equilibrium price as determined by the model does not reflect this. 
Simulation of Weather Modification 
The validated model can be used to examine the effect of successful 
weather modification at various levels of aggregation and spatial units. 
Based on the starting values of the endogenous variables and the values of 
the exogenous variables it is possible to simulate the path of the 
endogenous vector over time. This generates a base run of the model. 
Then, a variable or a set of variables can be changed and the model can be 
simulated again to ascertain the impact of modified variables. 
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For purposes of illustration, a scenario in which precipitation in 
July and August is augmented by 20 percent in a large crop reporting 
district in Illinois is examined. The simulation is performed for the 
period 1983 to 1992. This out-of-sample simulation is useful because it 
permits the isolation of the factor under investigation. However, this 
approach can cause problems because the paths of the exogenous variables 
must be extrapolated over the forecast period. These variables deal with 
forces in the export sector, technical aspects of livestock and grain 
production, the policy arena, and macroeconomic influences. It is 
difficult to predict how these variables will change and any interactions 
which might occur. In light of this, it was decided to follow a general 
set of rules to determine the values of these exogenous variables. The 
weather variables are assumed to take the average value of preceding ten 
years. All production and feeding ratios are assumed to hold constant at 
an value of the last three years (1979 - 1982). Price indices and prices 
exogenous to the model are fixed at their 1982 levels. Income and 
population are projected to grow at annual rates of one and 0.8 percent per 
year, respectively. Exports for corn and beans are permitted to grow at a 
one percent rate per year. Government loans rates and target prices are 
fixed at their 1982 level. 
Results of augmenting July and August precipitation 20 percent above 
its average value over the last ten years for East Central Illinois (ECI) 
crop reporting district are presented in table 2.8.. Two scenarios, 
increased precipitation for one and five consecutive years, are shown. The 
effects on revenues (price times quantity) to producers within the crop 
reporting district, the rest of Illinois, and the Rest of the U.S. are 
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TABLE 2.7. Percent Root MSE of the Endogenous Variables from 
Simulation, 1961-82. 
Root Root 
Variable MSE Variable MSE 
Domestic U.S. 
Disappearance Hogs 
CBEEFUS 22.62 HGBINV2 8.98 
CPOLTUS 9.75 SOWFAR1 9.00 
CDAIRUS 6.14 SOWFAR2 5.36 
CFQUDUS 5.41 PCRR0P1 8.94 
SOYMCON 11.83 SOWSLUS2 13.18 
NSOYCH 9.64 SOWSLUSl 9.26 
CSTKTUS 45.59 
NSOYCST 50.70 PCROP2 .4.92 
World Corn Imports GADD2 16.77 
CIMPI 23.46 GADD1 16.61 
CIMPIV 22.21 BGSLUS2 6.23 
CIMPE8 30.61 BGSLUS1 6.84 
Prices 
Poultry SOYMLP 11.98 
BRPRDUS 4.28 POPFMUS 8.01 
NSOYMP 11.24 
Beef FBCPUS 11.56 
BICRWINV 2.06 BGPFUS2 13.22 
CALICROP 1.94 BGPFUS1 13.08 
HFADD 6.89 SOYPUSDT 10.58 
NETCROP COPFUSDT 11.44 
COWSLUS 13.25 FCPKCUS 15.19 
FCAVLWT 2.19 NFBPUS 16.39 
FBSLUS 8.15 
NFBSLUS 20.49 
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Root Root 
Variable MSE Variable MSE 
% % 
Corn Equation Variables 
Illinois Iowa 
ILCA1 3.62 IWCA1 5.23 
ILCA2 4.39 IWCA2 4.78 
ILCA3 7.25 IWCA3 4.45 
ILCA4 5.74 IWCA4 5.68 
ILCA5 5.11 IWCA5 4.21 
ILCA6 4.94 IWCA6 3.35 
ILCA7 5.77 IWCA7 5.01 
ILCA8 7.77 IWCA8 6.32 
ILCA9 10.96 IWCA9 4.83 
ILCYL1 5.90 IWCYL1 10.31 
ILCYL2 6.46 IWCYL2 6.94 
ILCYL3 5.98 IWCYL3 7.56 
ILCYL4 8.15 IWCYL4 10.92 
ILCYL5 8.01 IWCYL5 11.46 
ILCYL6 8.16 IWCYL6 5.74 
ILCYL7 8.88 IWCYL7 14.40 
ILCYL8 13.18 IWCYL8 22.30 
ILCYL9 13.14 IWCYL9 8.67 
Indiana Ohio 
INCA1 5.50 OHCA1 6.79 
INCA2 5.31 OHCA2 5.95 
INCA3 5.17 OHCA3 6.63 
INCA4 6.20 OHCA4 7.43 
INCA5 5.22 OHCA5 5.77 
INCA6 8.12 OHCA6 2.05 
INCA7 6.53 OHCA7 4.81 
INCA8 7.70 OHCA8 10.84 
INCA9 7.45 OHCA9 9.22 
INCYL1 10.01 OHCYL1 8.64 
INCYL2 9.11 OHCYL2 7.24 
INCYL3 7.25 OHCYL3 4.95 
INCYL4 12.01 OHCYL4 - 10.32 
INCYL5 9.87 OHCYL5 6.82 
INCYL6 8.88 OHCYL6 4.56 
INCYL7 13.21 OHCYL7 6.97 
INCYL8 15.22 OHCYL8 9.52 
INCYL9 9.60 OHCYL9 6.51 
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Soybean Equation Variables 
Missouri Illinois 
MOCA1 9.10 ILSA1 14.15 
MOCA2 8.59 ILSA2 6.31 
MOCA3 8.99 ILSA3 11.55 
MOCA4 15.61 ILSA4 7.67 
MOCA5 14.03 ILSA5 5.38 
MOCA6 6.17 ILSA6 6.79 
MOCA7 30.51 ILSA7 5.90 
MOCA8 23.48 ILSA8 8.27 
MOCA9 23.19 ILSA9 9.11 
MOCYL1 16.92 ILSYL1 6.55 
MOCYL2 16.79 ILSYL2 8.52 
MOCYL3 16.59 ILSYL3 .7.12 
MOCYL4 20.15 ILSYL4 7.74 
MOCYL5 21.19 ILSYL5 7.28 
MOCYL6 12.08 ILSYL6 7.32 
MOCYL7 27.01 ILSYL7 8.57 
MOCYL8 14.23 ILSYL8 8.34 
MOCYL9 10.17 ILSYL9 8.41 
Other States. Corn and Soybeans Indiana 
CYLNB 8.44 INGA1 5.94 
CACNB 11.20 INGA2 6.73 
CYLMN 6.19 INGA3 6.72 
CACMN 7.56 INSA4 7.87 
CYLWIS 4.89 INSA5 7.04 
CACWIS 4.89 INSA5 7.04 
CACWIS 6.46 INSA6 8.77 
CACRUUS 5.02 INSA7 10.88 
CYLROUS 5.23 INSA8 11.15 
INSA9 10.72 
INSYL1 6.64 
SYLMN 11.51 INSYL2 6.79 
SACMN 12.10 INSYL3 6.59 
SYLWIS 8.88 INSYL4 9.41 
INSYL5 9.58 
INSYL6 10.43 
INSYL7 ' 5.64 
INSYL8 ' 7.29 
INSYL9 9.34 
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Root Root 
Variable MSE Variable MSE 
% % 
Iowa Missouri 
IUSA1 7.82 MOSA1 8.64 
IWSA2 7.24 MOSA2 13.91 
IWSA3 12.39 MOSA3 11.15 
IWSA4 7.93 MOSA4 12.98 
IWSA5 5.76 MOSA5 15.09 
IWSA6 11.19 MOSA6 18.24 
IWSA7 6.16 MOSA7 10.44 
IWSA8 6.85 MOSA8 10.53 
IWSA9 8.52 MOSA9 8.18 
IWSYL1 7.36 MOSYL1 11.56 
IWSYL2 4.99 MOSYL2 13.54 
IWSYL3 6.02 MOSYL3 12.05 
IWSYL4 7.05 MOSYL4 12.50 
IWSYL5 7.93 MOSYL5 11.73 
IWSYL6 4.69 MOSYL6 9.30 
IWSYL7 6.36 MOSYL7 15.24 
IWSYL8 8.10 MOSYL8 11.40 
IWSYL9 7.35 MODSYL9 10.46 
Ohio 
OHSA1 7.82 
OHSA2 7.06 
OHSA3 47.80 
OHSA4 9.75 
OHSA5 11.18 
OHSA6 38.95 
OHSA7 18.01 
OHSA8 21.22 
OHSA9 84.34 
OHSYL1 9.51 
OHSYL2 11.36 
OHSYL3 6.35 
OHSYL4 11.03 
OHSYL5 11.60 
OHSYL6 6 .27 
OHSYL7 9.28 
OHSYL8 8.71 
OHSYL9 9.11 
TABLE 2.8. Results of Market Siitailation of Augmenting July and August Precipitation 
20 Percent in East Central Illinois (ECI). 
One Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans 
Year 
Increase 2,724.8 10,387.1 -1,712.8 -1,404.8 -8,563.8 -9,820.7 3,944.2 
Five 
Year 
Increase 11,347.6 44,152.2 -14,847.7 -15,967.1 -83,715.5 -104,534.3 37,131.4 
aThe figures represent changes in producer revenues. 
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presented. Similarly, the savings to consumers in terms of lower 
expenditures on all meat products that result from the increased production 
are presented. Caution should be taken in examining the revenue figures for 
producers and the savings figures to consumers. They are not directly 
comparable - the revenue figures do not include costs of weather 
modification. The consumer savings are based on wholesale prices and 
quantities and thus may not be a complete reflection of the impact of the 
change in production on consumers' welfare. In addition, it is not 
strictly correct to compare the change in welfare measures across two 
groups where the marginal utility of income may not be constant. 
The results of the analysis indicate that producers in the region 
where successful weather modification has occurred will benefit from the 
use of the technology. The individual producer in the crop reporting 
district has more output to sell, but at a slightly lower price. The 
reduction in price results from an increase in production and the 
characteristics of the demand for agricultural commodities which tend to be 
very inelastic. However, for the producer in this area the percent 
increase in production outweighs the percent decrease in price and total 
revenue rises. Producers outside of the region of successful weather 
modification also face a lower price. With no additional output increase 
from effective weather modification, these producers are worse off from 
development and use of the effective weather modification technology. On 
balance, the reduction in revenues to producers outside the affected region 
outweigh the gains to producers inside the region. This occurs because of 
the large quantity of corn and soybeans produced outside the region. Even 
with an extremely small decrease in price, this translates into a rather 
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large reduction in revenue. The consumer appears to gain from the 
increased production as a result of the effective weather modification 
technology. Again it should be emphasized that the gains to consumers and 
between producer groups are strictly not comparable. 
VI. Concluding Statements, Report of Work, and Further Research 
Opportunities 
The major objectives of the research have been completed. Several 
important findings have emerged from our efforts. First, when assessing 
technological utilization it is important to identify regions where similar 
response to technological innovation is reasonable. Based on our work, it 
is crucial for technological assessment studies that the differential 
effects of new technologies be identified and considered in evaluating the 
allocation of scarce resources among promising technologies. Failure to 
account for these differentials will influence the measurement of total 
benefits to research, which relies on the outward shift of the supply 
response for measurement of returns to producers and consumers. Given 
technology does not yield the same productivity effects in all regions, the 
overall magnitude of the supply shifts and the estimated returns from the 
utilization of the technology may be distorted. Moreover, if the use of 
new technology has differential impacts on output across regions, the gains 
across producers may be unevenly distributed as well. Assuming the 
distribution of gains is relevant in evaluating new technologies, 
insensitivity to these differences can lead to a distribution of the 
benefits from the use of technology that is in some sense unacceptable. 
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Second, the research explored the complicated relationships between 
corn yields, technological advance, and weather. No evidence of yield 
plateaus was found at any level of aggregation. Absolute, but not 
relative, yield variability net of technology time trend alonge was found, 
in general, to have increased over time. This implies that the producer 
has faced additional yield risk during the recent years. When yield 
behavior is adjusted for the effect of weather, variances are more likely 
to be constant throughout the period of analysis. Geographically, higher 
levels of yield variability seem to be associated with areas of more 
marginal land quality. Examination of the changes in impacts of weather 
variables did not allow for an unambiguous identification of the source of 
increased yield variability. The increased variability of yields is a 
function of the heightened sensitivity of technology to weather and 
increases in weather variability. With regard to these findings several 
points emerge concerning the benefits of weather modification. In terms of 
measurement of the effects of changing weather on yields, it is evident 
that the selection of an appropriate level of aggregation is of paramount 
importance. This is demonstrated is several dimensions. Since yield 
variability increases with disaggregation, studies using highly aggregate 
data may underestimate the effect of weather on yield and output. In 
addition, as mentioned previously, yields are influenced by a set of 
agroclimatic conditions. These conditions clearly change over space as 
suggested by the differences in the estimated effects of weather on yields 
for similar levels of aggregation. Since the effects of weather 
modification are likely to be highly regionalized, failure to account for 
these differences could distort its relative attractiveness to user groups. 
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Also, the increasing variability in yields associated with changing weather 
in more recent times highlights the potential importance of weather 
modification for moderating yield risk. In this situation, the ability to 
modify the weather could improve the agroclimatic environment by increasing 
precipitation and moderating heat stress. This would alleviate the extreme 
year-to-year changes in yields which have been evidenced recently and 
lessen the uncertainty about expected yields. Finally, as evidenced by our 
results, yields will continue to increase, although perhaps at a slower 
rate. From a statistical perspective, this will likely result in higher 
variances in yields. As was evidenced by our analyses, it is likely that 
the new high yield increasing technologies are more sensitive to weather. 
If this is the case, this reinforces the importance of weather modification 
in the future. 
The third major finding of this research, with regard to 
measurement of the effects of weather modification, is the importance of 
linking the production/weather response models to markets for the 
commodities and products affected. Only in an environment where changes in 
production associated with utilization of new technologies can the 
measurement of the effects be appropriately measured. The development of 
the econometric corn/soybean-livestock model generated in this research 
provides and opportunity to examine various issues related to changes in 
weather. More detailed examination of the effects of weather changes, 
beyond the limited scenarios reported in this piece, wait to be performed. 
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Report of work: 
The following is a list of the publications and presentations 
generated from the research. 
1. Offutt, S., P. Garcia and M.Pinar. "Potential Benefits to 
Agriculture of Augmenting Precipitation." Journal of Weather 
Modification. 17(1985):23-29. 
2. Garcia, P. and S. Hollinger. "Modeling Crop and Weather 
Interactions." Illinois Research. 27(1985):8-10. 
3. Offutt, S.,P. Garcia and M. Pinar. "The Distribution of Gains 
From Technological Advance When Input Quality Varies." 
American Journal of Agricultural Economics. Forthcoming. 
4. Offutt, S., P. Garcia and M. Pinar. "Technological Advance, 
Weather and Crop Yield Behavior." North Central Journal 
of Agricultural Economics. Forthcoming. 
5. Garcia, P., S. Offutt and S. Sonka. "Assessing Agricultural 
Research Strategies." North Central Journal of Agricultural 
Economics. In Review. 
6. Garcia, P., S. Offutt, and M. Pinar. "Methodological 
Considerations for Assessing the Potential Benefits of 
Weather Modification in Illinois Agriculture." 17th 
Conference of Agricultural and Forest Meterology. Preprint 
Volume, pp.169-72. Paper presented in Phoenix, Arizona. May, 
1985. 
7. Garcia, P., S. Offutt, and M. Pinar. "Weather, Technological 
Advance, and the Potential Economic Effects of Weather 
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Modification." Proceedings of the Tenth Conference of 
Planned and Inadvertent Weather Modification. Paper 
presented in Washington, D.C. May, 1986. 
8. Garcia, P. "Assessing Agricultural Research Strategies." 
Invited paper presented at Purdue University, Department of 
Agricultural Economics. December, 1985. 
Other work in progress will examine the uses of weather information 
in examining changing yield behavior (submitted as an "invited paper" to 
JCAM) and several manuscripts that will provide more detailed examinations 
of alternative scenarios regarding weather modification and climatic 
change. These efforts will focus on the magnitude and distribution of 
gains from changing weather over defined spatial units of aggregation. 
These pieces should provide useful information to policy makers and the 
direct potential user of weather modification techniques. 
Areas for Future Research: 
As indicated previously, additional work can be performed in 
modifying the econometric representation of this important agricultural 
sector. Also, more work needs to be done to quantify the magnitude of 
change and the distribution of the effects of changing weather. This can 
and will be performed with the use of the model developed in this research. 
Beyond this, research could be focused on linking models similar to the 
model developed here with other representation of economic and agronomic 
activity. One standard approach would entail the linkage of the output of 
this model with detailed regional input-output models to ascertain the 
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secondary effects of the weather phenomena. Perhaps, a more exciting area 
of research would address the relationships between different models at 
various levels of aggregation. Such a scheme might investigate how 
changing weather influences plant growth models, how these occurrences 
interact with producer management practices and which in term in influences 
supply response, price, output of other products and commodities and 
finally consumers. Such a research task would be extremely complicated. 
But the rewards in terms of improved understanding of the interaction 
between technology, weather, and returns to producers and consumers could 
be great. 
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APPENDIX 2.1 
MODEL: CSBSUP 
SYMBOL DECLARATIONS 
ENDOGENOUS: 
BFCOWINV BGPFUS1 BGPFUS2 BGSLUS1 BGSLUS2 BRPRDUS CACMN CACNB 
CACROUS CACWIS CBEEFUS CDAIRUS CFOODUS CIMPE8 CIMPI 
CIMPIV CLFCROP COPFUSDT COWSLUS CPOLTUS CSTKTUS CYLMN CYLNB 
CYLROUS CYLWIS FBCPUS FBSLUS FCAVLWT FCPKCUS GADD1 
GADD2 HFADD HGBINV2 ILCA1 ILCA2 ILCA3 ILCA4 ILCA5 ILCA6 ILCA7 
ILCA8 ILCA9 ILCYL1 ILCYL2 ILCYL3 ILCYL4 ILCYL5 
ILCYL6 ILCYL7 ILCYL8 ILCYL9 ILSA1 ILSA2 ILSA3 ILSA4 ILSA5 ILSA6 
ILSA7 ILSA8 ILSA9 ILSYL1 ILSYL2 ILSYL3 ILSYL4 
ILSYL5 ILSYL6 ILSYL7 ILSYL8 ILSYL9 INCA1 INCA2 INCA3 INCA4 INCA5 
INCA6 INCA7 INCA8 INCA9 INCYL1 INCYL2 INCYL3 
INCYL4 INCYL5 INCYL6 INCYL7 INCYL8 INCYL9 INSA1 INSA2 INSA3 
INSA4 INSA5 INSA6 INSA7 INSA8 INSA9 INSYL1 INSYL2 
INSYL3 INSYL4 INSYL5 INSYL6 INSYL7 INSYL8 INSYL9 IWCA1 IWCA2 
IWCA3 IWCA4 IWCA5 IWCA6 IWCA7 IWCA8 IWCA9 IWCYL1 
IWCYL2 IWCYL3 IWCYL4 IWCYL5 IWCYL6 IWCYL7 IWCYL8 IWCYL9 IWSA1 
IWSA2 IWSA3 IWSA4 IWSA5 IWSA6 IWSA7 IWSA8 IWSA9 
IWSYL1 IWSYL2 IWSYL3 IWSYL4 IWSYL5 IWSYL6 IWSYL7 IWSYL8 IWSYL9 
MOCA1 MOCA2 MOCA3 MOCA4 MOCA5 MOCA6 MOCA7 MOCA8 
MOCA9 MOCYL1 MOCYL2 MOCYL3 MOCYL4 MOCYL5 MOCYL6 MOCYL7 MOCYL8 
MOCYL9 MOSA1 MOSA2 MOSA3 MOSA4 MOSA5 MOSA6 MOSA7 
MOSA8 MOSA9 MOSYL1 MOSYL2 MOSYL3 MOSYL4 MOSYL5 MOSYL6 MOSYL7 
MOSYL8 MOSYL9 NFBPUS NFBSLUS NSOYCH NSOYCST NSOYMP 
OHCA1 OHCA2 OHCA3 OHCA4 OHCA5 OHCA6 OHCA7 OHCA8 OHCA9 OHCYL1 
OHCYL2 OHCYL3 OHCYL4 OHCYL5 OHCYL6 OHCYL7 OHCYL8 
OHCYL9 OHSA1 OHSA2 OHSA3 OHSA4 OHSA5 OHSA6 OHSA7 OHSA8 OHSA9 
OHSYL1 OHSYL2 OHSYL3 OHSYL4 OHSYL5 OHSYL6 OHSYL7 
OHSYL8 OHSYL9 PCROP1 PCROP2 POPFMUS SACMN SACROUS SACWIS SOWFAR1 
SOWFAR2 SOWSLUS1 SOWSLUS2 SOYMCON SOYMLP SOYPUSDT 
SYLMN SYLROUS SYLWIS 
A.2.2 
DEFINITION: 
AUP11 AUP12 AUP13 AUP14 AUP15 AUP17 AUP18 AUP19 AUP21 AUP22 
AUP23 AUP26 AUP27 AUP28 AUP29 AUP31 AUP32 AUP33 
AUP34 AUP35 AUP36 AUP37 AUP38 AUP39 AUP41 AUP42 AUP43 AUP44 
AUP45 AUP46 AUP47 AUP48 AUP49 AUP51 AUP52 AUP53 
AUP54 AUP55 AUP56 AUP57 AUP58 AUP59 BRCONPC CHOGSUS1 CHOGSUS2 
CLFDLOSS CLVSTKUS COPRD5 COUXTUS CPRDMN CPRDNB 
CPRDROUS CPRDUS CPRDWIS CPRD4 CSPR FBAVLWT FBCONPC FBPRDUS ILCAT 
ILCPRD ILCPRD1 ILCPRD2 ILCPRD3 ILCPRD4 ILCPRD5 
ILCPRD6 ILCPRD7 ILCPRD8 ILCPRD9 ILSAT ILSPRD ILSPRD1 ILSPRD2 
ILSPRD3 ILSPRD4 ILSPRD5 ILSPRD6 ILSPRD7 ILSPRD8 
ILSPRD9 INCAT INCPRD INCPRD1 INCPRD2 INCPRD3 INCPRD4 INCPRD5 
INCPRD6 INCPRD7 INCPRD8 INCPRD9 INSAT INSPRD INSPRD1 
INSPRD2 INSPRD3 INSPRD4 INSPRD5 INSPRD6 INSPRD7 INSPRD8 INSPRD9 
IWCAT IWCPRD IWCPRD1 IWCPRD2 IWCPRD3 IWCPRD4 
IWCPRD5 IWCPRD6 IWCPRD7 IWCPRD8 IWCPRD9 IWSAT IWSPRD IWSPRD1 
IWSPRD2 IWSPRD3 IWSPRD4 IWSPRD5 IWSPRD6 IWSPRD7 
IWSPRD8 IWSPRD9 JLP11 JLP12 JLP13 JLP14 JLP15 JLP16 JLP17 JLP18 
JLP19 JLP21 JLP22 JLP23 JLP24 JLP25 JLP26 JLP27 
JLP28 JLP29 JLP31 JLP32 JLP33 JLP34 JLP35 JLP36 JLP37 JLP38 
JLP39 JLP41 JLP42 JLP43 JLP44 JLP45 JLP46 JLP47 
JLP48 JLP49 JLP51 JLP52 JLP53 JLP54 JLP55 JLP56 JLP57 JLP58 
JLP59 JLT12 JLT13 JLT14 JLT15 JLT16 JLT17 JLT18 
JLT19 JLT21 JLT22 JLT23 JLT24 JLT25 JLT27 JLT28 JLT31 JLT32 
JLT34 JLT35 JLT36 JLT37 JLT38 JLT39 JLT41 JLT42 
JLT43 JLT44 JLT49 JLT51 JLT52 JLT53 JLT54 JLT55 JLT57 JLT58 
JLT59 MOCAT MOCPRD MOCPRD1 MOCPRD2 MOCPRD3 MOCPRD4 
MOCPRD5 MOCPRD6 MOCPRD7 MOCPRD8 MOCPRD9 MOSAT MOSPRD MOSPRD1 
MOSPRD2 MOSPRD3 MOSPRD4 MOSPRD5 MOSPRD6 MOSPRD7 
MOSPRD8 MOSPRD9 NCPR NETCROP NFBCONPC NFBPRDUS NSPR OHCAT OHCPRD 
GHCPRD1 OHCPRD2 OHCPRD3 OHCPRD4 OHCPRD5 OHCPRD6 
OHCPRD7 OHCPRD8 OHCPRD9 OHSAT OHSPRD OHSPRD1 OHSPRD2 OHSPRD3 
0HSPRD4 OHSPRD5 OHSPRD6 OHSPRD7 OHSPRD8 OHSPRD9 
PKCONPC PKCONPC1 PKCONPC2 SBPRD5 SCPR SOYMPRD SOYPRD SPRDMN 
SPRDROUS SPRDWIS SPRD4 TBRCON TCAUS TFBCON TNFBCON 
A.2.3 
TPKCON TPKCON1 TPKCON2 TRCIL TRCIN TRCIW TRCMO TRCOH TRCUS TRSIL 
TRSIN TRSIW TRSMO TRSOH TRSUS TSAUS 
EXOGENOUS: 
AUPMN AUPWIS AUTNB AUT11 AUT12 AUT14 AUT15 AUT16 AUT17 AUT18 
AUT19 AUT21 AUT22 AUT23 AUT25 AUT27 AUT28 AUT29 
AUT31 AUT32 AUT33 AUT35 AUT42 AUT43 AUT45 AUT46 AUT47 AUT48 
AUT49 AUT51 AUT52 AUT54 AUT55 AUT56 AUT59 CGSPRE8 
CHOGAV CIMPIII CIMPROW CIMPSU CIMPUS CLFSLUS COLVSUS COUXTROW 
CPRDUSE DD7274 DD7476 DD7477 DD79 DD81 DLIQ DPIUSPC 
DUMY D68 D6874 D69 D6975 D70 D71 D72 D7277 D73 D74 D7476 D75 
D76 D79 D80 D876 ELR FEEDHPS HGAVDWT ILAP1 
ILAP2 I1AP3 ILAP4 ILAP5 ILAP7 ILAP8 ILAP9 ILDM ILJLP1 ILJLP2 
ILJLP3 ILJLP4 ILJLP5 ILJLP6 ILJLP7 ILJLP8 ILJLP9 
ILJLT2 ILJLT3 ILJLT4 ILJLT5 ILJLT6 ILJLT7 ILJLT8 ILJLT9 INAP1 
INAP2 INAP3 INAP6 INAP7 INAP8 INAP9 INJLP1 INJLP2 
INJLP3 INJLP4 INJLP5 INJLP6 INJLP7 INJLP8 INJLP9 INJLT1 INJLT2 
INJLT3 INJLT4 INJLT5 INJLT7 INJLT8 IWAP1 IWAP2 
IWAP3 IWAP4 IWAP5 IWAP6 IWAP7 IWAP8 IWAP9 IWJLPl IWJLP2 IWJLP3 
IWJLP4 IWJLP5 IWJLP6 IWJLP7 IWJLP8 IWJLP9 IWJLT1 
IWJLT2 IWJLT4 IWJLT5 IWJLT6 IWJLT7 IWJLT8 IWJLT9 JLPMN JLPNB 
JLPWIS JLTMN JLTNB JLTWIS JP12 JP14 JP15 JP17 JP18 
JP19 JP22 JP23 JP24 JP26 JP27 JP28 JP29 JP31 JP32 JP33 JP34 
JP35 JP36 JP41 JP42 JP43 JP44 JP45 JP46 JP47 
JP48 JP49 JP51 JP52 JP55 JP57 LVSTKE8 LVSTKI MOAP1 MOAP2 MOAP3 
MOAP4 MOAP5 MOAP6 MOAP7 MOAP8 MOAP9 MOJLP1 
MOJLP2 MOJLP3 MOJLP4 MOJLP5 MOJLP6 MOJLP7 MOJLP8 MOJLP9 MOJLT1 
MOJLT2 MOJLT3 MOJLT4 MOJLT5 MOJLT7 MOJLT8 MOJLT9 
MPMN MPNB MPWIS MP11 MP12 MP13 MP14 MP15 MP16 MP17 MP18 MP19 
MP21 MP22 MP23 MP24 MP25 MP26 MP27 MP28 MP29 
MP31 MP32 MP33 MP34 MP35 MP36 MP37 MP38 MP39 MP41 MP42 MP43 
MP44 MP45 MP46 MP47 MP48 MP49 MP51 MP52 MP53 
MP54 MP55 MP56 MP57 MP58 MP59 NFBAVDWT NSOYCV NSOYEX NSOYFSI 
NSOYGST OHAP1 OHAP2 OHAP3 OHAP4 OHAP5 OHAP6 OHAP7 
OHAP8 OHAP9 OHJLP1 OHJLP2 OHJLP3 OHJLP4 OHJLP5 OHJLP6 OHJLP7 
OHJLP8 OHJLP9 OHJLT1 OHJLT2 OHJLT3 OHJLT4 OHJLT9 
A. 2.4 
POPUS PPIUS PPIUS1 PRP14 PRP15 PRP16 PRP17 PRP18 PRP19 PRP22 
PRP23 PRP24 PRP27 PRP28 PRP29 PRP34 PRP36 PRP41 
PRP45 PRP46 PRP47 PRP49 PRP53 PRP54 PRP56 PRP57 PRP58 PRP59 
SDRIN SOYMCY SOYMEX SOYMST SOYOP SSP TIME TM TM1 
WLDCPII 
COEFFICIENT: 
A1 A2 A20 A21 A22 A23 A3 A30 A31 A32 A33 A34 A4 A5 A86 B10 
B11 B12 C1 C110 C111 C112 C113 C114 C115 C116 
C120 C121 C122 C123 C124 C125 C126 C130 C131 C132 C133 C134 
C135 C136 C137 C140 C141 C142 C143 C144 C145 
C146 C147 C150 C151 C152 C153 C154 C155 C156 C157 C160 C161 
C162 C163 C164 C165 C166 C167 C170 C171 C172 
C173 C174 C175 C176 C180 C181 C182 C183 C184 C185 C190 C191 
C192 C193 C194 C195 C2 C210 C211 C212 C213 C214 
C215 C216 C217 C220 C221 C222 C223 C224 C225 C226 C230 C231 
C232 C233 C234 C235 C236 C237 C240 C241 C242 
C243 C244 C245 C246 C250 C251 C252 C253 C254 C255 C260 C261 
C262 C263 C264 C265 C270 C271 C272 C273 C274 
C275 C280 C281 C282 C283 C284 C285 C286 C287 C290 C291 C292 
C293 C294 C295 C296 C3 C310 C311 C312 C313 C314 
C315 C316 C320 C321 C322 C323 C324 C325 C326 C327 C330 C331 
C332 C333 C334 C335 C336 C340 C341 C342 C343 
C344 C345 C346 C350 C351 C352 C353 C354 C355 C356 C360 C361 
C362 C363 C364 C365 C366 C370 C371 C372 C373 
C374 C375 C380 C381 C382 C383 C384 C385 C390 C391 C392 C393 
C394 C395 C396 C4 C410 C411 C412 C413 C414 C420 
C421 C422 C423 C424 C425 C426 C427 C430 C431 C432 C433 C434 
C435 C436 C440 C441 C442 C443 C444 C445 C450 
C451 C452 . C453 C454 C455 C460 C461 C462 C463 C464 C465 C470 
C471 C472 C473 C474 C475 C480 C481 C482 C483 
C484 C485 C490 C491 C492 C493 C494 C495 C496 C497 C5 C510 
C511 C512 C513 C514 C515 C516 C517 C520 C521 C522 
C523 C524 C525 C526 C530 C531 C532 C533 C534 C535 C540 C541 
C542 C543 C544 C545 C546 C550 C551 C552 C553 
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C554 C555 C560 C561 C562 C563 C564 C565 C566 C567 C570 C571 
C572 C573 C574 C575 C580 C581 C582 C583 C584 
C585 C586 C590 C591 C592 C593 C594 C595 C596 C610 C611 C612 
C613 C614 C620 C621 C622 C623 C624 C625 C626 
C630 C631 C632 C633 C634 C640 C641 C642 C643 C644 C645 C646 
C86 D1 D10 D11 D12 D13 D2 D3 D4 D87 D97 E22 
E33 F11 F12 F21 F22 G1 G10 G12 G13 G2 G3 G4 H1 H2 H3 H4 
IL1 IL2 IL3 IN1 IN2 IN3 IW1 IW2 IW3 I110 I111 
I112 I113 I114 I120 I121 I122 I123 I124 I125 I126 I130 I131 
I132 I133 I134 I135 I136 I140 I141 I142 I143 
I144 I145 I146 I147 I150 I151 I152 I153 I154 I155 I156 I157 
I160 I161 I162 I163 I164 I165 I166 I170 I171 
I172 I173 I174 I175 I176 I180 I181 I182 I183 I184 I185 I186 
I190 I191 I192 I193 I194 I195 I196 I197 1210 
I2I1 I212 I213 I214 I215 I220 I221 I222 I223 I224 I225 I226 
I227 I228 I230 I231 I232 I233 I234 I235 I236 
I237 I238 I240 I241 I242 I243 I244 I245 I246 I250 I251 I252 
I253 I254 I255 I256 I260 I261 I262 I263 I270 
I271 I272 I273 I274 I275 I276 I280 I281 I282 I283 I290 I291 
I292 I293 I310 I311 I312 I3I3 I314 I320 I321 
I322 I323 I324 I330 I331 I332 I333 I334 I340 I341 I342 I343 
I344 I345 I346 I350 I351 I352 I353 I354 I355 
I360 I361 I362 I363 I364 I365 I366 I367 I370 I371 I372 I373 
I374 I380 I381 I382 I383 I384 I390 I391 I392 
I393 I394 I395 I410 I4I1 I412 I413 I4I4 I420 I421 I422 I423 
I424 I425 I426 I430 I431 I432 I433 I434 I435 
I440 I441 I442 I443 I450 I451 I452 I453 I454 I455 I456 I460 
I461 I462 I463 I464 I465 I470 I471 I472 I473 
I474 I475 I476 I480 I481 I482 I483 I484 I485 I486 I490 I491 
I492 I493 I494 I495 I496 I497 I510 I5I1 I512 
I513 I5I4 I5I5 I520 I521 I522 I523 I524 I525 I530 I531 I532 
I533 I534 I535 I540 I541 I542 I543 I544 I545 
I546 I550 I551 I552 I553 I554 I560 I561 I562 I563 I564 I570 
I571 I572 I573 I574 I575 I580 I581 I582 I583 
I584 I585 I586 I590 I591 I592 I593 I594 I595 I596 I610 I611 
I612 I613 I614 I615 I616 I617 I620 I621 I622 
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I623 I624 I625 I626 I627 I628 I630 I631 I632 I633 I634 I635 
I636 I637 I640 I641 I642 I643 I644 J110 Jill 
J112 J113 J114 J115 J120 J121 J122 J123 J124 J130 J131 J132 
J133 J140 J141 J142 J143 J144 J145 J146 J150 
J151 J152 J153 J154 J155 J156 J160 J161 J162 J163 J164 J170 
J171 J172 J173 J174 J175 J176 J180 J181 J182 
J183 J184 J185 J190 J191 J192 J193 J194 J195 J210 J211 J212 
J213 J214 J215 J220 J221 J222 J223 J224 J230 
J231 J232 J233 J234 J235 J236 J237 J240 J241 J242 J243 J244 
J250 J251 J252 J253 J260 J261 J262 J263 J270 
J271 J272 J273 J274 J275 J276 J280 J281 J282 J283 J284 J285 
J286 J287 J288 J290 J291 J292 J293 J294 J295 
J296 J310 J311 J312 J313 J314 J315 J320 J321 J322 J323 J324 
J325 J326 J330 J331 J332 J333 J334 J340 J341 
J342 J343 J344 J350 J351 J352 J353 J354 J355 J360 J361 J362 
J363 J364 J365 J366 J370 J371 J372 J373 J374 
J375 J376 J380 J381 J382 J383 J384 J385 J390 J391 J392 J393 
J394 J410 J411 J412 J413 J414 J415 J420 J421 
J422 J423 J424 J425 J430 J431 J432 J433 J434 J435 J436 J437 
J440 J441 J442 J443 J444 J450 J451 J452 J453 
J460 J461 J462 J463 J464 J465 J470 J471 J472 J473 J480 J481 
J482 J483 J484 J490 J491 J492 J493 J510 J511 
J512 J513 J514 J515 J516 J520 J521 J522 J523 J524 J525 J526 
J527 J530 J531 J532 J533 J534 J535 J536 J537 
J540 J541 J542 J543 J544 J545 J546 J550 J551 J552 J553 J554 
J555 J556 J560 J561 J562 J563 J564 J565 J566 
J570 J571 J572 J573 J574 J575 J576 J577 J580 J581 J582 J583 
J584 J585 J590 J591 J592 J593 J594 J595 J610 
J611 J612 J613 J614 J615 J620 J621 J622 J623 J624 J625 J626 
J630 J631 J632 J633 J634 K1 K2 K3 K4 L1 L2 L3 
L4 M01 M02 M03 N1 N2 N3 0H1 0H2 0H3 P1 P2 P3 P4 Q1 Q2 R1 
R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 S10 S11 S110 S11 S112 
S113 S114 S115 S116 S12 S120 S121 S122 S123 S124 S125 S13 
S130 S131 S132 S133 S134 S14 S140 S141 S142 S143 
S144 S145 S146 S150 S151 S152 S153 S154 S155 S160 S161 S162 
S163 S164 S165 S170 S171 S172 S173 S174 S175 
A.2.7 
S180 S181 S182 S183 S184 S190 S191 S192 S193 S194 S20 S21 
S210 S211 S212 S213 S214 S215 S216 S22 S220 S221 
S222 S223 S224 S225 S226 S23 S230 S231 S232 S233 S234 S235 
S236 S24 S240 S241 S242 S243 S244 S250 S251 S252 
S253 S254 S255 S256 S260 S261 S262 S263 S264 S265 S266 S270 
S271 S272 S273 S274 S280 S281 S282 S283 S284 
S285 S286 S290 S291 S292 S293 S294 S295 S296 S30 S31 S310 
S311 S312 S313 S314 S315 S316 S320 S321 S322 S323 
S324 S325 S330 S331 S332 S333 S334 S335 S336 S340 S341 S342 
S343 S344 S345 S346 S350 S351 S352 S353 S354 
S355 S356 S360 S361 S362 S363 S364 S365 S370 S371 S372 S373 
S374 S375 S380 S381 S382 S383 S384 S385 S386 
S390 S391 S392 S393 S394 S395 S396 S40 S41 S410 S411 S412 
S413 S414 S42 S420 S421 S422 S423 S424 S425 S43 
S430 S431 S432 S433 S434 S44 S440 S441 S442 S443 S444 S445 
S45 S450 S451 S452 S453 S454 S46 S460 S461 S462 
S463 S464 S470 S471 S472 S473 S474 S480 S481 S482 S483 S484 
S490 S491 S492 S493 S494 S510 S511 S512 S513 
S514 S515 S520 S521 S522 S523 S524 S525 S530 S531 S532 S533 
S534 S535 S540 S541 S542 S543 S544 S545 S550 
S551 S552 S553 S554 S555 S560 S561 S562 S563 S564 S565 S570 
S571 S572 S573 S574 S575 S580 S581 S582 S583 
S584 S585 S586 S590 S591 S592 S593 S594 S595 S610 S611 S612 
S613 S614 S620 S621 S622 S623 S624 S630 S631 
S632 S633 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V86 W10 W11 W20 W21 W22 W23 W24 
W25 W40 W41 X10 X12 X13 X14 Y10 Y11 Y20 Y21 
Y40 Y41 Y42 Y43 Y44 Y80 Y81 Y82 Y83 Y84 Z10 Z11 Z12 Z13 Z14 
Z20 Z23 Z24 
EQUATIONS 
1: ILCPRD1 — ILCYL1*ILCA1 
2: ILCPRD2 — ILCYL2*ILCA2 
3: ILCPRD3 — ILCYL3*ILCA3 
4: ILCPRD4 — ILCYL4*ILCA4 
5: ILCPRD5 — ILCYL5*ILCA5 
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6: ILCPRD6 — ILCYL6*ILCA6 
7: ILCPRD7 — ILCYL7*ILCA7 
8: ILCPRD8 — ILCYL8*ILCA8 
9: ILCPRD9 — ILCYL9*ILCA9 
ILCPRD1+ILCPRD2+ILCPRD3+ILCPRD4+ILCPRD5+ILCPRD6+ILCPRD7+ILCPRD8+ILCPRD9 
11: INCPRD1 — INCYL1*INCA1 
12: INCPRD2 — INCYL2*INCA2 
13: INCPRD3 — INCYL3*INCA3 
14: INCPRD4 — INCYL4*INCA5 
15: INCPRD5 — INCYL5*INCA5 
16: INCPRD6 — INCYL6*INCA6 
17: INCPRD7 — INCYL7*INCA7 
18: INCPRD8 — INCYL8*INCA8 
19: INCPRD9 — INCYL9*INCA9 
20: INCPRD — 
INCPRD1+INCPRD2+INCPRD3+INCPRD4+INCPRD5+INCPRD6+INCPRD7+INCPRD8+INCPRD9 
21: IWCPRD1 — IWCYL1*IWCA1 
22: IWCPRD2 — IWCYL2*IWCA2 
23: IWCPRD3 — IWCYL3*IWCA3 
24: IWCPRD4 — IWCYL4*IWCA4 
25: IWCPRD5 — IWCYL5*IWCA5 
26: IWCPRD6 — IWCYL6*IWCA6 
27: IWCPRD7 — IWCYL7*IWCA7 
28: IWCPRD8 — IWCYL8*IWCA8 
29: IWCPRD9 — IWCYL9*IWCA9 
30: IWCPRD — 
IWCPRD1+IWCPRD2+IWCPRD3+IWCPRD4+IWCPRD5+IWCPRD6+IWCPRD7+IWCPRD8+IWCPRD9 
31: 0HCPRD1 — 0HCYL1*0HCA1 
32: 0HCPRD2 — OHCYL2*OHCA2 
33: 0HCPRD3 — OHCYL3*OHCA3 
34: 0HCPRD4 — 0HCYL4*0HCA4 
35: 0HCPRD5 — OHCYL5*OHCA5 
36: 0HCPRD6 — OHCYL6*OHCA6 
37: 0HCPRD7 — OHCYL7*OHCA7 
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38: 0HCPRD8 — OHCYL8*OHCA8 
39: 0HCPRD9 — OHCYL9*OHCA9 
40: OHCPRD — 
OHCPRD1+OHCPRD2+OHCPRD3+OHCPRD4+OHCPRD5+OHCPRD6+OHCPRD7+OHCPRD8+OHCPRD9 
41: MOCPRD1 — MOCYLl*MOCAl 
42: MOCPRD2 — MOCYL2*MOCA2 
43: MOCPRD3 — MOCYL3*MOCA3 
44: MOCPRD4 — MOCYL4*MOCA4 
45: MOCPRD5 — MOCYL5*MOCA5 
46: MOCPRD6 — MOCYL6*MOCA6 
47: MOCPRD7 — MOCYL7*MOCA7 
48: MOCPRD8 — MOCYL8*MOCA8 
49: MOCPRD9 — MOCYL9*MOCA9 
50: MOCPRD — 
MOCPRD1+MOCPRD2+MOCPRD3+MOCPRD4+MOCPRD5+MOCPRD6+MOCPRD7+MOCPRD8+MOCPRD9 
51: ILSPRD1 — ILSYL1*ILSA1 
52: ILSPRD2 — ILSYL2*ILSA2 
53: ILSPRD3 — ILSYL3*ILSA3 
54: ILSPRD4 — ILSYL4*ILSA4 
55: ILSPRD5 — ILSYL5*ILSA5 
56: ILSPRD6 — ILSYL6*ILSA6 
57: ILSPRD7 — ILSYL7*ILSA7 
58: ILSPRD8 — ILSYL8*ILSA8 s 
59: ILSPRD9 — ILSYL9*ILSA9 
60: ILSPRD — 
ILSPRD1+ILSPRD2+ILSPRD3+ILSPRD4+ILSPRD5+ILSPRD6+ILSPRD7+ILSPRD8+ILSPRD9 
61: INSPRD1 — INSYL1*INSA1 
62: INSPRD2 — INSYL2*INSA2 
63: INSPRD3 — INSYL3*INSA3 
64: INSPRD4 — INSYL4*INSA4 
65: INSPRD5 — INSYL5*INSA5 
66: INSPRD6 — INSYL6*INSA6 
67: INSPRD7 — INSYL7*INSA7 
68: INSPRD8 — INSYL8*INSA8 
69: INSPRD9 — INSYL9*INSA9 
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70: INSPRD — 
INSPEID1+INSPRD2+INSPRD3+INSPRD4+INSPRD5+INSPRD6+INSPRD7+INSPRD8+INSPRD9 
71: IWSPRD1 — IWSYL1*IWSA1 
72: IWSPRD2 — IWSYL2*IWSA2 
73: IWSPRD3 — IWSYL3*IWSA3 
74: IWSFRB4 — IWSYL4*IWSA4 
75: IWSPRD5 — IWSYL5*IWSA5 
76: IWSPRD6 — IWSYL6*IWSA6 
77: IWSPRD7 — IWSYL7*IWSA7 
78: IWSPRD8 — IWSYL8*IWSA8 
79: IWSPRD9 — IWSYL9*IWSA9 
80: IWSPRD — 
IWSPRD1+IWSPRD2+IWSPRD3+IWSPRD4+IWSPRD5+IWSPRD6+IWSPRD7+IWSPRD8+IWSPRD9 
81: OHSPRD1 — 0HSYL1*0HSA1 
82: OHSPRD2 — OHSYL2*OHSA2 
83: OHSPRD3 — OHSYL3*OHSA3 
84: 0HSPRD4 — 0HSYL4*OHSA4 
85: OHSPRD5 — OHSYL5*OHSA5 
86: OHSPRD6 — OHSYL6*OHSA6 
87: OHSPRD7 — OHSYL7*OHSA7 
88: OHSPRD8 — OHSYL8*OHSA8 
89: OHSPRD9 — OHSYL9*OHSA9 
90: OHSPRD — 
OHSPRD1+OHSPPD2+OHSPRD3+OHSPRD4+OHSPRD5+OHSPRD6+OHSPRD7+OHSPRD8+OHSPRD9 
91: MOSPRD1 — MOSYL1*MOSA1 
92: MOSPRD2 — MOSYL2*MOSA2 
93: MOSPRD3 — MOSYL3*MOSA3 
94: MOSPRD4 — MOSYL4*MOSA4 
95: MOSPRD5 — MOSYL5*MOSA5 
96: MOSPRD6 — MOSYL6*MOSA6 
97: MOSPRD7 — MOSYL7*MOSA7 
98: MOSPRD8 — MOSYL8*MOSA8 
99: MOSPRD9 — MOSYL9*MOSA9 
100: MOSPRD — 
MOSPRD1+MOSPRD2+MOSPRD3+MOSPRD4+MOSPRD5+MOSPRD6+MOSPRD7+MOSPRD8+MOSPRD9 
101: COPRD5 = ILCPRD+INCPRD+IWCPRD+OHCPRD+MOCPRD 
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102: SBPRD5 — ILSPRD+INSPRD+IWSPRD+OHSPRD+MOSPRD 
103: CSPR — COPFUSDT/SOYPUSDT 
104: SCPR — SOYPUSDT/COPFUSDT 
105: CPRDWIS — CACWIS*CYLWIS 
106: CPRDNB — CACNB*CYLNB 
107: CPRDMN — CACMN*CYLMN 
108: CPRDROUS — CACROUS*CYLROUS 
109: CPRD4 — CPRDWIS+CPRDNB+CPRDMN+CPRDROUS 
110: CPRDUS — (COPRD5/1000.+CPRD4)*0.0254 
111: SPRDWIS — SACWIS*SYLWIS/1000. 
112: SPRDMN — SACMN*SYLMN 
113: SPRDROUS — SACROUS*SYLROUS 
114: SPRD4 — SPRDWIS+SPRDMN+SPRDROUS 
115: SOYPRD — (SBPRD5/1000.+SPRD4)*0.0272 
116: AUP11 — ILAP1*IL1*ILDM 
117: AUP12 — ILAP2*IL1*ILDM 
118: AUP13 — ILAP3*IL1 
119: AUP14 — ILAP4*IL1*ILDM 
120: AUP15 — ILAP5*IL1*ILDM 
121: AUP17 — ILAP7*IL1*ILDM 
122: AUP18 — ILAP8*IL1*ILDM 
123: AUP19 — ILAP9*IL1*ILDM 
124: AUP21 — INAP1*IN1*ILDM 
125: AUP22 — INAP2*IN1*ILDM 
126: AUP23 — INAP3*INl*ILDM 
127: AUP26 — INAP6*IN1*ILDM 
128: AUP27 — INAP7*IN1*ILDM 
129: AUP28 — INAP8*INl*ILDM 
130: AUP29 — INAP9*INl*ILDM 
131: AUP31 — IWAP1*IW1*ILDM 
132: AUP32 — IWAP2*IW1*ILDM 
133: AUP33 — IWAP3*IW1*ILDM 
134: AUP34 — IWAP4*IW1*ILDM 
135: AUP35 — IWAP5*IW1*ILDM 
136: AUP36 — IWAP6*IW1*ILDM 
137: AUP37 — IWAP7*IW1*ILDM 
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138: AUP38 — IWAP8*IW1*ILDM 
139: AUP39 — IWAP9*IW1*IIDM 
140: AUP41 — OHAP1*OH1*ILDM 
141: AUP42 — OHAP2*OH1*ILDM 
142: AUP43 — OHAP3*OH1*IIDM 
143: AUP44 — OHAP4*OH1*ILDM 
144: AUP45 — OHAP5*OH1*ILDM 
145: AUP46 — OHAP6*OH1*ILDM 
146: AUP47 — OHAP7*OH1*ILDM 
147: AUP48 — OHAP8*OH1*ILDM 
148: AUP49 — OHAP9*OH1*ILDM 
149: AUP51 — MOAP1*MO1*ILDM 
150: AUP52 — MOAP2*MO1*ILDM 
151: AUP53 — MOAP3*MO1*ILDM 
152: AUP54 — MOAP4*MO1*ILDM 
153: AUP55 — MOAP5*MO1*ILDM 
154: AUP56 — MOAP6*MO1*ILDM 
155: AUP57 — MOAP7*MO1*ILDM 
156: AUP58 — MOAP8*MO1*ILDM 
157: AUP59 — MOAP9*MO1*ILDM 
158: JLP11 — ILJLP1*IL2*ILDM 
159: JLP12 — ILJLP2*IL2*ILDM 
160: JLP13 — ILJLP3*IL2*ILDM 
161: JLP14 — ILJLP4*IL2*ILDM 
162: JLP15 — ILJLP5*IL2*ILDM 
163: JLP16 — ILJLP6*IL2*ILDM 
164: JLP17 — ILJLP7*IL2*ILDM 
165: JLP18 — ILJLP8*IL2*ILDM 
166: JLP19 — ILJLP9*IL2*ILDM 
167: JLP21 — INJLP1*IN2*ILDM 
168: JLP22 — INJLP2*IN2*ILDM 
169: JLP23 — INJLP3*IN2*ILDM 
170: JLP24 — INJLP4*IN2*ILDM 
171: JLP25 — INJLP5*IN2*ILDM 
172: JLP26 — INJLP6*IN2*ILDM 
173: JLP27 — INJLP7*IN2*ILDM 
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174: JLP28 — INJLP8*IN2*ILDM 
175: JLP29 — INJLP9*IN2*ILDM 
176: JLP31 — IWJLP1*IW2*ILDM 
177: JLP32 — IWJLP2*IW2*ILDM 
178: JLP33 — IWJLP3*IW2*ILDM 
179: JLP34 — IWJLP4*IW2*ILDM 
180: JLP35 — IWJLP5*IW2*ILDM 
181: JLP36 — IWJLP6*IW2*ILDM 
182: JLP37 — IWJLP7*IW2*ILDM 
183: JLP38 — IWJLP8*IW2*ILDM 
184: JLP39 — IWJLP9*IW2*ILDM 
185: JLP41 — OHJLPl*OH2*ILDM 
186: JLP42 — OHJLP2*OH2*ILDM 
187: JLP43 — OHJLP3*OH2*ILDM 
188: JLP44 — OHJLP4*OH2*ILDM 
189: JLP45 — OHJLP5*OH2*ILDM 
190: JLP46 — OHJLP6*OH2*ILDM 
191: JLP47 — OHJLP7*OH2*ILDM 
192: JLP48 — OHJLP8*OH2*ILDM 
193: JLP49 — OHJLP9*OH2*ILDM 
194: JLP51—MOJLP1*MO2*ILDM 
195: JLP52 — MOJLP2*MO2*ILDM 
196: JLP53 — MOJLP3*MO2*ILDM 
197: JLP54 — MOJLP4*MO2*ILDM 
198: JLP55 — MOJLP5*MO2*ILDM 
199: JLP56 — MOJLP6*MO2*ILDM 
200: JLP57 — MOJLP7*MO2*ILDM 
201: JLP58 — MOJLP8*MO2*ILDM 
202: JLP59 — MOJLP9*MO2*ILDM 
203: JLT12 — ILJLT2*IL3 
204: JLT13 — ILJLT3*IL3 
205: JLT14 — ILJLT4*IL3 
206: JLT15 — ILJLT5*IL3 
207: JLT16 — ILJLT6*IL3 
208: JLT17 — ILJLT7*IL3 
209: JLT18 — ILJLT8*IL3 
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210: JLT19 — ILJLT9*IL3 
211: JLT21 — INJLT1*IN3 
212: JLT22 — INJLT2*IN3 
213: JLX23 = INJLT3*IN3 
214: JLT24 — INJLT4*IN3 
215: JLT25 — INJLT5*IN3 
216: JLT27 — INJLT7*IN3 
217: JLT28 — INJLT8*IN3 
218: JLT31 — IWJLT1*IW3 
219: JLT32 — IWJLT2*IW3 
220: JLT34 — IWJLT4*IW3 
221: JLT35 — IWJLT5*IW3 
222: JLT36 — IWJLT6*IW3 
223: JLT37 — IWJLT7*IW3 
224: JLT38 — IWJLT8*IW3 
225: JLT39 — IWJLT9*IW3 
226: JLT41 — OHJLTl*OH3 
227: JLT42 — OHJLT2*OH3 
228: JLT43 — OHJLT3*OH3 
229: JLT44 — OHJLT4*OH3 
230: JLT49 — OHJLT9*OH3 
231: JLT51 — MOJLT1*MO3 
232: JLT52 — MOJLT2*MO3 
233: JLT53 — MOJLT3*MO3 
234: JLT54 — MOJLT4*MO3 
235: JLT55 — MOJLT5*MO3 
236: JLT57 — MOJLT7*MO3 
237: JLT58 — MOJLT8*MO3 
238: JLT59 — MOJLT9*MO3 
239: CHOGSUS1 — CH0GAV*(BGSLUS1+S0WSLUS1) . 
240: CHOGSUS2 — CHOGAV*(BGSLUS2+SOWSLUS2) 
241: CLVSTKUS — CBEEFUS+CHOGSUS1+CHOGSUS2+CPOLTUS+CDAIRUS+COLVSUS 
242: COUXTUS — CIMPI+CIMPE8+CIMPSU+CIMPIII+CIMPIV+CIMPROW-COUXTROW 
243: 0 — 
CLVSTKUS+CFOODUS+CSTKTUS+COUXTUS-CIMPUS-CPRDUS-CSTKTUS(-1) 
244: FBAVLWT — FCAVLWT/0.66*100 
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245: FBPRDUS — FBSLUS*FBAVLWT*0.62 
246: NFBPRDUS — (NFBSLUS+COWSLUS)*NFBAVDWT 
247: FBCONPC — FBPRDUS/POPUS 
248: NFBCONPC — NFBPRDUS/POPUS 
249: PKCONPC1 — (BGSLUSl+SOWSLUSl)*HGAVDWT/POPUS 
250: PKCONPC2 — (BGSLUS2+SOWSLUS2)*HGAVDWT/POPUS 
251: PKCONPC — PKCONPC1+PKCONPC2 
252: BRCONPC — BRPRDUS*0.72/POPUS 
253: 0 — BFCOWINV-BFCOWINV(-l)+COWSLUS(-l)-HFADD(-l) 
254: CLFCROP -
B10+B11*BFCOWINV+B12*DLIQ*BFCOWINV+0.72941*(CLFCROP(-l)-(B10+B11*BFC0WINV(- -
l)+B12*DLIQ*BFCOWINV(-1))) 
255: CLFDLOSS — 0.1*CLFCROP 
256: NETCROP — CLFCROP(-1)-CLFSLUS(-1)-CLFDLOSS(-1)-HFADD(-l) 
257: COWSLUS - A20+A21*FCPKCUS/PPIUS+A22*BFCOWINV+A23*DLIQ*BFCOWINV 
258: FCAVLWT - Hl+H2*FBCPUS(-1)/COPFUSDT+H3*D68+H4*D71 
259: FBSLUS = Gl+G2*NETCROP+G3*FBCPUS(-l)/COPFUSDT+G4*DLIQ*NETCROP 
260: NFBSLUS -
G10+G12*FCPKCUS/PPIUS+G13*D74+0.959695*(NFBSLUS(-1)-(G10+G12*FCPKCUS(-1)/PP-
IUS(-1)+G13*D74(-1))) 
261: 0 — HGBINV2-HGBINV2(-1)+S0WSLUS2(-1)+S0WSLUS1-GADD2(-1)-GADD1 
262: SOWFAR1 -
Fll*(HGBINV2(-l)-SOWSLUS2(-l)+GADD2(-l))+F12*D6874*(HGBINV2(-l)-SOWSLUS2(-l-
)+GADD2(-l)) 
263: SOWFAR2 -
F21*HGBINV2+F22*D6874*HGBINV2+0.880112*(SOWFAR2(-1)-(F21*HGBINV2(-1)+F22*D6-
874(-l)*HGBINV2(-1))) 
264: PCROP1 - E22*SOWFAR1+0.587435*(PCROP1(-1)-E22*SOWFAR1(-1)) 
265: PCROP2 - E33*SOWFAR2+0.736009*(PCROP2(-1)-E33*SOWFAR2(-l)) 
266: BGSLUS1 -
Y10+Yll*PCROP2(-1)+0.681247*(BGSLUSl(-1)-(Y10+Yll*PCROP2(-2))) 
267: BGSLUS2 -
Y20+Y21*PCROPl+0.884777*(BGSLUS2(-1)-(Y20+Y21*PCROP1(-1))) 
268: SOWSLUS2 -
Y40+Y41*HGBINV2+Y42*D7476*HGBINV2+Y43*BGPFUS1/PPIUS+Y44*COPFUSDT/PPIUS 
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269: GADD1 -
Z10+Z11*SOWSLUS1+Z12*BGPFUS2(-1)/PPIUS+Z13*COPFUSDT/PPIUS+Z14*D69 
270: GADD2 - Z20+Z23*SOWSLUS2+Z24*D6975*SOWSLUS2 
271: BRPRDUS - K1+K2*POPFMUS/COPFUSDT+K3*TIME+K4*POPFMUS/SOYML 
272 
BEEFUS-Ll+L2*FBPRDUS+L3*D72+L4*D73+0.S54765*(CBEErJ3(-1)-(LI+L2*FBPRDUS(-1-
)+L3*D72(-1)+L4*D73(-1))) 
273: CPOLTUS - Nl+N2*COPFUSDT/POPFMUS+N3*BRPRDUS 
274: CDAIRUS - P1+P2*TIME+P3*D70+P4*D71 
275: CFOODUS - Ql+Q2*CFOODUS(-1) 
276: COPFUSDT -
R1+R2*CSTKTUS+R3*CPRDUS+R4*CPRDUSE+R5*PPIUS1+R6*D7277+R7*D7277*CSTKTUS 
277: CIMPI -
W10+W11*LVSTKI+0.474568*(CIMPI(-1)-(W10+W11*LVSTKI(-1))) 
278: CIMPIV - W40+W41*TIME 
279: SOWSLUS1 -
Y80+Y81*(HGBINV2(-1)-SOWSLUS2(-1)+GADD2(-1))+Y82*BGPFUS2(-1)/PPIUS+Y83*COPF-
USDT/PPIUS+Y84*D75 
280: FBCPUS -
Al+A2*FBCONPC+A3*NFBCONPC+A4*PKCONPC+A5*DPIUSPC+A86*DPIUSPC*DPIUSPC 
281: NFBPUS -
Vl+V2*NFBCONPC+V3*FBCONPC+V4*PKCONPC+V5*DPIUSPC+V86*DPIUSPC*DPIUSPC 
282: POPFMUS -
Cl+C2*BRCONPC+C3*NFBCONPC+C4*PKCONPC+C5*DPIUSPC+C86*DPIUSPC*DPIUSPC 
283: BGPFUS1 -
Dl+D2*PKCONPCl+D3*NFBCONPC/2+D4*DPIUSPC/2+D87*DPIUSPC/2*DPIUSPC/2+0.239141*-
(BGPFUS1(-1)-(D1+D2*PKC0NPC1(-1) 
+ 
D3*NFBCONPC(-1)/2+D4*DPIUSPC(-1)/2+D87*DPIUSPC(-l)/2*DPIUSPC(-l)/2)) 
284: BGPFUS2 -
D10+Dll*PKCONPC2+D12*NFBCONPC/2+D13*DPIUSPC/2+D97*DPIUSPC/2*DPIUSPC/2+0.470-
269*(BGPFUS2(-1)-(D10+D11* 
PKCONPC2(-1)+D12*NFBCONPC(-1)/2+D13*DPIUSPC(-l)/2+D97*DPIUSPC(-l)/2*DPIUSPC-
(-1)/2)) 
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285: CIMPE8 -
W20+W21*CGSPRE8+W22*LVSTKE8+W23*COPFUSDT/WLDCPII+W24*SDRIN+W25*D80 
286: HFADD -
A30+A31*BFCOWINV+A32*DLIQ*BFCOWINV+A33*FCPKCUS/PPIUS+A34*DD79 
287: FCPKCUS/PPIUS -
X10+X12*FBCPUS(-1)/COPFUSDT+X13*D72+X14*DD81+0.567167*(FCPKCUS(-1)/PPIUS(-1-
)-(X10+X12*FBCPUS(-2)/ 
C0PFUSDT(-1)+X13*D72(-1)+X14*DD81(-1))) 
288: NSOYCH -
S10+S11*SOYMLP/PPIUS+S12*NSOYMP/PPIUS+S13*(SOYOP*10.)/PPIUS+S14*NSOYCV 
289: NSOYCST -
S20+S21*NSOYMP/PPIUS+S22*SOYPRD+S23*NSOYCST(-1)+S24*NSOYGST 
290: 0 — 
SOYPRD+NSOYCST(-l)+NSOYGST(-l)-NSOYCH-NSOYCST-NSOYGST-NSOYEX-NSOYFSI 
291: SOYPUSDT/PPIUS - S30+S31*NSOYMP/PPIUS 
292: SOYMPRD — NSOYCH/0.0272*1000.*SOYMCY/20 
293: SOYMLP/PPIUS -
S40+S41*SOYMCON+S42*COPFUSDT/PPIUS+S43*BRPRDUS+S44*FEEDHPS+S45*D72+S46*D79 
294: 0 — SOYMPRD+SOYMST(-l)-SOYMCON-SOYMST-SOYMEX 
295: ILCYL1 - I110+i111*MP11+I112*JLP11+I113*AUP11+I114*TM 
296: ILCYL2 = 
I120+I121*JLT12+I122*MP12+I123*JP12+I124*JLP12+I125*TM+I126*TM*TM 
297: ILCYL3 -
I130+I131*JLT13+I132*MP13+I133*JLP13+I134*AUP13+I135*TM+I136*TM*TM 
298: ILCYL4 -
I140+I141*JLT14+I142*AUT14+I143*PRP14+I144*MP14+I145*JP14+I146*JLP14+I147*TM 
299: ILCYL5 -
I150+I151*JLT15+I152*AUT15+I153*PRP15+I154*MP15+I155*JP15+I156*JLP15+I157*TM 
300: ILCYL6 -
I160+I161*JLT16+I162*AUT16+I163*PRP16+I164*MP16+I165*JLP16+I166*TM 
301: ILCYL7 -
I170+I171*JLT17+I172*AUT17+I173*PRP17+I174*JP17+I175*JLP17+I176*TM 
302: ILCYL8 -
I180+I181*JLT18+I182*AUT18+I183*PRP18+I184*JP18+I185*JLP18+I186*TM 
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303: ILCYL9 -
I190+I191*JLT19+I192*AUT19+I193*PRP19+I194*JP19+I195*JLP19+I196*TM+I197*TM-
*TM 
304: INCYL1 -
I210+I211*JLT21+I212*AUT21+I213*JLP21+I214*TM+I215*TM*TM 
305: INCYL2 -
I220+I221*JLT22+I222*AUT22+I223*PRP22+I224*MP22+I225*JP22+I226*JLP22+I227*A-
UP22+I228*TM 
306: INCYL3 -
I230+I231*JLT23+I232*AUT23+I233*PRP23+I234*MP23+I235*JP23+I236*JLP23+I237*A-
UP23+I238*TM 
307: INCYI4 -
I240+I241*JLT24+I242*PRP24+I243*MP24+I244*JP24+I245*JLP24+I246*TM 
308: INCYL5 -
I250+I251*JLT25+I252*AUT25+I253*MP25+I254*JLP25+I255*TM+I256*TM*TM 
309: INCYL6 - I260+I261*JP26+I262*JLP26+I263*TM 
310: INCYL7 -
I270+I271*AUT27+I272*MP27+I273*JP27+I274*JLP27+I275*AUP27+I276*TM 
311: INCYL8 - I280+I281*PRP28+I282*AUP28+I283*TM 
312: INCYL9 - I290+I291*AUT29+I292*JLP29+I293*TM 
313: IWCYL1 - I310+I311*JLT31+I312*JP31+I313*JLP31+I314*TM 
314: IWCYL2 - I320+I321*JLT32+I322*JP32+I323*JLP32+I324*TM 
315: IWCYL3 - I330+I331*JP33+I332*JLP33+I333*AUP33+I334*TM 
316: IWCYL4 -
I340+I341*JLT34+I342*PRP34+I343*JP34+I344*JLP34+I345*TM+I346*TM*TM 
317: IWCYL5 -
I350+I351*JLT35+I352*JP35+I353*JLP35+I354*AUP35+I355*TM 
318: IWCYL6 -
I360+I361*JLT36+I362*PRP36+I363*MP36+I364*JP36+I365*JLP36+I366*AUP36+I367*TM 
319: IWCYL7 - I370+I371*JLT37+I372*JLP37+I373*AUP37+I374*TM 
320: IWCYL8 - I380+I381*JLT38+I382*JLP38+I383*AUP38+I384*TM 
321: IWCYL9 -
I390+I391*JLT39+I392*MP39+I393*JLP39+I394*AUP39+I395*TM 
322: OHCYL1 -
I410+I411*JLT41+I412*JLP41+J527*JP41+I413*TM+I414*TM*TM 
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323: 0HCYL2 -
I420+I421*JLT42+I422*MP42+I423*JP42+I424*JLP42+I425*TM+I426*TM*TM 
324: 0HCYL3 -
I430+I431*MP43+I432*JP43+I433*JLP43+I434*AUP43+I435*TM 
325: 0HCYL4 - I440+I441*JP44+I442*JLP44+I443*TM 
326: 0HCYL5 -
I450+I451*AUT45+I452*JP45+I453*JLP45+I454*AUP45+I455*TM+I456*TM*TM 
327: 0HCYL6 -
I460+I461*AUT46+I462*JP46+I463*JLP46+I464*TM+I465*TM*TM 
328: 0HCYL7 -
I470+I471*AUT47+I472*JP47+I473*JLP47+I474*AUP47+I475*TM+I476*TM*TM 
329: 0HCYL8 -
I480+I481*AUT48+I482*JP48+I483*JLP48+I484*AUP48+I485*TM+I486*TM*TM 
330: OHCYL9 -
I490+I491*AUT49+I492*PRP49+I493*MP49+I494*JP49+I495*AUP49+I496*TM+I497*TM*TM 
331: MOCYL1 -
I510+I511*JLT51+I512*AUT51+I513*JP51+I514*JLP51+I515*TM 
332: MOCYL2 -
I520+I521*JLT52+I522*AUT52+I523*JP52+I524*JLP52+I525*TM 
333: MOCYL3 -
I530+I531*JLT53+I532*PRP53+I533*JLP53+I534*TM+I535*TM*TM 
334: MOCYL4 -
I540+I541*JLT54+I542*AUT54+I543*PRP54+I544*MP54+I545*JLP54+I546*TM 
335: MOCYL5 - I550+I551*JLT55+I552*AUT55+I553*JLP55+I554*TM 
336: MOCYL6 - I560+I561*PRP56+I562*JLP56+I563*AUT56+I564*TM 
337: MOCYL7 -
I570+I571*JLT57+I572*JP57+I573*JLP57+I574*AUP57+I575*TM 
338: M0CYL8 -
I580+I581*JLT58+I582*AUP58+I583*PRP58+I584*JLP58+I585*TM+I586*TM*TM 
339: MOCYL9 -
I590+I591*JLT59+I592*AUT59+I593*MP59+I594*JLP59+I595*TM+I596*TM*TM 
340: ILCA1 -
C110+C111*MP11+C112*CSPR(-1)+C113*ELR+C114*ILCA1(-1)+C115*DUMY+C116*TM1 
341: ILCA2 -
C120+C121*MP12+C122*CSPR(-1)+C123*ELR+C124*ILCA2(-1)+C125*DUMY+C126*TM1 
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342: ILCA3 -
C130+C131*MP13+C132*CSPR(-1)+C133*ELR+C134*SSP+C135*ILCA3(-1)+C136*DUMY+C13-
7*TM1 
343: ILCA4 -
C140+C142*MP14+C141*CSPR(-1)+C143*ELR+C144*SSP+C145*ILCA4(-1)+C146*DUMY+C14-
7*TM1 
344: ILCA5 -
C150+C151*MP15+C152*CSPR(-1)+C153*ELR+C154*SSP+C155*ILCA5(-1)+C156*DUMY+C15-
7*TM1 
345: ILCA6 -
C160+C161*MP16+C162*CSPR(-1)+C163*ELR+C164*SSP+C165*ILCA6(-1)+C166*DUMY+C16-
7*TM1 
346: ILCA7 = 
C170+C171*MP17+C172*CSPR(-1)+C173*ELR+C174*SSP+C175*ILCA7(-1)+C176*TM1 
347: ILCA8 -
C180+C181*MP18+C182*CSPR(-1)+C183*ELR+C184*ILCA8(-1)+C185*TM1 
348: ILCA9 = 
C190+C191*MP19+C192*CSPR(-1)+C193*ELR+C194*ILCA9(-1)+C195*TM1 
349: INCA1 -
C210+C211*MP21+C212*CSPR(-1)+C213*ELR+C214*SSP+C215*INCA1(-1)+C216*DUMY+C21-
7*TM1 
350: INCA2 -
C220+C221*MP22+C222*CSPR(-1)+C223*ELR+C224*INCA2(-1)+C225*DUMY+C226*TM1 
351: INCA3 -
C230+C231*MP23+C232*CSPR(-1)+C233*ELR+C234*SSP+C235*INCA3(-1)+C236*DUMY+C23-
7*TM1 
352: INCA4 -
C240+C241*MP24+C242*CSPR(-1)+C243*ELR+C244*INCA4(-1)+C245*DUMY+C246*TM1 
353: INCA5 -
C250+C251*MP25+C252*CSPR(-1)+C253*ELR+C254*INCA5(-1)+C255*TM1 
354: INCA6 -
C260+C261*MP26+C262*CSPR(-1)+C263*ELR+C264*DUMY+C265*TM1 
355: INCA7 -
C270+C271*MP27+C272*CSPR(-1)+C273*ELR+C274*INCA7(-1)+C275*TM1 
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356: INCA8 -
C280+C281*MP28+C282*CSPR(-1)+C283*ELR+C284*SSP+C285*INCA8(-1)+C286*DUMY+C28-
7*TM1 
357: INCA9 -
C290+C291*MP29+C292*CSPR(-1)+C293*ELR+C294*INCA9(-1)+C295*DUMY+C296*TM1 
358: IWCAl -
C310+C311*MP31+C312*CSPR(-1)+C313*ELR+C314*IWCA1(-1)+C315*DUMY+C316*TM1 
359: IWCA2 -
C320+C321*MP32+C322*CSPR(-1)+C323*ELR+C324*SSP+C325*IWCA2(-1)+C326*DUMY+C32-
7*TM1 
360: IWCA3 -
C330+C331*MP33+C332*CSPR(-1)+C333*ELR+C334*IWCA3(-1)+C335*DUMY+C336*TM1 
361: IWCA4 -
C340+C341*MP34+C342*CSPR(-1)+C343*ELR+C344*IWCA4(-1)+C345*DUMY+C346*TM1 
362: IWCA5 -
C350+C351*MP35+C352*CSPR(-1)+C353*ELR+C354*SSP+C355*IWCA5(-l)+C356*TMl 
363: IWCA6 -
C360+C361*MP36+C362*CSPR(-1)+C363*ELR+C364*IWCA6(-1)+C365*DUMY+C366*TM1 
364: IWCA7 -
C370+C371*MP37+C372*CSPR(-1)+C373*ELR+C374*SSP+C375*TM1 
365: IWCA8 -
C380+C381*MP38+C382*CSPR(-1)+C383*ELR+C384*SSP+C385*TM1 
366: IWCA9 -
C390+C391*MP39+C392*CSPR(-1)+C393*ELR+C394*IWCA9(-1)+C395*DUMY+C396*TM1 
367: OHCA1 - C410+C411*MP41+C412*CSPR(-1)+C413*OHCA1(-1)+C414*TM1 
368: OHCA2 -
C420+C421*MP42+C422*CSPR(-1)+C423*ELR+C424*SSP+C425*OHCA2(-1)+C426*DUMY+C42-
7*TM1 
369: OHCA3 -
C430+C431*MP43+C432*CSPR(-1)+C433*ELR+C434*OHCA3(-1)+C435*DUMY+C436*TM1 
370: 0HCA4 -
C440+C441*MP44+C442*CSPR(-l)+C443*ELR+C444*OHCA4(-1)+C445*TM1 
371: OHCA5 -
C450+C451*MP45+C452*CSPR(-1)+C453*ELR+C454*OHCA5(-1)+C455*TM1 
372: OHCA6 -
C460+C461*MP46+C462*ELR+C463*OHCA6(-1)+C464*DUMY+C465*TM1 
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373: 0HCA7 -
C470+C471*MP47+C472*CSPR(-1)+C473*ELR+C474*0HCA7(-1)+C475*TM1 
374: 0HCA8 -
C480+C481*MP48+C482*CSPR(-1)+C483*ELR+C484*0HCA8(-1)+C485*TM1 
375: 0HCA9 -
C490+C491*MP69+C492*CSPR( - 1)+C493*ELR+C494*SSP+C495*0HCA9 ( -1)+C496*DUMY+C49 -
7*TM1 
376: MOCA1 -
C510+C511*MP51+C512*CSPR(-1)+C513*ELR+C514*SSP+C515*MOCAl(-l)+C516*DUMY+C51-
7*TM1 
377: MOCA2 -
C520+C521*MP52+C522*CSPR(-1)+C523*ELR+C524*SSP+C525*DUMY+C526*TM1 
378: MOCA3 -
C530+C531*MP53+C532*CSPR(-1)+C533*SSP+C534*DUMY+C535*TM1 
379: MOCA4 -
C540+C541*MP54+C542*CSPR(-1)+C543*ELR+C544*SSP+C545*MOCA4(-1)+C546*TM1 
380: MOCA5 -
C550+C551*MP55+C552*SSP+C553*M0CA5(-1)+C554*DUMY+C555*TM1 
381: MOCA6 -
C560+C561*MP56+C562*CSPR(-l)+C563*ELR+C564*SSP+C565*MOCA6(-l)+C566*DUMY+C56-
7*TM1 
382: MOCA7 -
C570+C571*MP57+C572*CSPR(-1)+C573*ELR+C574*MOCA7(-1)+C575*TM1 
383: MOCA8 -
C580+C581*MP58+C582*CSPR(-1)+C583*ELR+C584*MOCA8(-1)+C585*DUMY+C586*TM1 
384: MOCA9 -
C590+C591*MP59+C592*CSPR(-1)+C593*ELR+C594*MOCA9(-1)+C595*DUMY+C596*TM1 
385: ILSYL1 -
J110+J111*AUT11+J112*MP11+J113*JLP11+J114*AUP11+J115*TM 
386: ILSYL2 = J120+J121*AUT12+J122*JLP12+J123*AUP12+J124*TM 
387: ILSYL3 - J130+J131*MP13+J132*JLP13+J133*TM 
388: ILSYL4 -
J140+J141*PRP14+J142*MP14+J143*JP14+J144*JLP14+J145*AUP14+J146*TM 
389: ILSYL5 = 
J150+J151*JLT15+J152*MP15+J153*JP15+J154*JLP15+J155*AUP15+J156*TM 
390: ILSYL6 = J160+J161*JLT16+J162*MP16+J163*JLP16+J164*TM 
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391: ILSYL7 -
J170+J171*JLT17+J172*AUT17+J173*MP17+J174*JLP17+J175*AUP17+J176*TM 
392: ILSYL8 -
J180+J181*JLT18+J182*PRP18+J183*JLP18+J184*AUP18+J185*TM 
393: ILSYL9 -
J190+J191*JLT19+J192*PRP19+J193*JLP19+J194*AUP19+J195*TM 
394: INSYL1 -
J210+J211*MP21+J212*JLP21+J213*AUP21+J214*TM+J215*TM*TM 
395: INSYL2 - J220+J221*JLT22+J222*JLP22+J223*AUP22+J224*TM 
396: INSYL3 -
J230+J231*PRP23+J232*MP23+J233*JP23+J234*JLP23+J235*AUP23+J236*TM+J237*TM*TM 
397: INSYL4 - J240+J241*JLT24+J242*MP24+J243*JLP24+J244*TM 
398: INSYL5 - J250+J251*AUT25+J252*JLP25+J253*TM 
399: INSYL6 - J260+J261*JLP26+J262*AUP26+J263*TM 
400: INSYL7 -
J270+J271*JLT27+J272*AUT27+J273*PRP27+J274*JLP27+J275*AUP27+J276*TM 
401: INSYL8 -
J280+J281*JLT28+J282*AUT28+J283*PRP28+J284*JP28+J285*JLP28+J286*AUP28+J287*-
TM+J288*TM*TM 
402: INSYL9 -
J290+J291*PRP29+J292*JP29+J293*JLP29+J294*AUP29+J295*TM+J296*TM*TM 
403: IWSYL1 -
J310+J311*AUT31+J312*JP31+J313*JLP31+J314*AUP31+J315*TM 
404: IWSYL2 -
J320+J321*AUT32+J322*MP32+J323*JP32+J324*JLP32+J325*AUP32+J326*TM 
405: IWSYL3 - J330+J331*AUT33+J332*JLP33+J333*AUP33+J334*TM 
406: IWSYL4 - J340+J341*JP34+J342*JLP34+J343*AUP34+J344*TM 
407: IWSYL5 -
J350+J351*JLT35+J352*AUT35+J353*JP35+J354*JLP35+J355*TM 
408: IWSYL6 -
J360+J361*JLT36+J362*PRP36+J363*JP36+J364*JLP36+J365*AUP36+J366*TM 
409: IWSYL7 -
J370+J371*JLT37+J372*MP37+J373*JLP37+J374*AUP37+J375*TM+J376*TM*TM 
410: IWSYL8 -
J380+J381*JLT38+J382*MP38+J383*JLP38+J384*AUP38+J385*TM 
411: IWSYL9 - J390+J391*MP39+J392*JLP39+J393*AUP39+J394*TM 
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412: 0HSYL1 -
J410+J411*PRP41+J412*JP41+J413*JLP41+J414*AUP41+J415*TM 
413: OHSYL2 -
J420+J421*AUT42+J422*MP42+J423*JLP42+J424*AUP42+J425*TM 
414: OHSYL3 -
J430+J431*JLT43+J432*AUT43+J433*MP43+J434*JP43+J435*JLP43+J436*TM+J437*TM*TM 
415: 0HSYL4 - J440+J441*JLT44+J442*JLP44+J443*AUP44+J444*TM 
416: OHSYL5 - J450+J451*PRP45+J452*AUP45+J453*TM 
417: OHSYL6 -
J460+J461*PRP46+J462*JP46+J463*JLP46+J464*AUP46+J465*TM 
418: OHSYL7 - J470+J471*PRP47+J472*AUP47+J473*TM 
419: OHSYL8 - J480+J481*AUT48+J482*MP48+J483*JLP48+J484*TM 
420: OHSYL9 - J490+J491*JLT49+J492*JLP49+J493*TM 
421: MOSYL1 -
J510+J511*MP51+J512*JP51+J513*JLP51+J514*AUP51+J515*TM+J516*TM*TM 
422: MOSYL2 -
J520+J521*JLT52+J522*MP52+J523*JP52+J524*JLP52+J525*AUP52+J526*TM 
423: MOSYL3 -
J530+J531*JLT53+J532*PRP53+J533*MP53+J534*JLP53+J535*AUP53+J536*TM+J537*TM-
*TM 
424: MOSYL4 -
J540+J541*AUT54+J542*MP54+J543*JLP54+J544*AUP54+J545*TM+J546*TM*TM 
425: MOSYL5 -
J550+J551*JLT55+J552*JP55+J553*JLP55+J554*AUP55+J555*TM+J556*TM*TM 
426: MOSYL6 -
J560+J561*PRP56+J562*MP56+J563*JLP56+J564*AUP56+J565*TM+J566*TM*TM 
427: MOSYL7 -
J570+J571*JLT57+J572*PRP57+J573*JP57+J574*JLP57+J575*AUP57+J576*TM+J577*TM-
*TM 
428: MOSYL8 -
J580+J581*JLT58+J582*PRP58+J583*AUP58+J584*TM+J585*TM*TM 
429: MOSYL9 -
J590+J591*JLT59+J592*PRP59+J593*JLP59+J594*AUP59+J595*TM 
430: ILSA1 -
S110+S111*MP11+S112*SCPR(-1)+S113*ELR+S114*SSP+S115*ILSA1(-1)+S116*TM1 
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431: ILSA2 -
S120+S121*MP12+S122*SCPR(-1)+S123*ELR+S124*ILSA2(-1)+S125*TM1 
432: ILSA3 - S130+S131*MP13+S132*SCPR(-1)+S133*ILSA3(-1)+S134*TM1 
433: ILSA4 -
S140+S141*MP14+S142*SCPR(-1)+S143*ELR+S144*SSP+S145*ILSA4(-1)+S146*TM1 
434: ILSA5-
S150+S151*MP15+S152*SCPR(-1)+S153*ELR+S154*ILSA5(-1)+S155*TM1 
435: ILSA6 -
S160+S161*MP16+S162*SCPR(-1)+S163*SSP+S164*ILSA6(-1)+S165*TM1 
436: ILSA7 -
S170+S171*MP17+S172*SCPR(-1)+S173*SSP+S174*ILSA7(-1)+S175*TM1 
437: ILSA8 - S180+S181*MP18+S182*SCPR(-1)+S183*ILSA8(-1)+S184*TM1 
438: ILSA9 - S190+S191*MP19+S192*SCPR(-1)+S193*ILSA9(-1)+S194*TM1 
439: INSA1 -
S210+S211*MP21+S212*SCPR(-1)+S213*ELR+S214*SSP+S215*INSA1(-1)+S216*TM1 
440: INSA2 -
S220+S221*MP22+S222*SCPR(-1)+S223*ELR+S224*SSP+S225*INSA2(-1)+S226*TM1 
441: INSA3 -
S230+S231*MP23+S232*SCPR(-1)+S233*ELR+S234*SSP+S235*INSA3(-1)+S236*TM1 
442: INSA4 - S240+S241*MP24+S242*SCPR(-1)+S243*SSP+S244*INSA4(-1) 
443: INSA5 -
S250+S251*MP25+S252*SCPR(-1)+S253*ELR+S254*SSP+S255*INSA5(-1)+S256*TM1 
444: INSA6 -
S260+S261*MP26+S262*SCPR(-l)+S263*ELR+S264*SSP+S265*INSA6(-l)+S266*TMl 
445: INSA7 - S270+S271*MP27+S272*SCPR(-1)+S273*SSP+S274*INSA7(-1) 
446: INSA8 -
S280+S281*MP28+S282*SCPR(-1)+S283*ELR+S284*SSP+S285*INSA8(-1)+S286*TM1 
447: INSA9 -
S290+S291*MP29+S292*SCPR(-1)+S293*ELR+S294*SSP+S295*INSA9(-1)+S296*TM1 
448: IWSA1 -
S310+S311*MP31+S312*SCPR(-1)+S313*ELR+S314*SSP+S315*IWSA1(-1)+S316*TM1 
449: IWSA2 -
S320+S321*MP32+S322*SCPR(-1)+S323*ELR+S324*IWSA2(-1)+S325*TM1 
450: IWSA3 -
S330+S331*MP33+S332*SCPR(-1)+S333*ELR+S334*SSP+S335*IWSA3(-1)+S336*TM1 
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451: IWSA4 -
S340+S341*MP34+S342*SCPR(-1)+S343*ELR+S344*SSP+S345*IWSA4(-1)+S346*TM1 
452: IWSA5 -
S350+S351*MP35+S352*SCPR(-1)+S353*ELR+S354*SSP+S355*IWSA5(-1)+S356*TM1 
453: IWSA6 -
S360+S361*MP36+S362*SCPR(-1)+S363*ELR+S364*SSP+S365*IV7SA6(-1) 
454: IWSA7 -
S370+S371*MP37+S372*SCPR(-1)+S373*ELR+S374*IWSA7(-1)+S375*TM1 
455: IWSA8 -
S380+S381*MP38+S382*SCPR(-1)+S383*ELR+S384*SSP+S385*IWSA8(-1)+S386*TM1 
456: IWSA9 -
S390+S391*MP39+S392*SCPR(-1)+S393*ELR+S394*SSP+S395*IWSA9(-1)+S396*TM1 
457: 0HSA1 - S410+S411*MP41+S412*SCPR(-1)+S413*ELR+S414*TM1 
458: OHSA2 -
S420+S421*MP42+S422*SCPR(-1)+S423*SSP+S424*OHSA2(-1)+S425*TM1 
459: OHSA3 - S430+S431*MP43+S432*SSP+S433*OHSA3(-1)+S434*TM1 
460: 0HSA4 -
S440+S441*MP44+S442*SCPR(-1)+S443*ELR+S444*OHSA4(-1)+S445*TM1 
461: OHSA5 - S450+S451*MP45+S452*SCPR(-1)+S453*OHSA5(-1)+S454*TM1 
462: OHSA6 - S460+S461*MP46+S462*SCPR(-1)+S463*OHSA6(-1)+S464*TM1 
463: OHSA7 - S470+S471*MP47+S472*SCPR(-1)+S473*0HSA7(-1)+S474*TM1 
464: OHSA8 - S480+S481*MP48+S482*SCPR(-1)+S483*OHSA8(-1)+S484*TM1 
465: OHSA9 - S490+S491*MP49+S492*SCPR(-1)+S493*ELR+S494*OHSA9(-1) 
466: MOSA1 -
S510+S511*MP51+S512*SCPR(-1)+S513*SSP+S514*MOSA1(-1)+S515*TM1 
467: MOSA2 -
S520+S521*MP52+S522*SCPR(-1)+S523*SSP+S524*MOSA2(-1)+S525*TM1 
468: MOSA3 -
S530+S531*MP53+S532*SCPR(-1)+S533*SSP+S534*MOSA3(-1)+S535*TM1 
469: M0SA4 -
S540+S541*MP54+S542*SCPR(-1)+S543*SSP+S544*MOSA4(-1)+S545*TM1 
470: MOSA5 -
S550+S551*MP55+S552*SCPR(-l)+S553*SSP+S554*MOSA5(-l)+S555*TMl 
471: MOSA6 -
S560+S561*MP56+S562*SCPR(-1)+S563*SSP+S564*MOSA6(-1)+S565*TM1 
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472: MOSA7 -
S570+S571*MP57+S572*SCPR(-1)+S573*SSP+S574*MOSA7(-1)+S575*TM1 
473: MOSA8 -
S580+S581*MP58+S582*SCPR(-1)+S583*ELR+S584*SSP+S585*MOSA8(-1)+S586*TM1 
474: MOSA9 -
S590+S591*MP59+S592*SCPR(-1)+S593*ELR+S594*MOSA9(-1)+S595*TM1 
475: SACMN - S620+S621*SCPR(-1)+S622*SSP+S623*SACMN(-1)+S624*TM1 
476: SACROUS - S630+S631*SCPR(-1)+S632*SACROUS(-1)+S633*TM1 
477: SACWIS -
S610+S611*MPWIS+S612*SCPR(-1)+S613*SSP+S614*SACWIS(-1) 
478: CACROUS -
C640+C641*CSPR(-1)+C642*ELR+C643*SSP+C644*DUMY+C645*CACROUS(-1)+C646*TM1 
479: CACNB -
C620+C621*MPNB+C622*ELR+C623*SSP+C624*DUMY+C625*CACNB(-l)+C626*TMl+0.406838 -
*(CACNB(-1)-(C620+C621*MPNB(-1)+ 
C622*ELR(-1)+C623*SSP(-1)+C624*DUMY(-1)+C625*CACNB(-2)+C626*TMl(-l))) 
480: CACWIS - C610+C611*ELR+C612*DUMY+C613*CACWIS(-1)+C614*TM1 
481: CACMN - C630+C631*CSPR(-1)+C632*ELR+C633*CACMN(-1)+C634*TM1 
482: CYLWIS -
I610+I611*JLTWIS+I612*MPWIS+I613*JLPWIS+I614*AUPWIS+I615*TM+I616*DD7476+I61-
7*D75 
483: CYLMN -
I630+I631*JLTMN+I632*MPMN+I633*JLPMN+I634*AUPMN+I635*TM+I636*DD7476+I637*D75 
484: CYLROUS - I640+I641*TM+I642*D70+I643*DD7477+I644*D80 
485: SYLWIS -
J610+J611*JLTWIS+J612*JLPWIS+J613*AUPWIS+J614*TM+J615*DD7476 
486: CYLNB -
I620+I621*JLTNB+I622*AUTNB+I623*MPNB+I624*JLPNB+I625*TM+I626*D74+I627*D80+I-
628*D876+0.479197*(CYLNB(-1)-(I620 
+ 
I621*JLTNB(-1)+I622*AUTNB(-1)+I623*MPNB(-1)+I624*JLPNB(-1)+I625*TM(-1)+I626-
*D74(-1)+I627*D80(-1)+I628*D876(-1))) 
487: SYLMN -
J620+J621*JLTMN+J622*JLPMN+J623*AUPMN+J624*TM+J625*DD7476+J626*D75+0.568891-
*(SYLMN(-1)-(J620+J621*JLTMN(-1)+ 
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J622*JLPMN(-1)+J623*AUPMN(-1)+J624*TM(-1)+J625*DD7476(-1)+J626*D76(-1))) 
488: SYLROUS -
J630+J631*TM+J632*DD7274+J633*D76+J634*D80+0.585134*(SYLROUS(-1)-(J630+J631-
*TM(-1)+J632*DD7274(-1)+J633*D76 
(-1)+J634*D80(-1))) 
489: ILCAT — 
ILCAMOCA9 
496: MOSAT — 
MOSA1+MOSA2+MOSA3+MOSA4+MOSA5+MOSA6+MOSA7+MOSA8+MOSA9 
497: OHCAT — 
6+ILSA7+ILSA8+ILSA9 
491: INCAT — 
INCA1+INCA2+INCA3+INCA4+INCA5+INCA6+INCA7+INCA8+INCA9 
492: INSAT — 
INSA1+INSA2+INSA3+INSA4+INSA5+INSA6+INSA7+INSA8+INSA9 
493: IWCAT — 
IWCA1+IWCA2+IWCA3+IWCA4+IWCA5+IWCA6+IWCA7+IWCA8+IWCA9 
494: IWSAT — 
IWSA1+IWSA2+IWSA3+IWSA3+IWSA4+IWSA5+IWSA6+IWSA8+IWSA9 
495: MOCAT — 
MOCA1+MOCA2+MOCA3+MOCA4+MOCA5+MOCA6+MOCA7+MOCA7+MOCA9 
496: MOSAT — 
MOSA1+MOSA2+MOSA3+MOSA4+MOSA5+MOSA6+MOSA7+MOSA8+MOSA9 
497: OHCAT — 
OHCA1+OHCA2+OHCA3+OHCA4+OHCA5+OHCA6+OHCA7+OHCA8+OHCA9 
498: OHSAT — 
OHSA1+OHSA2+OHSA3+OHSA4+OHSA5+OHSA6+OHSA7+OHSA8+OHSA9 
499: NCPR — COPFUSDT*0.0254 
500: NSPR — SOYPUSDT*0.0272 
501: TRCIL — ILCPRD*NCPR 
502: TRSIL — ILSPRD*NSPR 
503: TRCIN — INCPRD*NCPR 
504: TRSIN — INSPRD*NSPR 
505: TRCIW — IWCPRD*NCPR 
506: TRSIW — IWSPRD*NSPR 
507: TRCMO — MOCPRD*NCPR 
508: TRSMO — MOSPRD*NSPR 
509: TRCOH — OHCPRD*NCPR 
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510: TRSOH — OHSPRD*NSPR 
511: TRCUS — CPRDUS*COPFUSDT 
512: TRSUS — SOYPRD*SOYPUSDT 
513: TCAUS — 
(ILCAT+INCAT+IWCAT+MOCAT+OHCAT)/1000.+CACWIS+CACMN+CACNB+CACROUS 
514: TSAUS — 
(ILSAT+INSAT+IWSAT+MOSAT+OHSAT+SACWIS)/1000.+SACMN+SACROUS 
515: TFBCON — FBCONPC*POPUS 
516: TNFBCON — NFBCONPC*POPUS 
517: TBRCON — BRCONPC*POPUS 
518: TPKC0N1 - PKC0NPC1*P0PUS 
519: TPKC0N2 — PKC0NPC2*P0PUS 
520: TPKCON - TPKC0N1+TPKC0N2 
TROLL COMMAND: . 
A. 2.29 
CSBSUPL -
A31 0.255867 C516 -69.6472 . J372 -0.577144 
C517 -3.4525 J373 0.441989 J374 0.565596 
MO3 1. C370 772.821 J375 1.01674 
C371 -1.44495 J376 -0.016942 C372 57.0945 
C373 186./26 C374 -30.7488 C375 -0.34761 
J620 -21.7355 J621 0.494479 J622 0.561045 
J623 -0.291688 J624 0.620175 C620 2.74186 
J625 -10.9765 C621 -0.019182 J626 -4.80732 
C622 1.23238 C623 -0.120766 W23 -0.636152 
C624 -0.020141 J480 41.6453 C625 0.348849 
J481 -0.324735 C626 -0.011098 J482 -0.26428 
J483 0.341347 J484 0.392181 Y11 0.922456 
C480 20.3741 C481 0.287074 C482 133.781 
C483 45.1232 C484 0.236307 C485 -1.39529 
Q2 1.14823 I120 139.173 I121 -0.928196 
H22 -3.64012 W34 2.06238 I123 -0.920981 
J590 42.3809 I124 1.21275 J591 -0.397256 
I125 0.842799 J592 0.143405 I126 0.043539 
J593 0.530518 J594 0.702124 C590 54.198 
J595 0.208469 C591 1.89902 C592 229.211 
C593 22.2922 C594 0.414915 C595 -15.2269 
C596 -3.47049 A5 19.6376 I230 151.605 
I231 -1.03546 I232 -0.884661 I233 0.442964 
I234 1.59319 I235 -1.32817 I236 5.778 
I237 1.19633 I238 1.78898 I340 147.926 
I341 -1.87103 I342 0.250866 I343 3.3254 
I344 2.67347 I345 3.60547 I346 -0.041549 
Y44 5.56834 I450 118.724 I451 -0.898056 
I452 -2.8913 I453 1.9 I454 1.88178 
A86 -1.1614 I455 0.57234 I456 0.033885 
S140 -96.5992 S141 5.8506 S142 165.307 
S143 -11.4789 S144 -0.001176 S145 0.65615 
S146 3.52419 V1 43.2256 P1 10.0286 
Y80 0.744058 I560 157.755 I561 0.694279 
I562 3.1783 I563 -1.93647 I564 1.60577 
X12 0.069887 S250 -141.683 S251 6.96703 
S252 165.251 S253 -11.095 S254 2.655 
S255 0.602785 S256 3.42088 IN1 1. 
S360 -165.2 S361 1.8426 S362 110.702 
S363 -26.6618 S364 9.73199 Z11 0.269912 
S365 0.85435 S610 -94.5381 S611 3.51304 
IW1 1. S612 38.2107 S613 13.7827 
S614 0.869549 R2 -0.375775 S470 -121.64 
S471 -0.110774 S472 73.5173 S473 0.729186 
S474 1.33452 J160 75.0937 J161 -0.677294 
S580 -1.06056 J162 -0.418257 S581 0.108841 
J163 0.620475 S40 0.385419 S582 3.668 
J164 0.442114 S583 -1.60204 C160 386.989 
S584 0.761916 C161 -9.78134 S585 0.472939 
C162 400.32 S586 0.553605 C163 12.2292 
A. 2.30 
C164 -18.7585 C165 0.44211 C166 -18.0113 
C167 9.68783 J410 12.342 J411 0.132902 
J412 -0.877004 J413 1.8573 J414 0.865228 
C410 214.389 J415 0.390201 C411 -7.13727 
C412 531.978 C413 0.122137 C414 7.67885 
J270 76.1763' J271 -0.536629 A21 -40.6197 
J272 -0.23014 J273 -0.068057 J274 0.601337 
C270 120.367 J275 0.468004 C271 1.48788 
J276 0.446969 C272 204.764 C273 33.3146 
C274 0.418724 C275 6.62103 J520 56.7334 
J521 -0.489541 J5.22 -0.649668 J523 -0.225279 
J524 0.29672 C520 569.084 J525 0.533027 
C521 -4.04518 J526 0.414002 C522 42.8968 
J527 -3.32692 C523 21.6021 C524 -28.5973 
J380 52.6991 C525 -41.5676 J381 -0.413772 
A32 -0.007211 C526 -4.59386 J382 -1.02103 
J383 0.316608 J384 0.656912 C380 412.63 
J385 0.379462 C381 0.231654 C382 144.044 
C383 133.728 C384 -12.824 C385 -1.98463 
J630 16.078 J631 0.33594 J632 -1.82509 
J633 -2.60366 J634 -7.92208 C630 1.12431 
Q1 -1.06647 C631 2.19687 C632 0.619432 
C633 0.401302 W24 6.67742 C634 0.015664 
J490 35.967 J491 -0.28286 J492 0.547449 
J493 0.389781 C490 36.8842 C491 -0.24192 
C492 18.6868 C493 22.4915 C494 -1.47688 
C495 0.449007 C496 -3.27498 C497 -1.1016 
A4 -0.019745 I130 205.417 I131 -1.79036 
I132 -1.43843 W35 -6.56875 I133 0.527931 
I134 -2.1763 I135 1.3146 I136 0.028124 
I240 257.054 I241 -2.82136 I242 0.496361 
I243 -1.71921 I244 -0.995944 I245 1.40991 
I246 2.06529 I350 145.769 I351 -1.55827 
C5 12.4805 I352 2.1873 I353 1.79871 
I354 2.13522 I355 2.09022 B10 4.58062 
I460 118.725 I461 -1.00814 I462 -1.6184 
I463 1.42073 I464 1.26948 I465 0.022418 
S150 107.481 S151 4.07171 S152 143.101 
S153 -23.8974 S154 0.504263 S155 9.51674 
Y81 0.183006 I570 245.466 I571 -3.10602 
I572 2.39054 I573 2.71602 I574 1.567 
I575 1.51967 X13 0.025749 S260 -103.469 
S261 3.24712 S262 81.7048 C86 -0.603656 
S263 -4.11847 S264 1.2535 S265 0.733679 
S266 0.322246 IN2 1. S510 -205.438 
S511 0.629844 S512 100.916 S513 29.9608 
S514 0.695063 R1 57.5165 S515 6.00891 
S370 -96.1524 S371 -2.60012 S372 61.7112 
S373 -4.17658 S374 0.617232 Z12 19.4682 
S375 8.2779 S620 -1.06577 S621 1.01696 
IW2 1. S622 0.07626 S623 0.679146 
S624 -0.008255 S480 -58.0512 S481 -0.863774 
S30 0.064722 S482 36.8668 S483 0.721389 
S484 0.601936 Z23 0.483015 J310 -9.82477 
A.2.31 
J311 0.298306 J312 0.468128 J313 0.945868 
J314 0.578675 C310 1123.01 J315 0.634191 
C311 23.5597 C312 19.9391 C313 137.384 
C314 0.093888 J170 68.1398 . C315 -74.8787 
J171 -0.394074 S590 117.581 C316 8.26585 
J172 -0.283903 S591 20.2567 J173 -0.403206 
S41 -1.424858E-05 S592 223.683 J174 0.731587 
S593 -144.026 C170 312.032 J175 0.684834 
S594 0.240985 C171 -25.2425 J176 0.41808 
S595 17.8786 C172 435.239 C173 59.3959 
C174 -26.3992 C175 0.495391 C176 9.24449 
J420 -21.3223 J421 0.537159 J422 -0.558917 
J423 0.678499 J424 0.398464 C420 215.647 
J425 0.466032 C421 -1.18043 C422 181.325 
C423 79.0465 C424 -7.85602 J280 42.2249 
C425 0.000735 J281 0.044491 A22 0.262025 
C426 -8.1587 J282 -0.415755 C427 2.36038 
J283 -0.174973 J284 0.553984 C280 75.2804 
J285 0.435279 C281 -2.89222 J286 0.559674 
C282 17.902 J287 0.877754 C283 35.3898 
J288 -0.01614 C284 -2.16266 C285 0.438394 
C286 -22.3697 C287 0.989484 J530 73.5944 
J531 -0.74605 J532 0.130243 J533 -0.423566 
J534 0.073731 C530 454.143 J535 0.782536 
C531 -5.69727 J536 0.133465 C532 146.345 
J537 0.007085 C533 -23.5284 C534 -13.779 
J390 22.2433 C535 0.029496 J391 -0.654346 
A33 5.41056 J392 0.271542 J393 0.329728 
J394 0.494049 C390 521.335 C391 -0.708404 
C392 75.8342 C393 60.9819 C394 0.147388 
C395 -45.1703 C396 8.15089 A3 -0.724557 
C640 7.31249 C641 5.74956 C642 2.14201 
C643 -0.140464 W25 3.11002 C644 -1.24664 
C645 0.419309 C646 -0.063032 I140 291.702 
I141 -2.2067 I142 -1.02066 W36 11.4067 
I143 0.499669 I144 -1.29057 I145 -1.13992 
I146 2.24079 I147 2.08204 D97 -3.63845 
I250 258.964 I251 -1.66161 C4 -0.174152 
I252 -1.04382 I253 -1.73142 I254 1.60948 
I255 0.906339 I256 0.034746 I360 143.022 
I361 -1.17268 I362 -0.363047 I363 -1.20265 
I364 1.01875 I365 0.931717 I366 0.800077 
I367 2.14331 B11 0.83099 I610 84.7209 
I611 -0.488614 I612 -1.37937 I613 1.37359 
I614 0.147449 I615 1.77647 I616 -24.555 
IL1 1. I617 -11.0494 I470 145.156 
I471 -1.23575 I472 -2.03395 I473 1.00844 
I474 1.4804 I475 0.989649 I476 0.026013 
S160 -150.011 S161 11.2981 S162 207.373 
S163 5.07811 S164 0.69147 S165 -0.266446 
D10 72.6867 S410 145.108 Y82 -13.0673 
S411 22.4823 I580 215.272 S412 132.828 
I581 -2.66264 S413 -49.1753 I582 0.866731 
S414 18.5203 I583 0.283957 I584 2.77244 
A.2.32 
I585 0.631466 I586 0.035695 X14 -0 006127 
S270 -40.5008 S271 0.175318 S272 57 4764 
S273 9.53605 S274 0.724433 IN3 1. 
S520 -104.957 S521 -0.431182 S522 86.6368 
S523 26.541 S524 0.595535 S525 4.38919 
S380 -4.37181 S381 -0.295643 S20 -0.239027 
S382 51.4847 S383 -30.5415 S384 16.4989 
Z13 -5.92994 S385 0.475273 S386 3.72176 
J210 19.2052 J211 -0.583526 S630 -5.09445 
J212 0.842858 S631 3.36102 IW3 1. 
J213 0.492389 S632 0.783976 J214 0.231714 
S633 0.135259 C210 447.795 J215 0.008238 
C211 3.74301 C212 54.7685 C213 80.926 
C214 -30.6688 C215 0.181407 S490 -0.129858 
C216 -25.3846 S491 -0.039651 C217 10.2378 
S31 0.706833 S492 0.94858 S493 -1.40841 
S494 1.03548 Z24 -0.285908 J320 2.60569 
J321 0.186587 J322 0.360782 J323 0.238574 
J324 0.367365 K4 2.21238 C320 786.426 
J325 -0.046213 C321 16.6852 J326 0 559382 
C322 291.72 C323 218.513 C324 -39.4713 
D4 17.7707 J180 87.5577 C325 0.130995 
J181 -1.00346 C326 -44.0834 J182 0.175335 
C327 8.35184 J183 0.710281 S42 0.09713 
J184 0.522259 C180 61.6286 J185 0.404142 
C181 -11.8407 C182 284.474 C183 5 54937 
C184 0.599144 C185 1.14357 J430 -2.83498 
J431 -0.187343 J432 0.501461 J433 -0.413352 
J434 -0.622799 C430 66.8465 J435 0.79871 
C431 -1.40696 J436 0.063983 C432 -2.79548 
J437 0.012743 C433 29.6332 C434 0.509812 
J290 15.4923 C435 -13.1651 J291 -0.07356 
A23 0.025782 C436 0.662014 J292 0.158963 
J293 -0.209157 J294 -0.287978 C290 25.6605 
J295 1.1683 C291 -0.576603 J296 -0.019277 
C292 92.0017 C293 40.0966 C294 0.297224 
C295 -8.93186 C296 0.694155 J540 40.0457 
J541 -0.464359 J542 0.379018 A2 -0.653066 
J543 0.980072 J544 0.255524 C540 392.165 
J545 1.01944 C541 -4.48804 J546 -0.01647 
C542 44.1568 C543 45.9854 C544 -35.5595 
C545 0.243071 A34 1.763 C546 -5.75682 
W40 0.088091 D87 -1.75998 I150 417.102 
I151 -3.27451 C3 -0.126308 I152 -1.71431 
I153 0.69855 I154 -1.21715 I155 -1.1371 
I156 0.94282 I157 2.15181 I260 39.7206 
I261 0.366208 I262 1.93723 I263 1.9864 
I510 372.042 I511 -2.7215 I512 -1.58998 
I513 -1.34313 I514 2.16632 I515 1.48588 
I370 213.444 I371 -2.34241 I372 3.2333 
L4 12.1637 I373 -0.379214 I374 1.83009 
B12 -0.038685 I620 9.57437 I621 1.04653 
I622 -1.18188 I623 2.28652 I624 3.99616 
I625 2.86192 I626 -16.081 IL2 1. 
A. 2.33 
I627 -16.9656 S310 14.5435 I628 -8.47332 
S311 -9.58984 I480 137.291 S312 119.676 
I481 -1.2805 S313 -24.8406 I482 -2.30536 
S314 9.6444 I483 1.89503 S315 0.382907 
I484 1.53226 S316 19.1767 I485 0.77946 
I486 0.029088 S170 28.6808 S171 10.5039 
S172 187.374 S173 8.88522 S174 0.539835 
S175 4.74313 D11 -2.4765 S420 -28.7145 
Y83 4.20398 S421 5.64368 I590 359.841 
S422 84.4967 I591 -3.12584 S423 5.72166 
I592 -1.08899 S424 0.22055 I593 0.464943 
S425 8.47508 I594 1.52727 I595 1.68813 
I596 0.02462 S280 0.056138 S281 -0.743465 
S10 6.52294 S282 7.93369 S283 -7.24144 
S284 3.9097 S285 0.704057 S286 0.622565 
JHO -2.42826 J111 0.342714 S530 54.1548 
J112 -0.63697 S531 -0.732726 J113 0.65712 
S532 48.3669 J114 0.588869 S533 10.6287 
C110 438.116 J115 0.469531 S534 0.560814 
C111 -5.9726 S535 4.81046 C112 461.29 
. C113 13.0026 C114 0.441022 C115 -42.8555 
S390 -82.5239 C116 19.1424 S391 1.60219 
S21 -6.76266 S392 87.2524 S393 -15.2503 
S394 9.29643 Z14 0.901198 S395 0.726304 
S396 1.146 F21 0.673077 J220 16.5197 
J221 -0.048861 J222 1.03885 J223 1.37184 
J224 0.413343 K3 0.498989 C220 228.792 
C221 -11.7779 C222 309.3 C223 7.83344 
C224 0.25434 D3 -0.022226 C225 -28.6034 
C226 10.6767 S32 -0.102048 J330 -1.11638 
J331 0.202851 J332 0.421807 J333 0.421002 
J334 0.612893 C330 408.75 C331 0.590388 
C332 336.198 C333 147.132 C334 0.174253 
J190 63.3036 C335 -48.6903 J191 -0.687299 
C336 12.9775 J192 0.063784 J193 1.04765 
S43 0.011259 J194 0.506513 C190 25.1246 
J195 0.331111 C191 1.51032 C192 231.145 
C193 27.6541 C194 0.571671 C195 1.56104 
J440 -6.85911 J441 0.324963 J442 0.776358 
A1 49.6353 J443 0.432825 J444 0.443942 
C440 114.904 C441 -5.15863 C442 538.694 
C443 39.5301 C444 0.136905 C445 6.64989 
R7 -1.61043 W30 2.15824 J550 48.1249 
J551 -0.510732 J552 0.751224 J553 0.929897 
J554 0.525703 C550 622.135 J555 0.413696 
C551 -1.41604 J556 0.001464 C552 -8.21253 
C553 0.039409 C554 -14.4415 C555 -10.6284 
W41 0.403611 OH1 1. C2 -1153.12 
E22 7.27156 G10 6.0632 Y40 -0.314212 
I160 324.258 I161 -2.53548 I162 -1.23175 
I163 0.475415 I164 -1.65942 I165 2.47878 
I166 2.18423 I410 181.211 E33 7.24103 
I411 -1.84987 I412 6.24465 I413 0.516608 
I414 0:050315 I270 248.561 I271 -2.74444 
A. 2.34 
I272 -0.73681 L3 9.5851 I273 -0.746693 
I274 2.86413 I275 -1.03592 I276 2.22888 
I520 406.33 I521 -2.74251 I522 -2.09427 
I523 -1.34806 I524 1.55405 I525 1.69596 
S210 -27.5399 S211 3.43216 I380 228.887 
S212 76.1475 I381 -2.61992 S213 -7.46753 
I382 2.3497 S214 10.9452 I383 0.219865 
S215 0.733745 I384 1.85819 S216 -0.704463 
I630 22.3332 I631 0.165276 I632 -1.20595 
I633 2.45158 I634 -0.272237 I635 2.20812 
I636 -31.5178 IL3 1. I637 -20.0598 
S320 -144.59 S321 2.55283 I490 111.284 
S322 168.639 I491 -0.696268 S323 -31.543 
I492 -0.428015 S324 0.552809 I493 -0.70192 
S325 13.5817 I494 -1.35315 I495 1.07131 
I496 1.00106 I497 0.021134 S180 -38.8096 
S181 0.036105 S182 77.1355 S183 0.717445 
S184 1.99133 G4 0.054414 D12 -0.324903 
S430 -7.12978 Y84 - -0.259918 S431 -0.439467 
S432 3.18268 S433 0.909953 S434 0.337278 
S290 -25.1351 S291 -0.254791 S11 47.7435 
S292 25.5196 S293 -9.08925 S294 0.823222 
S295 0.665372 S296 1.02966 F11 0.744536 
J120 -1.78677 J121 0.283598 S540 -33.4149 
J122 0.662796 S541 -3.84311 J123 0.897956 
S542 44.5147 J124 0.358513 K2 4.67283 
S543 15.1254 C120 570.37 S544 0.288516 
C121 -2.63993 S545 6.76546 C122 199.45 
C123 24.405 C124 0.386145 D2 -1.76701 
C125 -33.7885 V5 16.6481 C126 4.12341 
S22 0.141747 F22 -0.010752 J230 9.47353 
J231 0.143242 J232 0.787103 J233 -0.484278 
J234 1.63042 C230 288.942 J235 0.841137 
C231 -7.89005 J236 0.14147 C232 115.13 
J237 0.009272 C233 34.5228 C234 -6.79897 
C235 0.147157 C236 -32.7626 C237 5.37632 
S33 0.021607 J340 10.2602 J341 1.22622 
J342 0.720847 J343 0.270206 J344 0.629518 
C340 1126.14 C341 21.4499 C342 -143.625 
C343 164.126 C344 0.097 C345 -117.79 
C346 10.6339 S44 -1.916752E-05 V86 -1.09406 
R6 37.7904 W20 -7.04963 J450 22.0952 
J451 -0.188021 J452 0.871837 J453 0.36656 
C450 192.235 C451 -2.64602 C452 388.495 
C453 104.948 C454 0.131395 C455 4.96337 
W31 -0.252294 J560 0.638209 J561 0.19164 
J562 -0.308136 J563 1.56894 J564 1.2137 
C560 168.428 J565 1.22072 C561 -0.810622 
J566 -0.026384 C562 127.693 C1 37.3713 
C563 22.6614 C564 -3.95983 C565 0.305383 
C566 -8.77215 C567 -2.85837 H4 -0.160617 
OH2 1. I310 73.8622 I311 -0.739318 
I312 1.66892 I313 3.76865 I314 2.4986 
Y41 0.366267 I170 380.44 I171 -2.50697 
A. 2.35 
I172 -2.13919 L2 0.001644 I173 0.473918 
I174 -0.517685 I175 1.85009 I176 2.19719 
I420 180.667 I421 -1.6952 I422 -1.9115 
I423 -2.90894 I424 3.16717 I425 0.535755 
I426 0.052678 S110 -41.5024 S111 0.746785 
I280 19.369.6 S112 47.964 I281 0.493462 
SH3 -41.1037 I282 1.36273 S114 8.0193 
I283 2.0162 S115 0.604365 S116 7.73345 
I530 350.516 I531 -4.07105 I532 0.208392 
I533 1.62951 I534 0.006333 I535 0.053542 
S220 -82.5802 S221 4.65985 I390 158.402 
S222 80.9389 I391 -1.4271 S223 -8.62099 
I392 -1.15524 S224 5.76413 I393 0.851798 
S225 0.572583 I394 -1.32786 S226 2.61487 
I395 2.46645 N3 1.05884 G3 16.0446 
I640 18.5458 I641 2.29199 I642 -9.0555 
I643 -7.18142 I644 -15.0254 S330 -206.138 
S331 6.79079 S332 128.729 S333 -6.84898 
S334 3.24351 S335 0.813614 S336 -1.0206 
S190 -40.9739 S191 -2.54589 S192 150.516 
S193 0.001996 S194 13.202 D13 29.4476 
S440 -184.526 S441 2.0549 S442 149.514 
K1 3.55558 S443 -12.8501 S444 0.651167 
S445 2.83573 D1 60.0233 V4 -0.122575 
S12 -73.8738 P4 -0.633377 F12 -0.074916 
J130 26.1686 J131 -0.855941 S550 -41.35 
J132 0.296576 S551 -1.81607 J133 0.451293 
S552 15.2813 S553 22.6423 C130 10.3973 
S554 0.250008 C131 -1.41599 S555 7.76032 
C132 349.219 C133 3.85244 C134 -19.501 
C135 0.768658 C136 -12.0127 C137 6.58115 
S23 0.295226 J240 40.2659 J241 -0.259266 
J242 -0.40055 J243 0.453832 J244 0.489524 
C240 75.7777 J245 0.498641 C241 -11.8169 
C242 295.392 C243 24.1587 C244 0.513756 
C245 -2.65245 C246 5.52315 R5 0.169757 
W10 -7.90383 J350 8.50079 J351 -0.234195 
J352 0.392592 J353 0.513658 J354 0.259961 
M01 1. C350 923.856 J355 0.545658 
C351 7.12366 C352 405.319 C353 247.342 
C354 -59.2353 C355 0.07973 C356 11.6915 
S45 0.201345 W21 -0.040263 J460 13.5277 
J461 0.200346 J462 -0.529451 J463 0.659472 
J464 -0.495864 C460 39.7168 J465 0.508539 
C461 0.984978 C462 37.8709 C463 0.139015 
C464 2.71735 C465 -0.314816 H3 0.174852 
W32 0.02129 J570 52.5975 J571 -0.669841 
J572 0.164412 J573 0.100702 J574 0.257562 
Y20 7.83074 C570 32.7491 J575 1.27778 
C571 3.5068 J576 0.955257 C572 76.2259 
J577 -0.018628 C573 1.94082 C574 0.497032 
C575 -2.63319 I210 283.676 I211 -2.14438 
I212 -1.29522 I213 2.84777 I214 3.20369 
I215 -0.032693 OH3 1. L1 -2.28017 
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I320 106.052 I321 -1.04877 I322 1.32894 
I323 2.41849 I324 2.5663 G12 -83.5162 
Y42 -0.050559 I180 293.898 I181 -2.24823 
I182 -1.33938 I183 0.626106 I184 -1.53477 
I185 3.04618 I186 1.59324 I430 45.8517 
I431 -1.05536 I432 -1.51659 I433 1.88285 
I434 -0.611167 I435 1.99438 S120 -73.1158 
S121 11.2276 I290 200.94 S122 121.279 
I291 -2.18831 S123 -39.4392 I292 0.846011 
S124 0.229192 I293 1.95677 S125 16.0181 
N2 -0.487238 G2 0.736321 I540 324.684 
I541 -2.55325 I542 -1.3477 I543 -0.50013 
I544 2.74938 I545 2.22832 I546 1.76248 
X10 0.030554 S230 -65.9436 S231 2.82639 
S232 77.7944 S233 -10.0576 S234 5.43337 
S235 0.56793 S236 3.24265 S340 -79.4207 
S341 -5.50432 S342 111.794 S343 -4.03618 
S344 6.08693 S345 0.600933 S346 8.98466 
V3 -0.465389 P3 -2.79636 S450 -194.027 
S451 0.899991 S452 145.243 S453 0.719489 
S454 2.10742 Z20 1.34941 S13 24.9747 
J140 21.6683 J141 0.110917 S560 -20.2829 
J142 -0.370104 S561 -1.4244 J143 -0.356113 
S562 19.2528 J144 0.985311 S563 5.91022 
C140 246.597 J145 0.480247 S564 0.655628 
C141 364.333 J146 0.418014 S565 1.78335 
C142 -5.01614 C143 4.57819 C144 -20.045 
C145 0.628662 C146 -26.606 C147 12.5517 
S24 -0.285008 R4 -0.160673 J250 1.5111 
J251 0.262379 J252 0.745206 J253 0.476711 
C250 -57.4738 C251 -16.026 C252 727.559 
C253 13.2239 C254 0.59333 C255 11.0598 
W11 6.10184 J360 39.4471 J361 -0.249493 
A30 -6.45389 J362 -0.185036 J363 0.529341 
J364 0.22419 MO2 1. C360 448.774 
J365 0.449374 C361 -8.32209 J366 0.582344 
C362 461.125 C363 89.795 C364 0.247085 
C365 -24.7167 C366 11.3136 S46 0.031851 
J610 -0.632847 J611 0.059131 J612 1.28858 
J613 0.589423 J614 0.676106 C610 0.487385 
H2 1.65972 J615 -4.88049 C611 0.45391 
C612 -0.069702 C613 0.240686 W22 0.00103 
C614 0.032954 J470 22.2889 J471 -0.142915 
J472 0.486375 J473 0.441135 Y10 -3.09434 
C470 221.19 C471 -2.22622 C472 142.9 
C473 70.047 C474 0.055991 C475 -1.23874 
I110 59.6554 I111 -3.00942 I112 1.80794 
W33 5.69227 I113 0.659312 J580 51.0809 
I114 2.04893 J581 -0.567084 J582 0.156683 
J583 0.374335 J584 0.538062 Y21 0.67302 
C580 39.8844 J585 -0.006259 C581 0.017184 
C582 32.6944 0583 20.7486 C584 0.453585 
C585 1.01588 C586 -3.06071 I220 212.507 
I221 -1.69655 I222 -0.946226 I223 0.401086 
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I224 0.891198 I225 -0.338328 I226 3.66096 
I227 1.86076 I228 1.75914 I330 29.7364 
I331 0.938546 I332 1.98587 I333 1.18144 
I334 2.33377 G13 1.60079 Y43 -15.8627 
I190 408.027 I191 -2.21932 I192 -2.6345 
I193 0.407101 I194 -2.11652 I195 1.71252 
I196 0.415359 I197 0.036993 N1 7.24956 
G1 -8.05838 I440 45.1513 I441 0.083476 
1442 0.977527 I443 1.91417 S130 -207.162 
S131 5.92003 S132 152.152 S133 0.835035 
S134 -1.99087 I550 337.784 I551 -2.78993 
I552 -1.26354 I553 3.24117 I554 1.67783 
S240 -76.027 S241 4.89135 S242 81.3066 
S243 4.27881 S244 0.71412 V2 -0.814738 
P2 0.372828 S350 -41.2779 S351 0.363946 
S352 123.997 S353 -61.9224 S354 13.7925 
Z10 1.3512 S355 0.507932 S356 15.8059 
S460 -3.21953 S461 -0.024712 S462 2.19074 
S463 0.597831 S464 0.024942 S14 0.67269 
R3 -0.420987 J150 50.176 J151 -0.351142 
S570 -14.6677 J152 -0.30897 S571 1.47452 
J153 -0.281327 S572 12.43 J154 0.490536 
S573 1.2619 C150 593.433 J155 0.587216 
S574 0.590437 C151 -0.030145 J156 0.391765 
S575 1.71744 C152 124.548 C153 62.104 
C154 -20.0348 C155 0.396766 C156 -35.6063 
C157 11.4975 J260 17.7641 J261 0.370193 
A20 -3.91804 J262 0.614489 J263 0.382878 
C260 227.793 C261 -3.47545 C262 164.194 
C263 38.4702 C264 -9.64042 C265 2.63712 
J510 15.0018 J511 -0.206213 J512 -0.295173 
J513 0.66944 J514 0.300631 C510 693.881 
H1 6.3863 J515 0.982121 C511 -10.3332 
J516 -0.0171 C512 127.187 C513 85.2358 
C514 -55.8823 J370 39.2648 C515 0.205657 
J371 -0.289068 
TROLL COMMAND: 
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Corn and Soybean Equations, Symbol Definitions for 5 States 
Corn Equations. Symbol Definitions 
Iijk: Corn yield equation coefficients 
where: i = 1...5: State code, 1 = Illinois, 2 = Indiana 
3 = Iowa, 4 = Ohio, 5 = Missouri 
j = 1...9: District code 
k = 1...n: Variable code in a given equation 
Corn Yield variables (bushel/acre) 
ILCYLj Illinois CRDs 
INCYLj Indiana CRDs 
IWCYLj Iowa CRDs 
OHCYLj Ohio CRDs 
MOCYLj Missouri CRDs 
Cijk = corn average equation coefficients 
i, j, k are the same as defined above. 
Corn acreage variables (thousand acres) 
ILCAj Illinois CRDs 
INCAj Indiana CRDs 
IWCAj Iowa CRDs 
OHCAj Ohio CRDs 
MOCAj Missouri CRDs 
Soybean Equations Symbol Definitions 
Jijk: Soybean yield equation coefficients 
i, j, k are the same as defined before 
Soybean yield variables (bushel/acre) 
ILSYLj Illinois CRDs 
INSYLj Indiana CRDs 
IWSYLj Iowa CRDs 
OHSYLj Ohio CRDs 
MOSYLj Missouri CRDs 
Sijk: Soybean acreage variables 
i, j, k are as defined before 
Soybean average variables (thousand acres) 
ILSAj Illinois CRDs 
INSAj Indiana CRDs 
IWSAj Iowa CRDs 
OHSAj Ohio CRDs 
MOSAj Missouri CRDs 
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Symbol definitions for Neb., Wis., Min., and rest of U.S. 
IGLM: Corn yield coefficients 
where: L=1...4: State code: 1 = Wisconsin, 2 = Nebraska 
3 = Minnesota, 4 = Rest of the U.S. 
M=l M; Variable code 
Corn yield variables (bushels/acre) 
CYLWIS: Wisconsin corn yield 
CYLNB: Nebraska corn yield 
CYLMN: Minnesota corn yield 
CYLROUS: Rest of U.S. corn yield 
CG L, M: Corn acreage coefficients 
L, M are the same as defined above. 
Corn acreage variables 
CAWIS: Wisconsin corn acreage (million acres) 
CANB: Nebraska corn acreage (million acres) 
CAMN: Minnesota corn acreage (million acres) 
CAROUS: Rest of U.S. corn acreage (million acres 
JG,N,M = Soybean yield coefficients 
where: n = 1,2,3: State Code: 1 = Wisconsin, 2 = Minnesota 
3 = Rest of U.S. 
m = 1,...M: Variable Code 
Soybean yield variables (bushel/acre) 
SYLWIS: Wisconsin soybean yield 
SYLMN: Minnesota soybean yield 
SYLROUS: Rest of U.S. soybean yield 
SG,N,M = Soybean acreage coefficients 
n, m are the same as defined above 
Soybean acreage variables 
SACWIS: Wisconson soybean acreage (thousand acres) 
SACMN: Minnesota soybean acreage (million acres) 
SACROUS: Rest of U.S. soybean acreage (million acres) 
Time variables 
TM - Time trend; 1 = 1951 32 = 1982, ... 42 = 1992 
TM - Time trend;1 = 1951 32 = 1982, and constant at 32 until 1992. 
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Weather variables for the state level equation 
NOTE: Temperature in °F, and precipitation in inches) 
Wisconsin: 
JLTWIS: July temperature 
AUTWIS: August temperature 
MPWIS: May precipitation 
JLPWIS: July precipitation 
AUPWIS: August precipitation 
Minnesota: 
JLTMN: July temperature 
AUTMN: August temperature 
MPMN: May precipitation 
JLPMN: July precipitation 
AUPMN: August precipitation 
Nebraska: 
JLTNB: July temperature 
AUTNB: August temperature 
MPNB: May precipitation 
JLPNB: July precipitation 
AUPNB: August precipitation 
Weather variables in district level corn and soybean equations 
JLTij: July temperature 
AUTif: August temperature 
PRPij: Preseason precipitation (Sept.-April) 
JPij: June precipitation 
JLPij: July precipitation 
AUPij: August precipitation 
where: i=1,...5 State Code: 1 = Illinois, 2 = Indiana 
3 = Iowa, 4 = Ohio, 5 = Missouri 
j-1, . . .9: District Code: 1 = CRD #1, . . .9 = CRD 9 
Also the following weather variables were defined for simulation 
August precipitation 
ILAPj: Illinois 
INAPj: Indiana 
IWAPj: Iowa j = 1....9, 1 = CRD #1,... 9 = CRD #9 
OHAPj: Ohio 
MOAPj: Missouri 
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July precipitation 
ILJLPj: Illinois 
INJLPj: Indiana 
IWJLPj: Iowa j = 1....9, same as above 
OHJLPj: Ohio 
MOJLPj: Missouri 
July temperature 
ILJLTj: Illinois 
INJLTj: Indiana 
IWJLTj: Iowa j = 1,...9, 1 = CRD #1,...9 - CRD #3 
OHJLT: Ohio 
MOJLT: Missouri 
Other variables used for simulation 
IL1, IL2, IL3, IN1, IN2, IN3, IW1, IW2, IW3, OH1, OH2, OH3, MO1, MO2, M03 
ILDM: dummy variable for changing the July and August precipitation in 
different scenarios of simulation. 
Production variable 
Corn Production Variables 
ILCPRDj: Illinois CRDs 
INCPRDj: Indiana CRDs 
IWCPRDj: Iowa CRDs J - 1,...9; 1 = CRD #1,...9 = CRD #9 
OHCPRDj: Ohio CRDs 
MOCPRDj: Missouri CRDs 
ILCPRD Illinois total corn production 
INCPRD Indiana total corn production 
IWCPRD Iowa total corn production 
OHCPRD Ohio total corn production 
MOCPRD Missouri total corn production 
COPRD5 Total corn production in IL, IN, IW, OH, MO 
C0PRD5 Total corn production in WS, NB, MNH, Rest of U.S. 
CPRDUS Total U.S. corn prodution 
CPRDWIS Total Wisconsin corn production 
CPRDNB Total Nebraska corn production 
CPRDMN Total Minnesota corn production 
CPRDROUS Total corn production in the rest of U.S. 
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Soybean production variables 
ILSPRDj Illinois CRDs 
INSPRDj Indiana CRDs 
IWSPRDj Iowa CRDs j = 1, . . .9, 1 = CRD #1 9 = CRD #3 
OHSPRDj Ohio CRDs 
MOSPRDj Missouri CRDs 
ILSPRD Illinois soybean production 
INSPRD Indiana soybean production 
IWSPRD Iowa soybean production 
OHSPRD Ohio soybean production 
MOSPRD Missouri soybean production 
SPRDWIS Wisconsin soybean production 
SPRDMN Minnesota soybean production 
SPRDROUS Soybean production in the rest of U.S. 
SBRD5 Total soybean production in IL, IN, IW, OH, MO 
SPRD4 Total soybean production in WS, MN, rest of U.S. 
SOYPRD Total U.S. soybean production 
Variables in soybean demand equations 
NSOYCY Soybeans crushed (million metric tons) 
NSOYCST Soybean commercial stocks (million MT) 
SOYPUSOT Soybean farm price ($/MT) 
SOYMPRD Soybean meal production (1,000 tons) 
SOYMLD Soybean meal price ($/ton) 
NSOYMP Soybean market price ($/ton) 
SOYOP Soybean oil price (¢/lb.) 
NSOYGST Soybean government stocks (million MT) 
SOYPRD Soybean production (million MT) 
NSOYEX Soybean exports (million MT) 
NSOYFSI Soybean feed, seed and industrial use (million MT) 
NSOYCV Soybean crushing capacity (million MT) 
SOYMCY Soybean meal crushing yield (cwt.) 
SOYMCON Soybean meal consumption (1,000 tons) 
SOYMST Ending soybean meal stocks (1,000 tons) 
SOYMEX Soybean meal exports (1,000 tons) 
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Variables in Corn Demand Equation 
Definition of symbols in demand equations 
BFCOWTNV beef cow inventory January 1 (million head) 
BGPFUS1 barrow and gilt price, average December to May ($/100 lbs) 
BGPFUS2 barrow and giit price, average June to November ($/100 lbs) 
BGSLUS1 barrow and gilt slaughter, December to May (million head) 
BGSLUS2 barrow and gilt slaughter, June to November (million head) 
BRCONPC broiler consumption per capita (pounds) 
BRPRDUS broiler production, liveweight (billion lbs.) 
CBEEFUS corn fed to beef cattle (million metric tons (MMT) 
CDAIRUS corn fed to dairy cattle (MMT) 
CFOODUS corn used for fod, seed, and industry (MMT) 
CH0GSUS1 corn fed to hogs, December to May (MMT) 
CH0GSUS2 corn fed to hogs, June to November (MMT) 
CIMPI total corn imports by Group I (MMT) 
CIMPII total corn imports by Group II (MMT) 
CIMPIII total corn imports by Group III (MMT) 
CIMPIV total corn imports by Group IV (MMT) 
CLFCROP calf crop (million head) 
CLFDLOSS calf death loss (million head) 
CLVSTKUS corn fed to all U.S. livestock (MMT) 
COAHGUS corn area harvested (million hectares) 
COAPLUS corn area planted (million hectares) 
COPFUSDT corn price, season average to farmers ($/MT) 
COUXTUS corn exports by U.S. (MMT) 
COWSLUS cow slaughter (million head) 
CPOLTUS corn fed to poultry (MMT) 
CSTKTUS total corn stocks, U.S. (MMT) 
CYLDGUS corn yield U.S. (MT/hectare) 
FBAVLWT fed beef average liveweight (lbs.) 
FBCONPC fed beef consumption per capita (lbs.) 
FBCPUS fed beef cattle price ($/100 lbs.) 
FBPRDUS fed beef production (million lbs.) 
FBSLUS fed beef slaughter (million head) 
FCAVLWT feeder cattle average liveweight (100 lbs.) 
FCPKCUS feeder cattle price ($/100 lbs.) 
GADD1 gilts added, December to May (million head) 
GAD2 gilts added, June to November (million head) 
HFADD heifers added (million head) 
HGBINV2 hog breeding inventory, June 1 (million head) 
NETCROP net calf crop (feeder cattle supply) (million head) 
NFBCONPC nonfed beef consumption per capita (lbs.) 
NFBPRDUS nonfed beef production (million lbs.) 
NFBPUS nonfed beef price ($/100 lbs.) 
PCR0P1 pig crop, December to May (million head) 
PCROP2 pig crop, June to November (million head) 
PKCONPC pork consumption per capita (annual) (lbs.) 
PKCONPC1 pork consumption per capita, December to May (lbs.) 
PKC0NPC2 pork consumption per capita, June to November (lbs.) 
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POPFMUS broiler price to farmers ($/100 lbs.) 
SOWFAR1 sows farrowing, December to May (million head) 
SOWFAR2 sows farrowing, June to November (million head) 
SOWSLUS1 sows slaughtered, December to May (million head) 
SOWSLUS2 sows slaughtered, June to November (million head) 
CGPRDII coarse grain production Group II (MMT) 
CGPRDIII coarse grain production Group III (MMT) 
CHOGAV corn fed per hog, average (MT) 
CIMPROW corn imports by the rest of the world (MMT) 
CIMPSU corn imports by the Soviet Union (MMT) 
CLFSLUS calf slaughter (million head) 
COASAUST corn area set aside U.S. (million hectares) 
COLVSUS corn fed to other livestock U.S. (MMT) 
COPLDT corn loan rate U.S. ($/MT) 
COUXTROW corn exports by the rest of the world (MMT) 
DLIQ dummy for cattle cycle (1974/75 to 1978/79 = 1) 
DPIUSPC disposable personal income per capita U.S. ($1,000) 
D68, etc. dummy for year indicated 
HGAVDWT hog average dressed weight (lbs.) 
LVSTKII livestock production Group II (million pounds) 
LVSTKIII livestock production Group III (million pounds) 
NFBAVDWT nonfed beef average dressed weight (lbs.) 
POPUS population U.S. (millions) 
PPIUS producers prices paid index U.S. (1967 = 100) 
PP7PZ fertilizer price index U.S. (1967 = 100) 
SOYPUSDT soybean price U.S. ($/MT) 
TIME time, linear trend (1961/62 = 1, ...) 
WLDCPI world consumer price index (1970 = 100) 
Other coefficients used in the demand equations of the model 
B10, B11, B12, A20, A21, A22, A23, H1, H2, H3, H4, G1, G2, G3, G4, G10, G12, 
G13, F11, F12, F21, F22, E22, E33, Y10, Y11, Y20, Y21, Y40, Y41, Y42, Y43, 
Y44, Z10, Z11, Z12, Z13, Z14, Z20, Z23, Z24, K1, K2, K3, K4, L1, L2, L3, L4, 
N1, N2, N3, P1, P2, P3, P4, Q1, Q2, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, W10, W11, 
W40, W41, Y80, Y81, Y82, Y83, Y85, A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A86, V1, V2, V3, V4, 
V5, V86, D1, D2, D3, D4, D87, D10, D11, D12, D13, D97, W20, W21, W22, W23, 
W24, W25, A30, A31, A32, A33, A34, X10, X12, X13, X14, S10, S11, S12, S13, 
S14, S20, S21, S22, S23, S24, S30, S31, S40, S41, S42, S43, S44, S45. 
CHAPTER 3 
DEVELOPMENT OF A WATERSHED MODEL 
The long term objective of the Precipitation Augmentation for Crop Experiment 
(PACE) is to learn whether agriculturally useful increases in summer precipitation can be 
produced in Midwest. An essential phase of this program is to identify and quantify the 
impacts of altered rainfall on agricultural products and water resources. 
Need for a watershed model 
In order to understand the potential impact of precipitation augmentation on 
agricultural productivity and fresh water resources, it is necessary to understand and 
evaluate the effects of such a change on soil infiltration and moisture, base flow and runoff. 
The response of a watershed to precipitation can be analyzed by using watershed (or water 
budget) models, which can sufficiently describe the movement and distribution of water in 
the soil-plant-atmosphere interface. Therefore, the major task of this phase of the PACE 
project is to develop and utilize a watershed model that can simulate the variations in the 
soil moisture, infiltration, baseflow and runoff of a watershed due to artificially increased 
summer precipitation, and yet provide a reliable account of water over a certain period of 
time. 
A schematic picture of the hydrologic cycle is given in Figure 1, so that the movement 
and distribution of water through the earth and the atmosphere can be visualized better. 
There is no beginning or end to the hydrologic cycle. The evaporated and transpired 
water condenses in the atmosphere and returns to earth as precipitation. Some of this 
water runs off the surface and joins surface water bodies, some of it infiltrates into the soil 
and replenishes the soil moisture and the excess soil moisture percolates further down to 
recharge the groundwater reservoir, which in turn, feeds the lakes and rivers. A good 
watershed model is expected to to simulate the temporal and spatial distribution of water 
within the watershed. Not all components of the hydrologic cycle need to be modeled, 
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Figure 1. Hydrologic cycle 
depending on the scope of the study (e.g., snow melting can be neglected for warm 
climates). 
DESIRED ATTRIBUTES FOR THE PACE PROJECT WATERSHED MODEL 
A watershed model to be developed for the PACE project should have the following 
attributes: 
(1) A distributed rather than a lumped model, in which, a watershed can be divided into 
smaller segments and each segment can be described explicitly by certain physical 
characteristics (e.g., soil type, crop type, land slope, and surface roughness). 
Distributed models can partially eliminate the need for calibration for each 
watershed. 
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(2) A continuous operation model rather than an event (single storm) model as for flood 
models. 
(3) Capability of using short time intervals (say hourly) during storm events and larger 
time intervals (say days) during dry periods. 
(4) Good budgeting of water, especially soil moisture. 
(5) Applicability to large areas (say larger than 100 sq mi). 
Another desirable attribute of the model is the modular structure, where soil 
moisture, evapotranspiration, infiltration, groundwater flow, and overland and streamflow 
are all separate sub-models. These sub-models should be fused to interact and permit 
transfer of water between them. Also, the trade offs between model complexity, 
calibration, data requirement and accuracy should be considered in the development of the 
model. 
The PACE watershed model should be able to provide information for analyzing the 
effects of precipitation augmentation on the following: 
a) Agriculture 
b) Soil moisture 
c) Droughts and low flows 
d) Protected and instream flows 
e) Increased flooding 
f) Water supply 
g) Recreation 
Although the purpose of the PACE watershed model is to provide information for the 
precipitation augmentation on agriculture and soil moisture, information about the other 
factors can be readily obtained as a by product of the study. 
The use of the PACE watershed model will also help in determining a) the amount of 
increase in runoff and/or soil moisture from different levels of precipitation augmentation, 
for different storms; b) the threshold of storm precipitation that can be ignored as far as 
precipitation augmentation is concerned; and c) the kinds of field measurement needed to 
verify predicted effects of precipitation augmentation. 
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
Given the time available to develop and test the PACE watershed model, it has been 
decided that the PACE watershed model should be constructed by borrowing the best sub-
models available from other watershed models. Only after improving and testing each 
individual sub-model, should we fuse these sub-models together and have a working 
watershed model, and expand effort into improving the overall performance of the model. 
An evaluation of the existing watershed models indicated that only few were capable 
of modeling soil moisture during the dry conditions of the growing season for which 
precipitation augmentation would be considered desirable. Of the models having this 
capability, none were adequate in describing effects on the water resources, especially on 
the streamflow conditions, over a large area. The ability to model these effects in a 
physical manner is necessary to adequately simulate the hypothetical precipitation 
changes on the water balance of an agricultural region and thereby offer some insight as to 
how (and where) to measure the effects of actual cloud seeding experiments. For this 
reason it was concluded that a new watershed model would need to be developed which 
could combine the capabilities of other models. 
The following table gives a summary of what are initially believed to be the "best" 
available sub-models, both in terms of their physical representation and their lack of 
reliance on extensive calibration. This list is compiled from a longer list of potential model 
candidates. 
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Table 1. Most desirable sub-models for the PACE watershed model. 
Process Model the component comes from 
Interception/ ANSWERS or HSPF 
Surface retention 
Infiltration CREAMS (Green-Ampt Equation) 
Soil moisture Hendrie or Sacramento Models 
Evapotranspiration CREAMS (Ritchie Equation) 
Groundwater/ Prickett-Lonnquist Model 
Interflow 
Overland flow ANSWERS (Manning's Equation) 
Channel routing HEC-1 (Kinematic wave) 
SWRRB (Variable travel time/ 
Manning's Equation) 
ANSWERS (Manning's Equation) 
Parameter system structure 
All of the watershed models listed above use a lumped parameter system with the 
exception of Prickett-Lonnquist and ANSWERS, which use a square-element distributed 
parameter system. Two characteristics of the lumped parameter type systems make it 
conceptually undesirable for the PACE project. First, by lumping various land use 
characteristics together in order to estimate the hydrologic response of a total watershed, 
the ability to estimate the effects of precipitation augmentation on the field level is lost. 
Second, lumped parameter system usually requires some amount of calibration using an 
existing streamflow record in order to properly evaluate the massed response of the 
watershed. On the other hand, the distributed parameter systems generally rely on more 
physically-oriented modeling techniques which do not require calibration. A distributed 
system is also more compatible with Hendrie's soil moisture model where each element is 
associated with a specific soil type. 
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Although, Hendrie's model cannot be used for large watersheds, it can be used for 
calibrating the selected soil moisture model for the Illinois soils. For these reasons, 
ANSWERS and Prickett-Lonnquist models have been selected as the most desirable sub-
model system structure. These type of models usually require some kind of preliminary 
sensitivity analysis in order to determine the scale of the square-element system, and the 
data requirements. For soil moisture, CREAMS model has been selected because of its 
capabilities for handling infiltration and evapotranspiration and several soil types. 
MODEL COMPONENTS 
The PACE watershed model is conceptualized as having three sub-models or 
components. These components and their interactions are illustrated in Figure 2. 
The distributed parameter overland/streamflow component of the model is 
completed. Basically, the overland/streamflow sub-model is the modified version of the 
ANSWERS (Aerial Nonpoint Source Watershed Environment Response Simulation) model, 
developed at Purdue University. Major modifications were done on the treatment of the 
retention storage, and for converting the model to a continuous operation model. All the 
other changes were done to facilitate the interaction between the surface flow and the soil 
matrix. Although, ANSWERS simulates the overland flow in a very detailed manner, 
infiltration and groundwater flow are handled very crudely, and thus, these components 
were removed from the model, and replaced by more sophisticated sub-models. Modified 
ANSWERS model requires extensive information regarding the topography, soil and crop 
properties and their distribution. In order to reduce the potential errors, which may be 
caused due to handling of excessive data, several software had been prepared to format 
the data for the modified ANSWERS model. 
The soil moisture/crop growth portion of this watershed model is patterned after 
CREAMS (Chemicals, Runoff, and Erosion from Agricultural Management Systems), the field 
scale model developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Research Service. However, 
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Figure 2. Sub-Models of the PACE Watershed Model. 
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several processes of this model have been improved, including 1) the estimation of 
potential evapotranspiration, 2) the soil water percolation process, 3) development of a 
relationship between root growth and the soil zones providing water for plant use, and 4) 
the effect of plant water use on the availability of water for soil evaporation. Many of 
these modifications have resulted from the analysis of numerous field observations from 
the Illinois State Water Survey's soil moisture network. 
Calibration of the model is being completed for two specific soil types (Flanagan and 
Drummer soils) and will soon begin for other soil types. The modified soil moisture model 
is capable of accurately simulating the soil moisture conditions for four layers in the soil 
and yet provides reliable budgeting and continuity of water within the soil. As shown in 
Figure 3, the model developed for Flanagan soils produces estimates of total soil moisture 
very similar to the values observed at the Bondville test site. The model for Drummer 
soils deviates significantly from observed values, especially during growth season, 
however this variance appears to be the result of differences between the vegetative 
conditions at the test site and the conditions assumed for the calibration procedure, and 
should be corrected. Most of the parameters involved in the calibration procedure are 
associated with physical properties of the soil, and for this reason should eventually be 
estimable without the need of calibration. Table 2 lists four of these parameters and 
compares the values developed in the calibration procedure with a range of estimates for 
the parameters given by the Soil Conservation Service in their soil survey publications. 
One of the major outputs of the soil moisture model is an estimate of water from the 
soil to groundwater (seepage). Knowledge of this seepage is essential in the 
understanding of the effects of summer precipitation on both the water table and 
streamflow. The seepage estimates produced by the Flanagan soil moisture model, as 
shown in Figure 4, display excellent correlation with rises in the water table observed at 
Bondville. These results indicate that this aspect of the water budget, which interfaces the 
soil moisture and groundwater models, can be accurately portrayed. 
Figure 3. Average soil moisture (inches), observed and estimated, for the Flanagan 
soil at Bondville and Drummer soil at DeKalb. 
Figure 4. Comparison of the Flanagan model results for soil moisture and 
seepage with the observed values of groundwater elevation at 
Bondville. 
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Table 2. Comparison of calibrated soil parameters with 
approximate ranges given by the SCS. 
Permeability (in/hr) 0.64 0.6-2.0 0.42 0.6-2.0 
Available Water (in/in) 
Depth= 0"-15" 0.22 0.22-0.24 0.23 0.21-0.23 
Depth=15"-40" 0.24 0.15-0.22 0.26 0.21-0.24 
Depth > 40" 0.12 0.15-0.22 0.10 0.11-0.19 
The groundwater (baseflow) component of the model is completed, and calibration of 
the model of the Kaskaskia Ditch test basin is beginning. The distributed parameter 
baseflow portion of the model allows for the geographic distribution of various soil types 
and agricultural development as well as topographical changes across the watershed being 
studied. The movement of the subsurface water (originating as deep percolation from the 
soil moisture column) from the uplands to the stream valley, is solved with an adaptation 
of the Prickett-Lonnquist finite difference groundwater model, developed in 1972 at the 
Illinois State Water Survey. A stream-groundwater interface algorithm, specially developed 
for the model, is untested; the calibration procedure will allow us to evaluate and improve 
this algorithm. By using the field scale-distributed parameter approach, the model 
provides for an appropriate hydrologic modeling scales for analyzing both the variations 
in the agricultural response to precipitation changes as well as the cumulative effects over 
the watershed as represented in the streamflow and groundwater movement. 
SUMMARY 
Currently, the selected sub-models for the PACE watershed model have been modified 
to meet the specifications and objectives of the PACE project. The soil moisture model is 
completed and calibrations are done for two specific soil types, and continuing for the 
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others. The groundwater model is completed and calibration is underway. The main input 
to the groundwater model is the percolation values obtained from the soil moisture model. 
During the calibration process of the groundwater model, the newly added stream-
groundwater interface subroutine will also be tested. The overland/streamflow model is 
completed, however, calibration will be performed after the testing of stream-groundwater 
interface subroutine. Since all these three sub-models interact, the testing of one sub-
model usually requires the completion and testing of another sub-model. 
The future tasks include the calibration of the soil moisture model for other soil 
types, and calibration and testing of groundwater and overland/streamflow models. Only 
after the individual testing of each model is completed, we will be able to test the model 
on selected watersheds throughout the state. 
CHAPTER 4 
PROCUREMENT OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR HOT RADAR 
AND RELATED RADAR MODIFICATIONS 
The computer system for the HOT radar was contracted for during this 
period. Figure 4-1 shows the block diagram of the computer-based data system 
for the HOT radar. All of these items have been purchased and received during 
the project period except for the Lassen SP20A processor. 
This processor has been delayed about 7 months' from the scheduled 
delivery. Essentially, Lassen Research Corporation has been unable to meet 
their delivery schedule by virtue of the late delivery of essential integrated 
circuit chips to Lassen Research. This delivery had been promised by Analog 
Devices several times before actual delivery was made. As noted on the block 
diagram of the Data System, the Lassen SP20A is an essential link in the 
interface between the radar and the computer itself. The capability of the 
SP20A will permit calculations of any of the following variables concurrently: 
1. Reflectivity. 
2. Radial Velocity. 
3. Spectral width of radial velocities. 
4. Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of the complex return. 
All of these variables will be available in at least 1000 range gates except 
for the FFT which will be much fewer (probably 32). The processor will be 
programmable, thus permitting flexibility in the variables calculated as well 
as permitting different algorithms to be easily implemented. 
The Digital Equipment Company's Microvax 11 will serve as a host for the 
Lassen processor. The necessary software will be stored in the hard disk of 
FIGURE 4-1. COMPUTER DATA SYSTEM HOT RADAR. 
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the Microvax and down loaded as needed. A complete program down load is 
expected to take 5 seconds. 
The Microvax II will also serve as the control computer for the radar. 
It will accept data from the Lassen SP20 via the SKY 320, add necessary house-
keeping and pass the data to the display processor and to the tape recorder 
for permanent storage. The SKY 320 is an integer processor which will perform 
data compression and repacking functions under control of its own software 
program. 
Additionally the Microvax will be responsible, through an interface, for 
the control of the antenna position and/or scanning function, the pulse 
repetition frequency, and the communication with the radar operator via CRT 
terminal. 
The Adage 3000 display generator will receive the radar data from the 
Microvax. This data will undergo coordinate conversion from polar to rec-
tangular, be scaled by appropriate (and variable amounts) and be displayed 
through the color generator portion of the Adage. Sufficient memory is avail-
able on the Adage to provide for holding a number of images simultaneously. 
The display can be switched from one to another quickly. This will permit 
time lapse display of the radar data. Also, it will be possible to construct 
in real time constant altitude displays (CAFFI), range height displays, and/or 
other displays. 
The output of the Adage system will be a red, a green, a blue, and syn-
chronizing signals. These signals will be combined into a single composite 
video of the standard television format in an interface built in house. The 
composite video is then recorded on a "home entertainment" type video recorder 
in the VHS format. This record although not as precise as the digital 
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recording will permit rapid review of weather situations. It also permits the 
scientist to review the days weather at a site remote from the radar rela-
tively inexpensively (a TV set and a home VCR). 
During the past year a 42-foot trailer was obtained to house this data 
equipment as well as a part of the radar equipment. The trailer has undergone 
modification consisting of insulating the inner walls and the installation of 
a side door. 
A block diagram of the remainder of the radar set is included for com-
pleteness (Figure 4-2). Most of this system has been used previously. The 
new parts are the inclusion of the 2 quadrature detectors and 2 analog to 
digital converters. If time and money permit the RF oscillator, frequency 
multiplier, and coherent oscillator will be solid stated before future opera-
tions. 
Figure 4-2. BLOCK DIAGRAM HOT RADAR SYSTEM. 
CHAPTER 5 
RADAR-RELATED STUDIES 
Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with radar echo studies performed during the 
last 12 months as part of the pre-experimental phase of PACE. These studies 
are a continuation and expansion of previous echo studies which have been sum-
marized in previous PACE reports. The purpose of the studies has been to pro-
vide extensive background information on the characteristics of convective 
storm systems and their components during July and August in Illinois. Such 
information will be useful in the planning of future weather modification 
experiments under PACE; help determine the feasibility and utility of radar 
echo observations in evaluating cloud seeding effects; provide input to the 
selection of seedable clouds and/or storm units; and, assist in the develop-
ment of optimal forecasting techniques for future experimental operations. 
The echo studies summarized in this report have been based primarily on 
10-cm radar data from NE Illinois collected during 1977-197 9 under a previous 
Water Survey research project on hydrometeorology, hereafter referred to as 
the CHAP project (Dzurisin, 1980). The data from 86 storms had been analyzed 
and processed in a form which made the information readily applicable to PACE 
needs as well as those of the Survey's hydrometeorological research. 
Chapter 5 summarizes the results of five radar echo studies. Part A 
discusses additional analyses of individual echo characteristics which expands 
on earlier studies by Dzurisin (1980) and Hsu (1985). This study was directed 
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primarily toward development of frequency distributions for those radar param-
eters considered most useful in the planning, operation, and evaluation of 
weather modification experiments. Fart B is concerned with the relationship 
between potential target-control entities (echo pairs) in the natural environ-
ment. This was done for six radar echo parameters considered most applicable 
to evaluation of cloud seeding effects, and was based on development of fre-
quency distributions of pair differences and correlation analyses. Fart C 
summarizes a study performed on the Illinois data by Gagin and associates at 
Hebrew University in which radar volume scans of echo cells were analyzed to 
provide general information on the relationship between echo-top heights of 
convective rain cells and other rainfall properties, such as total rainfall 
volume, maximum rainfall area, maximum reflectivity, maximum rainfall volume 
rates, and duration of the precipitating entities. Part D provides a discus-
sion of a testing and evaluation of the Hebrew University findings by Survey 
scientists. Part E is a short report by Gagin relating to randomization stu-
dies carried out with Illinois data to provide an initial estimate of the 
minimum number of experimental units required for detection of a given seeding 
effect. 
A. Further Analyses of Individual Echo Characteristics 
Considerable analysis has been made previously of the characteristics of 
radar echoes observed by the Survey's 10-cm radar in NE Illinois during 1977-
197 9 by Dzurisin (1980), and Hsu (1985). Both previous studies were made in 
conjunction with the PACE research through use of summer storm data collected 
on the earlier CHAP research program. Dzurisin studied the characteristics of 
individual echoes, and Hsu analyzed the properties of both individual echoes 
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and echo pairs selected as typical of those likely to be selected for seed and 
no-seed comparisons in future weather modification experiments in Illinois. 
The purpose of the radar echo studies is to provide background information 
useful in the planning of future weather modification experiments under PACE; 
to help determine the feasibility and utility of radar echo observations in 
evaluating cloud seeding effects; and, to provide input in the selection of 
seedable clouds in seeding operations. 
Recently, we have extended the foregoing studies to provide additional 
information considered pertinent to the FACE program. This report is con­
cerned only with individual echo studies. Echo-pair analyses will be summar­
ized in a later section of this chapter. 
Data Used. The same CHAP data set was used as in the Hsu study. The 
original set consisted of 86 summer rain systems in which over 3000 radar 
echoes had been identified and measurements made of various parameters. For 
various reasons, Hsu eliminated 32 of these storms from his analyses. The 
remaining 54 storms provided a total of 1334 echoes to form a population of 
"initially equivalent pairs". The equivalence criteria were based on an 
operational point of view. This involved such factors as minimum and maximum 
distance between echoes, echo duration, and time of development of acceptable 
equivalent pairs. The equivalent pair criteria reduced the sample size from 
1334 to 560 usable echoes. These included echoes having durations of 8 
minutes or more, mean rain rate ≥ 4 mm/hr, minimum separation of 20 km, and 
maximum separation of 150 km from other echoes. A second set based on those 
echoes with durations of 15 minutes or more included 366 echoes. The duration 
criteria were selected on basis of time required for aircraft operations in 
cloud seeding operations; that is, identifying potential seeable echoes 
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(clouds) and initiating treatment. 
Method of Analysis. Qualifying echoes having durations of 8 minutes or 
more were ranked according to six characteristics considered pertinent to PACE 
applications of the data. These included duration, mean rainfall rate, mean 
maximum rainfall rate, mean area, total area encompassed during echo lifetime, 
and total rain flux during the life of the echo. Rankings were made for all 
echoes combined, and for echoes grouped by synoptic storm type for those storm 
types having an adequate sample. The foregoing ranking procedures were 
repeated for echoes having duration of 15 minutes or more. Frequency distri-
bution curves were then determined for each data stratification. 
Results of Analysis. Initially, frequency distribution curves were 
derived for echo duration of 8 minutes or more for all echoes combined and for 
each synoptic storm type. From these curves, Table 5-1 was obtained. This 
table provides a convenient means of comparing the several frequency distribu-
tions derived from the stratified data. An example of the frequency curve for 
all echoes combined is shown in Figure 5-1. 
Table 5-1 indicates no large differences between the median values of the 
synoptic storm types. The median duration ranges from a high of 19 for air 
mass storms to 16 for cold fronts. In view of the variation in sample size 
among the synoptic types (26 to 264), these differences are not considered 
significant from a practical standpoint. It is obvious that the "all echo" 
distribution is strongly influenced by squall areas which constitute about 47% 
of the total echo sample. 
The major differences in the distribution curves occur in the upper 15% 
of the observations. The values are less reliable in this range than in those 
that follow, since they are based on a relatively few observations. For 
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Figure 5-1. Frequency distribution of echo duration combining 
all echoes with durations > 8 minutes 
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example, the 1% to 15% portion of the air mass curve is based largely on 4 
observations. With squall area echoes, approximately 40 observations were 
available to define the upper 15% of the curve. As expected, Table 5-1 indi-
cates a strong trend for maximum values (upper end of curve) to increase with 
the number of observations in the sample. As a result of the findings in 
Table 5-1, it was decided to limit the rest of the individual echo analyses to 
the distribution characteristics of all echoes combined. It is believed this 
provides the best available first approximation of the pertinent characteris-
tics of Illinois rain echoes for PACE applications. 
The upper part of Table 5-2 provides a summary of the frequency distribu-
tion for each of the six echo characteristics analyzed. The lower portion 
shows ratios of various frequency values to the median. This provides a sim-
ple measure of the natural variability inherent in each echo parameter, among 
those echoes meeting our criteria for inclusion in potential seeding experi-
ments. 
Table 5-2 indicates a high degree of variability among the selected type 
of radar echoes. The most pronounced departures from the median occur at the 
upper end of the curves. For example, the CHAP sample indicates that among 
the potentially seedable echoes (clouds), 15% will have a duration that 
exceeds the median by a factor of 2 or more. Similarly, a factor of 2 is 
exceeded for mean rain rate in 10% of the echoes, for mean maximum rate in 
20%, for mean area in 20%, for total area in nearly 30%, and for total rain 
flux in over 30% of the echoes. Mean rain rate has the smallest variability 
among the 6 echo parameters. 
Total flux is an especially important parameter in assessing cloud seed-
ing, because it is a measure of the total output of the storm element (echo) 
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at the ground. If cloud seeding effects were being assessed on total water 
output (as indicated by rain flux), it is obvious that the natural background 
interference would be large. Therefore, the number of observations necessary 
for a high level of confidence in the computed effects of seeding could be 
extremely large. The magnitude of this problem will be defined better later 
in discussion of equivalent pairs. 
Although it was decided to combine all echoes after the initial grouping 
by synoptic storm type, distribution curves were derived for all six echo 
parameters in air mass storms. This was done because it was anticipated that 
air mass clouds will likely be the most common type treated in the early 
phases of the PACE operations. Results are summarized in Table 5-3, and 
should be used with caution in view of the small sample. The most stable 
parameter (least variability) is mean rainfall rate, according to the 26-echo 
sample. Table 5-2 indicates this also occurs with all echoes combined. Total 
rain flux has the largest variability in the air mass storms, and this again 
is similar to the findings for all echoes combined. 
Table 5-4 summarizes results of the analyses of the frequency distribu-
tion of echoes having durations of 15 minutes or more. Findings are similar 
to those for echo durations of 8 minutes or more shown in Table 5-2. Thus, 
the least variability among observations occurred with mean rainfall rate and 
the largest with total rain flux. The degree of variability is greater for 
some parameters in the 15-minute group (mean rate, mean maximum rate, mean 
area), whereas it is greater for others in the 8-minute sample (duration, 
total area, total flux). 
Conclusions. This study has provided additional information on echo 
climatology in Illinois which should be useful in the planning, operational, 
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and evaluation phases of future PACE experiments. Among echo parameters stu-
died, the natural variability tends to be least in mean rainfall rate and 
greatest in total rain flux (total water output). The degree of natural vari-
ability is an important factor that must be taken into consideration in vari-
ous phases of the PACE research, but especially in evaluation of the cloud 
seeding experiments. 
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Table 5 - 1 . Frequency D i s t r i b u t i o n of Echo Duration by Synoptic Storm Type 
(Durat ions ≥ 8 Minutes, Mean Rain Rate > 4 mm/hr). 
Cumulative 
Percent of All Air Cold S t a t i c Squall Squal l 
Observations Echoes Mass Front Front Line Areas 
Max-observed 149 65 77 140 145 149 
1 128 76 68 138 148 135 
2 109 65 57 109 138 119 
5 77 51 44 76 110 82 
10 51 41 35 56 7 8 54 
15 38 35 30 45 56 41 
20 34 31 27 3 8 42 34 
25 29 28 24 33 34 29 
30 26 26 22 29 . 29 26 
40 21 22 18 23 22 21 
50 18 19 16 18 18 17 
60 15 16 14 15 15 15 
70 12 13 12 12 13 13 
80 11 11 11 11 11 11 
90 9 10 10 9 9 9 
95 8 9 8 8 8 8 
N 560 26 67 111 86 264 
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Table 5-2 . Frequency D i s t r i b u t i o n of Echo P r o p e r t i e s , Al l Echoes Having 
Durat ions ≥ 8 Minutes and Mean Rain Rate > 4 mm/hr. 
Cumulative Mean Mean Max Mean Total Total 
Percent of Duration Rain Rate Rain Rate Area Area Flux 
Observat ions (minutes) (mm/hr) (mm/hr) (mi2) (mi2) (mm × mi2) 
1 128 40 185 880 12,500 4.9 × 105 
2 109 30 130 435 6,400 1.9 × 105 
5 77 21 72 190 2,360 4.6 × 104 
10 51 17 45 104 1,000 1.3 × 104 
15 38 15 35 76 700 7.5 × 103 
20 34 13 30 61 530 5.1 × 103 
25 29 12 26 52 415 3 .8 × 103 
30 26 11 23 45 340 2.9 × 103 
40 21 9 19 36 240 1.9 × 103 
50 18 8 15 31 180 1.3 × 103 
60 15 7+ 13 26 136 9.0 × 102 
70 12 7- 11 23 104 6.5 × 102 
80 11 6 9 20 80 4.7 × 102 
90 9 5 7 16 59 3.3 × 102 
95 8 5 6 14 48 2.6 × 102 
Ratio to Median 
1 7.11 5.00 12.33 28.38 69.44 376.92 
2 6.06 3.75 8.67 14.03 35.55 146.15 
3 4 .28 2.63 4.80 6.13 13.11 35.38 
10 2.83 2.12 3.00 3.35 5.56 10.00 
15 2.11 1.87 2.33 2.45 3 .89 5.77 
20 1.89 1.62 2.00 1.97 2.94 3.92 
25 1.61 1.50 1.93 1.68 2.31 2.92 
30 1.44 1.38 1.53 1.45 1.89 2.23 
40 1.17 1.12 1.27 1.16 1.33 1.46 
50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
60 0.83 0.88+ 0.87 0.84 0.76 0.69 
70 0.67 0 . 8 8 - 0.73 0 .74 0 .58 0.50 
80 0.61 0.75 0.60 0.65 0 .44 0.36 
90 0.50 0.63 0.47 0.52 0.33 0.25 
95 0 .44 0.60 0.40 0.45 0.27 0.20 
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Table 5-3. Frequency Distribution of Air Mass Echo Properties. 
Cumulative Value Exceeded for Given Percentage 
Percent Mean Total Mean Total Total 
of Rain Rate Duration Area Area Flux , 
Echoes (mm/hr) (min) (mi2) (mi2) (mm × mi 2) 
5 19 50 62 710 445 × 102 
10 16 41 52 500 255 × 102 
20 13 32 41 330 127 × 102 
30 11 26 34 250 77 × 102 
40 10 22 29 195 50 × 102 
50 9 19 25 150 36 × 102 
60 8 17 22 120 27 × 102 
70 7 14 19 92 21 × 102 
80 6 12 16 67 16 × 102 
90 5 9 12 44 12 × 102 
95 4 7 10 30 9 × 102 
Ratio to Median 
5 2.11 2.63 2.48 4.73 12.36 
10 1.78 2.16 2.08 3.33 7.08 
20 1.44 1.78 1.64 2.20 3.53 
30 1.22 1.37 1.36 1.67 2.14 
40 1.11 1.16 1.16 1.30 1.39 
50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
60 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.80 0.75 
70 0.78 0.74 0.76 0.61 0.58 
80 0.67 0.63 0.64 0.45 0.44 
90 0.56 0.47 0.48 0.29 0.33 
95 0.44 0.37 0.40 0.20 0.25 
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Table 5-4. Frequency D i s t r i b u t i o n of Echo Parameters , All Echoes Having 
Durat ions ≥ 15 Minutes and Mean Rain Rate > 4 mm/hr. 
Cumulative Mean Mean Max Mean Total Total 
Percent of Duration Raiu Rate Raiu Rate Area Area Flux 
Observations (minutes) (mm/hr) (mm/hr) (mi2) (mi2) (mm × mi2) 
1 137 42 217 940 33,000 5.7 × 105 
2 125 32 168 505 9,900 2 . 8 × 105 
5 93 23 100 228 2,750 8.1 × 104 
10 62 18 61 127 1,280 2.7 × 104 
15 50 16 45 92 910 1.3 × 103 
20 43 14 36 72 710 8.8 × 103 
25 38 13 30 60 590 6.3 × 103 
30 34 12 26 52 490 4 .8 × 103 
40 29 10 20 41 360 3.2 × 103 
50 25 9 16 34 270 2.2 × 103 
60 22 8 13 29 210 1.6 × 103 
70 20 7 11 25 165 1.2 × 103 
80 18 6+ 9 21 123 8.9 × 102 
90 16 6 - 8 18 89 6 .4 × 102 
95 15 5 7 15 71 5.2 × 102 
Ratio to Median 
1 5 .48 4.67 13.56 27.65 122.22 259 
2 5.00 3.56 10.50 14.85 36.67 127+ 
5 3.72 2.56 6.25 6.71 10.19 36.82 
10 2 . 4 8 2.00 3.82 3.74 4.74 12.28 
15 2.00 1.78 2.81 2.71 3.37 5.91 
20 1.72 1.56 2.25 2.12 2.63 4.00 
25 1.52 1.44 1.88 1.76 2.19 2.86 
30 1.36 1.33 1.63 1.53 1.81 2 .18 
40 1.16 1.11 1.25 1.21 1.33 1.45 
50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
60 0 .88 0.89 0.81 0.85 0 .78 0.73 
70 0.80 0 .78 0 .69 0.74 0.61 0.55 
80 0.72 0.67 0.56 0.62 0.46 0.40 
90 0 .64 0.62 0.50 0.53 0.33 0.29 
95 0.60 0.56 0 .44 0.44 0.26 0 .24 
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B. Distribution Characteristics of Echo Pairs 
As part of the CHAP climatological study of radar echo characteristics, 
pairs of echoes selected as potential target-control entities were compared. 
This was done for echoes having mean rain rates exceeding 4 mm/hr and dura-
tions of 8 minutes or more and 15 minutes or more, respectively. In each 
storm in the sample, pairs were assembled by using consecutive echoes with 
respect to time of detection that met the rate and duration criteria. All 
selected pairs were independent - that is, no echo was used in more than one 
pair. Both echoes in a pair also had to be detected within one hour or less 
of each other within a 60-nautical mile radius of the CHAP radar used in the 
study. 
Differences were computed for mean rain rate, mean maximum rain rate, 
mean area, total area, total rain flux, and echo duration. The differences 
were originally grouped by synoptic storm type, but later combined, since the 
distribution of differences among the types showed no distinct trends. How-
ever, total sample size and variation in the sample size among storm types 
could have masked significant differences. For the 8-minute pairs, there was 
a total of 219 pairs in the sample, with the number ranging from 11 for air 
mass storms to 106 for squall zones. For echoes having duration of 15 minutes 
or more, there were only 143 pairs with the number of samples varying from 6 
for air mass storms to 77 for squall areas. 
Results of Analyses. Figure 5-2 shows the frequency distribution for 
total rain flux differences among echo pairs. As indicated in the previous 
section, rain flux is an exceedingly important factor in cloud seeding under-
taken to enhance natural rainfall. The synoptic types were divided into two 
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groups. The first included air mass (AM) and frontal storms (CF, SF) and the 
second incorporated squall line (SL) and squall area storms (SA). This divi-
sion was based primarily on examination of the ranked data and individual fre-
quency curves obtained with each synoptic type. 
Figure 5-2 indicates that matched pair differences tend to be consider-
ably larger with squall line and squall zone storms, but are frequently large 
among both synoptic groups. For example, at the 50% probability level (median 
difference) the squall-type storms have a pair difference that is 2.62 times 
the air mass-frontal value (3400/1300). 
Figure 5-3 shows the frequency distributions for the two synoptic groups 
for differences in total area encompassed by the selected echo pairs. The two 
curves are well fitted by the log probability distribution. Similar to the 
total flux distributions, the SL-SA curve shows larger differences than the 
air mass-frontal curve. At the 50% probability level, the pair difference is 
1.67 times greater for the squall-type storms (250/150). Differences tend to 
be less extreme with total area than with total flux, as indicated in Tables 
5-5 and 5-6. These tables show the variability of echo pair differences, as 
determined by the ratio of selected probability level values to the median of 
the distribution. 
Figure 5-4 shows the difference distributions for mean rain rate. 
Differences between the curves for the two synoptic groups are relatively 
small. The mean rain rate data appear to be represented satisfactorily by a 
log probability distribution. Figure 5-5 shows the distributions of echo 
differences in maximum rain rate for matched echo pairs. Variation between 
curves for the two synoptic types are relatively small compared with total 
flux and total area. 
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Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show curves of frequency distribution for echo pair 
differences in mean area and total duration. Figure 5-7b shows the squall-
line curve for duration. This is included because it departed substantially 
from curves for the other synoptic types, and indicates appreciably larger 
differences than the other synoptic storm types. It can not be determined at 
this stage whether this is typical of squall line echoes or merely a sampling 
vagary. If real, it could be important in cloud seeding operations. 
Tables 5-5 and 5-6 provide a means for comparing the relative size of 
echo pair differences with respect to the various echo parameters (total rain 
flux, area, rain rate, etc.). Table 5-5 shows the relative variability about 
the median for the combination of air mass and frontal storms. Table 5-6 
shows similar relations for the combination of squall lines and squall area. 
Table 5-5 indicates the greatest variability with total rain flux (F), 
followed closely by total area encompassed by the echoes (A ). The least 
variability between matched echoes was with average rain rate (R), followed by 
mean maximum rain rate (R ). Echo duration (D) and mean echo area (A) were 
m 
intermediate with respect to relative variability between echo pair proper-
ties. 
Comparison of the two tables indicates the same trends with respect to 
variability of echo pair differences for the various echo properties examined. 
Thus, the greatest variability was exhibited by total rain flux and the least 
by average rainfall rate. With the exception of At which remained constant 
between groups, relative variability for each echo parameter was greater with 
the squall line and squall area storms than with the air mass and frontal com-
bination. This is especially evident for total rain flux. This parameter is 
dependent on A , R, and D, and, hence, incorporates the variability inherent 
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among these three echo properties. 
In assembling the echo pairs, differences were designated positive or 
negative by subtracting the second selected echo value from the first 
selected. Thus, if the first was larger, the difference would be positive. 
Combining all five echo parameters and all synoptic types, 46% were positive, 
47% were negative, and 7% were equal (no difference). Among individual param-
eters, F, R, and R had more positive than negative differences, whereas A, 
A , and D had a greater proportion of negative differences. Overall, the 
analytical sample showed no significant bias toward positive or negative 
differences. 
Table 5-7 shows correlation coefficients between echo pair differences 
for each of the six parameters analyzed. Coefficients of 0.50 or more (25% or 
more of the variance explained) are underlined. Differences in total water 
output of the raincells, as measured by F, is most closely related to differ­
ences in At, followed by A and then D. The correlation between F and R is 
insignificant, accounting for only 4% of the variance. At accounts for 83% of 
the variance, A for 46%, and D for 34%. The foregoing results suggest that 
differences in total water output from convective storm systems are largely 
controlled by variation in the area and duration of convective entities rather 
than by rain intensity. This finding is supported by results of the METROMEX 
surface raincell studies (Huff, 1977). The correlation between F, At, and D 
was stronger when all echoes with durations ≥ 8 minutes were analyzed, com­
pared with the longer lasting echoes having durations of ≥ 15 minutes reported 
on earlier. This suggests that differences between echo pairs tend to 
decrease with decreasing duration of echoes, which is a logical expectancy. 
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Table 5-7 indicates that average rain rate and mean maximum rain rate are 
related strongly only with each other. Of the two parameters, maximum rate 
correlates somewhat better with F, At, A, and D than does average rate. Dura-
tion is most strongly correlated with At and F. 
Summary and Conclusions for Echo Durations > 8 Minutes. The frequency 
distributions of matched echo pair differences for six key parameters of radar 
echoes were determined, based on echoes having durations of 8 minutes or more 
and average rain rates equalling or exceeding 4 mm/hr. These are considered 
to be convective entities of sufficient duration and intensity to be important 
in weather modification operations. The six echo parameters are important in 
the evaluation of weather modification experiments, but are also pertinent to 
assessment of the benefits and/or disbenefits resulting from modification of 
the natural rainfall regime. 
The six echo parameters (F, At. A, R, Rm, D) were initially evaluated 
according to synoptic storm types through use of the METROMEX typing system 
(Vogel and Huff, 197 8). All echo pairs were independent and had to initiate 
within less than one hour of each other. Later, the echo pairs were divided 
into two groups. The first group included echo pairs occurring in air mass 
and frontal storms, and the second contained those associated with squall 
lines and squall areas. The grouping was based primarily on examination of 
the frequency distributions of each synoptic type. Erratic behavior among 
some of the storm types was considered likely due to relatively small sample 
sizes. 
In addition to the development of frequency distributions, correlation 
coefficients were determined between the six echo parameters for each of the 
two synoptic groups. This was done to help determine dependency between the 
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various key parameters. Particular interest existed in the dependency of 
total rain flux (water output) on the other parameters. Water output is of 
exceptional importance in evaluating the benefits of cloud seeding. 
Among the six echo parameters studied, pair differences were greatest for 
total rain flux, followed by total area and average area. The smallest 
difference was found with average rain rate, followed by maximum rain rate. 
Between the two synoptic storm groups, differences tended to be substantially 
larger with squall lines and squall areas than with the air mass and frontal 
storms. Except for total rain flux, the frequency distributions were closely 
approximated by a log probability distribution. 
Correlation analyses indicated that total rain flux, which provides a 
quantitative measure of water output from convective entities (single or mul-
ticellular radar echoes), is most strongly related to total area encompassed 
by the radar echo during its lifetime (r = 0.91) followed by average echo area 
(r = 0.6 8) and echo duration (r = 0.58). The relation between total rain flux 
and average rain rate was insignificant (r = 0.19). The foregoing relation-
ship between total rain flux and other basic echo parameters is supported by 
findings from the METROMEX research on surface raincell characteristics and 
properties. Average rain rate and mean maximum rain rate were strongly 
related only to each other (r = 0.77). Duration was most strongly related to 
total area (r = 0.63 and total flux (r = 0.58). 
Results of this study provides additional information concerning the 
natural variability among convective entities, such as radar echoes or rain-
cells, within and between convective storm systems in Illinois. This informa-
tion should be useful (1) in the planning of weather modification experiments, 
and (2) in assessing the results of such experiments with respect to their 
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statistical significance and, consequently, the implications of the findings 
relative to present and future cloud seeding operations in the Midwest. 
Results of Analyses for Echo Durations of 15 Minutes. Echo pairs having 
durations of 15 minutes or more were subjected to the same analyses as 
described previously for 8-minute pairs. Qualifying criteria were the same as 
used in selecting the 8-minute pairs. 
Results showed essentially the same relationships as obtained with the 
8-minute pairs. The frequency distribution of differences between echo pairs 
for the various radar parameters were well represented by a log-log fitting of 
the data. The greatest variability was indicated by total rain flux and the 
smallest by mean rain rate. The degree of variability is illustrated in Table 
5-8 which is comparable to Table 5-5 for the 8-minute pairs. A comparison of 
positive and negative differences for the 15-minute pairs is provided in Table 
5-9. Correlation coefficients of the differences are shown in Table 5-10. 
Comparison of Tables 5-5 to 5-7 with Tables 5-8 to 5-10 show no major differ-
ences. Thus, the summary and conclusions reached for the 8-minute pairs in 
the previous section are equally applicable to the findings for the 15-minute 
pairs. 
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Figure 5-2. Frequency distrubtion of total rain flux 
differences between echo pairs 
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Figure 5-3. Frequency distribution of echo pair 
differences for total echo area 
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Figure 5-4. Frequency distribution of echo pair 
differences for mean rain rate 
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Figure 5-5. Frequency distribution of echo pair 
differences for maximum rain rate 
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Figure 5-6. Frequency distribution of echo pair 
differences for average echo area 
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Figure 5-7. Frequency distribution of echo pair differences 
for echo duration in (a) all storm types combined and (b) squall lines 
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Table 5-5. Variability of Echo Pair Differences about the Median in 
Air Mass and Frontal Echoes having Durations ≥ 8 minutes. 
Ratio to Median 
Prob. (%) R* Rm A A D F 
10 3.75 3.89 6.11 9.20 5.05 9.62 
20 2.38 2.52 3.27 4.33 2.86 4.38 
30 1.68 1.76 2.11 2.47 1.95 2.50 
50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
70 0.57 0.43 0.48 0.40 0.52 0.48 
90 0.25 0.19 0.17 0.11 0.20 0.18 
* R - Mean Rain Rate; Rm - Mean Max Rain Rate; 
A - Mean Area; At - Total Area Encompassed; 
D - Duration; F - Total Rain Flux 
Table 5-6. Variability of Echo Pair Differences about the Median in 
Squall-Line and Squall-Area Echoes Having Durations ≥ 8 Minutes. 
Ratio to Median 
Prob. (%) R Rm A At D F 
10 4.16 8.59 7.17 9.20 6.00 58.82 
20 2.56 4 .08 3 .79 4.32 3.27 13.53 
30 1.75 2.45 2.27 2 .48 2 .08 4.41 
50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
70 0.53 0.41 0 .44 0.40 0 .48 0.35 
90 0.23 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.16 0.09 
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Table 5-7. Correlation Coefficients of Differences Between 
Independent Fairs of CHAP Radar Echoes Having Durations 
of 8 Minutes or More. 
Avg. Mean 
Echo Total Total Avg. Rain Max. Echo 
Parameter Flux Area Area Rate Rate Duration 
Total Flux 1.00 0.91 0.68 0.19 0.43 0.58 
Total Area 0.91 1.00 0.80 0.13 0.37 0.63 
Average Area 0.68 0.80 1.00 0.19 0.46 0.35 
Avg. Rain Rate 0.19 0.13 0.19 1.00 0.77 0.15 
Mean Max. 
Rain Rate 0.43 0.37 0.46 0.77 1.00 0.29 
Duration 0.58 0.63 0.35 0.15 0.29 1.00 
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Table 5-8 . V a r i a b i l i t y of Echo Pa i r Differences about the Median in 
Echoes Having Duration > 15 minutes . 
Ratio to Median Value 
Mean Mean Max. Mean Total Total Rain 
Prob. (%) Rain Rate Rain Rate Area Area Duration Flux 
5 5.00 10.10 11.00 17.80 8.00 65.85 
10 3 .64 6.02 6.40 8.59 5.06 18.54 
15 2.85 4.27 4 .48 5.37 3 . 6 8 9.76 
20 2.36 3.20 3.40 3.75 2 .88 6.10 
30 1.70 2.04 2.12 2.22 1.94 2 .98 
40 1.30 1.43 1.44 1.47 1.3 8 1.6 8 
50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
60 0 .79 0.71 0 .68 0 .69 0 .74 0.60 
70 0.61 0.49 0.46 0.47 0.52 0.35 
80 0.45 0.32 0.29 0.30 0.35 0.19 
90 0 .28 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.20 0 .08 
95 0.11 0.09 0 .09 0.12 0.04 
Table 5-9 . Comparison of P o s i t i v e and Negative Differences Between 
143 Independent Echo Pa i r s Having Durat ions > 15 Minutes 
and mean r a i n r a t e s > 4 mm/hr. 
Percent of Occurrences for Given Echo Parameter 
Mean Total Al l 
Rain Mean Max. Mean Total Rain Echo Parameter 
Differences Rate Rain Rate Area Area Flux Duration Average 
P o s i t i v e 42 45 50 45 45 36 44 
Negative 45 52 45 55 55 53 51 
0 13 3 5 0 0 11 5 
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Table 5-10. Correlation Coefficients of Differences Between 
Independent Pairs of CHAP Radar Echoes Having 
Durations of 15 Minutes or More 
Avg. Mean 
Echo Total Total Avg. Rain Max. Echo 
Parameter Flux Area Area Rate Rate Duration 
Total Flux 1.00 0.75 0.66 0.21 0.34 0.51 
Total Area 0.75 1.00 0.89 0.11 0.28 0.43 
Average Area 0.66 0.89 1.00 0.19 0.41 0.30 
Avg. Rain Rate 0.21 0.11 0.19 1.00 0.88 0.22 
Mean Max. Rain Rate 0.34 0.28 0.41 0.88 1.00 0.29 
Duration 0.51 0.43 0.30 0.22 0.29 1.00 
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C Analysis of Radar Volume Scan Data for the Preliminary Determination of 
the Properties of Convective Rain Cells in Illinois 
Introduction. 
As an early attempt to provide general information on the nature of the 
relationship between echo-top heights of convective rain cells in central 
Illinois, and their other gross rainfall properties, radar volume scan data, 
obtained in the summers of 1977 and 197 8, was analysed by applying the cell 
tracking software developed by Hebrew University of Jerusalem within the 
framework of FACE-2. This analysis was expected also to be of assistance in 
the preliminary design of the preparatory studies which will eventually lead 
to the formal design of PACE. 
In general terms, the basic output of the above mentioned software serves 
to define single convective rain cell entities (which are considered to be the 
building stones of the more complex cloud systems), each of which having pro-
perties such as, a) the total rainfall volume precipitated by them, b) during 
their whole lifetime, c) the maximum values of their heights, d) their precip-
itating areas, e) their maximum radar reflectivities, and f) their total rain-
fall volume rates. 
Once that such a determination of the various properties of all rain 
cells was established, then an attempt was made to regress these properties to 
their more basic property, i.e., to their maximum heights. These regressions, 
if they can be found to exist in a statistically significant fashion, will 
then be considered as fulfilling one of the most necessary conditions which 
should underly the design of any future dynamic-mode seeding experiment. More 
specifically, the existence of a positive and significant relationship between 
rain cell heights and their other rainfall properties, provides support, in 
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such a cloud regime, to the basic tenet of dynamic seeding mode theory. That 
is, a seeding-produced effects on rain cell heights should correspond to 
parallel positive effects on the lifetime, area, and rainfall intensity and 
hence to the total rainfall volume precipitated by these treated rain cells. 
Furthermore, a positive and a high correlation, between the heights and other 
properties of rain cells, will definitely contribute to a more powerful sta-
tistical design of a seeding experiment. A more thorough and detailed 
description of the above considerations is given in Gagin et al. (1985) and 
(1986). 
The Data and Measuring Techniques Applied in This Study. The data used 
by the present study were obtained by Water Survey personnel and equipment 
during the summers of 1977 and 197 8. It was taken on 6 days, five days in 
1977: on 15 and 17 July, and on 11, 20, and 28 August; and on 6 July 1978. 
The radar operated in this study was the HOT radar. The volume scan mode 
selected used the following elevation height steps: 0.6°, 2.2 , 3.8 , 5.4 , 
6.9 and 8.5 on most days. On others, additional height steps were employed 
to reach elevations of up to 11.4 . In some cases, the azimuthal mode of 
operation was that of sector scan. The noise level was normally kept at 12 
dBZ except for one day (7/6/7 8) when it was at the 18 dBZ level. The deriva-
tion of rain rates from radar reflectivities applied the Z-R relationship 
obtained for central Illinois (Stout and Mueller, 196 8). 
It would be appropriate to state at this stage that since the data pro-
vided for this study was obtained for other research objectives, it is not 
surprising that its suitability for the analytical approach, adopted by the 
present study is marginal. We believe, nevertheless, that some information, 
as presented below, can be quite useful for the rather limited objectives 
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assigned to this study. The following are the limitations imposed, by the 
mode of operation described above, on the various analyses: 
1) The angular elevation steps of 1.6 resulted in a rather coarse vert-
ical height resolution of about 2.6 km at a range of 100 km. This resulted in 
a gross underestimate of echo top heights when these attained heights close 
to, but not close enough to, be detected by the upper elevation step. 
2) The radar calibration assumed that any reflectivity exceeding 50 dBZ 
should be considered as having this value. 
3) The radar horizon had a few obstacles which screened any data on some 
sectors such that our tracking software "lost" quite a few cells. We have 
tried to reject such errors but we believe that some cells have been "split" 
in two, thus forming two separate, shortlived, entities which is a totally 
undesirable distortion of the real cell distribution. 
4) Frequent changes of magnetic tapes (every two hours) resulted in an 
artificial "termination" of the life of many cells, which could not be subse-
quently tracked. These cells had to be omitted. 
5) The angular stepping of the antenna was done in a relatively slow 
exponentional manner which did not allow the accurate determination of cell 
height by simple interpolation during the time when the antenna was stepped 
up. Hence, some additional inaccuracies in height determination must have 
occurred. 
6) On days when the maximum elevation angle employed was 8.4 , cells 
attaining, for instance, heights of 9 km at the range of 60 km reached the 
ceiling of detection and our software could not determine their heights as we 
could not be certain that they had not exceeded the height of 9 km. Hence, on 
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such days only cells reaching lower elevation angles of 7.4 could be safely 
measured - all others had to be rejected for uncertainties in their heights. 
7) On two days out of the six given to us, one had extremely "noisy" 
records to the extent that the tracking software was unable to perform at all. 
This day, 8/11/77, had to be rejected. We had to reject also the data from 6 
July 197 8, as on that day the MDS was 18 dBZ. Inclusion of such a day would 
have included a distorted sample of rain cells (smaller areas, lower heights, 
etc.). 
8) Unfortunately we also found that the data taken on 20 August 1977, 
recorded late at night, was confined to some sort of stratiform cloud systems 
lacking in cellular structure. We believed that such cloud systems cannot 
also be included in the present study as they, in all probability, cannot be 
potential candidates for dynamic seeding. 
We must emphasize again that this list should not be taken, by all means, 
as any sort of criticism. We are aware that this study is an attempt to gain 
as much as possible from whatever is available in order to gain time and to 
orient future studies in a suitable and effective manner. 
Results. The data analysed and presented below is therefore confined to 
three "good" days (7/15/77, 7/17/77, and 8/28/77), yielding a total number of 
118 rain cells. Table 5-11 summarizes the findings pertaining to these three 
days. In addition to this summary we have developed compute outputs relating 
to each of these days. They comprise: 
1) Consecutive "base scan" reflectivity maps for every volume scan. 
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2) Consecutive echo-top height maps for every volume scan. 
3) Daily regressions, relating maximum cell heights HMAX (Km) to the 
other cell properties such as: Total rainfall volume precipitated by the cells 
during their whole lifetime at cloud base RVOLBAS (103 m3 ) the maximum area 
attained by their rainfall at cloud base ABMAX (Km2) their maximum reflec-
tivity at cloud base ZBMAX (dBZ) their maximum rainfall volume rates precipi-
tated at cloud base heights KVEBMAX (103 m3 hr-1 ) and their durations as pre-
cipitating entities MAXAGE (min). 
These regressions are given in a format of the SPSS statistical package. 
In these computer outputs, the various parameters are transformed according to 
the values in Table 5-12. 
In a more explicit mathematical form, these log-linear equations will 
take the form: 
RVOLBAS = 5.7*10-4 HMAX 4 . 6 7 8 
ZBMAX = 0.6 HMAX4.25 
ABMAX = 0.27 HMAX2.153 
MAXAGE = 3.13 HMAX0.927 
RVRBMAX = 9.6*10~3 HMAX 4 . 2 7 2 
The various units of this set of power-law equations are given above. It 
should also be noted that in transforming the log-linear equations to this set 
of equations, a correction factor, dependent on the standard error of estimate 
of each of this log-linear equations, was applied according to Gagin et al. 
(1986). This factor introduces a correction compensating for the calculation 
of the log-linear regression constants by taking averages of logarithms. 
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4) The daily regressions are accompanied by a detailed listing of all 
the cells tracked and measured on this day and their properties, as given 
above, which entered this regression to give the "daily" set of relationships. 
This data will enable, among other things, the performance of simulations 
to explore which is the best mode of randomization of seeding treatment, what 
is its statistical power and what is the necessary minimal number of seeded 
and unseeded cells (if it will be decided to adopt an approach utilizing sin-
gle cells as experimental units) required for the detection of any given 
effect at an acceptable statistical significance level. Unfortunately it will 
not be possible to simulate daily allocations of seeding treatment as the 
available number of days to the present study is insufficient for such an 
exercise. 
5) Some descriptive remarks on the general nature of the radar opera-
tional and of the behavior of the cells and cloud systems on that day. 
6) The synoptic charts relevant to this day. 
General Conclusions. The present study which is based on data, found to 
be unsuitable in some respects, seems, nevertheless, useful in providing some 
tentative information relating both to some of the basic questions relevant to 
the design of FACE and also to the future operation of the radar within the 
experimental framework of an experiment dealing with randomized treatment of 
single convective rain cells. This information can be summarized as follows: 
Basic Information. While there seems to be some degree of variability in 
the daily relationship between cell echo top heights and their other gross 
rainfall properties, the overall, fairly correlated regressions, representing 
data of all three days together and describing the same set of relationships, 
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suggest that all cells belong to a single population. The standarded error of 
estimate of these overall regressions are similar to those obtained in the 
fairly uniform cloud regime of south Florida. 
If dynamic-mode cloud seedability (which cannot be obtained by this kind 
of study) is assumed to be similar to that found in FACE, then the assessment 
of the differential effects of seeding on the total rain volume, duration and 
the maximum values of rain rates, precipitating areas and rain volume rates is 
fairly straightforward. Thus if dynamic mode seeding, of cells which would 
have attained "natural" tops of 8 Km, were carried out at the right time and 
with appropriate amounts of seeding material such that a 20% increase in cell 
maximum height would have resulted, then according to the present study 
corresponding increases will occur in the treated cells of 135% in RVOL which 
are due to, 6 8% increase in rain-rates (9% increase in Z ) , 18% increase in 
rain duration, 48% in maximum cell area, and 118% in rain volume rates. 
It is interesting to note that, relatively speaking, these are very simi-
lar results to those obtained in south Florida, Gagin et al. (1986). The 
similarity of the Illinois rain cells, in this report, to those studied in 
FACE-2 is very striking. 
Observational Technique. The data sample for this study was obtained on 
days which, characteristically, have generated their clouds and cloud systems 
by synoptic scale forcing. The cells were found to be moving at fairly high 
speeds within their systems. We therefore recommend that future operation of 
the radar be carried out in full 360° volume scans rather then in sector 
volume scans in order to facilitate the tracking of as many cells as possible 
throughout their whole lifetime, while they exist within the radar range. 
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For the sake of better data quality the radar, selected for the volume 
scan observations, should have a beam width not exceeding 1 and it should be 
programmed to perform the volume scans at close enough elevation steps to 
yield an acceptable vertical height resolution at ranges of about 100 Km. The 
uppermost elevation angle should allow the measurement of the highest rain 
cells even at close ranges. The later considerations will have, of course, an 
effect on the time resolution, or the frequency at which the cell properties 
will be determined during their existence. We therefore recommend that the 
combination of the number of elevation steps and the revolution rate of the 
antenna should be selected such that a complete volume scans should, ideally, 
take about 4 minutes. 
The MDS should be kept constant such that cells with reflectivities of 
about 10 or at the lowest 12 dBZ will be detectable at 100 Km. 
Conditions must exist which will allow the continuous uninterrupted 
tracking of the cells throughout their lifetime. This requirement calls for a 
radar site with as clear a radar horizon as possible. Additionally magnetic 
tape recording should be preferably done on high density tapes which will also 
be changed automatically at a fast rate to minimize data loses. 
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Table 5 -11 . Co r r e l a t i on Coef f i c i en t s and the Regression Constants 
Defining the Re la t ionsh ips Between the Maximum Height 
of Convective Ce l l s and Their Other P r o p e r t i e s . 
# of Corr . S.E. of 
Date Regression between: Cel l s Slope I n t e r c e p t Coef. E s t . 
7/15/77 Log RVOLBAS and log Hmax 47 4 .78 -391.42 0.79 44.98 
Log ZBmax and log Hmax 47 0.43 - 5 . 7 4 0.66 5.85 
Log ABmax and log Hmax 47 2.15 -67 .04 0.75 22 .88 
Log MAXAGE and log Hmax 47 1.01 9.75 0.51 20.3 8 
Log RVRBmax and log Hmax 47 4.21 -242.37 0.77 41.33 
7/17/77 Log RVOLBAS and log Hmax 35 5.39 -415.46 0.7 9 46.45 
Log ZBmax and log Hmax 35 0 .58 -14 .72 0.77 5.43 
Log ABmax and log Hmax 35 1.76 -21.36 0.76 17.09 
Log MAXAGE and log Hmax 35 1.27 -2 .00 0.52 23.61 
Log RVRBmax and log Hmax 35 4.72 -259.77 0.81 37 .98 
8/28/77 Log RVOLBAS and log Hmax 36 4.61 -336.75 0.61 68.00 
Log ZBmax and log Hmax 36 0.39 3.35 0.42 9.47 
Log ABmax and log Hmax 36 2.47 - 8 5 . 4 8 0.75 24.36 
Log MAXAGE and log Hmax 36 0.87 3 9.42 0.41 22.03 
Log RVRBmax and log Hmax 36 4.21 -213.27 0.61 61.61 
A l l Log RVOLBAS and log Hmax 118 4.6 8 -360.07 0.73 55.7 5 
days Log ZBmax and log Hmax 118 0.42 -2 .16 0 .58 7.45 
Log ABmax and log Hmax 118 2.15 -62 .33 0 .78 22.03 
Log MAXAGE and log Hmax 118 0.93 26.22 0.45 23.02 
Log RVRBmax and log Hmax 118 4.27 -229.65 0.74 49.12 
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Table 5-12. The Various Definitions of the Transformed Parameters in the 
SPSS Outputs Specifying the Constants of the Linear 
Regressions of Table 5-11. 
Relationship Linear Equation 
RVOLBAS vs HMAX 100logRVOLBAS = Intercept + 100Slope * logHMAX 
ZBMAX vs HMAX ZBMAX = Intercept + 100Slope * log HMAX 
ABMAX vs HMAX 100logABMAX = Intercept + 100Slope * logHMAX 
MAXAGE vs HMAX 100logMAXAGE = Intercept + 100Slope * logHMAX 
RVRBMAX vs HMAX 100logRVBMAX = Intercept + 100Slope * log HMAX 
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D. Testing and Evaluation of Hebrew University Findings with Illinois Radar 
Echo Data 
All testing and evaluation were based on the Illinois CHAP sample of 118 
radar echo cells used in the Hebrew University study discussed in Section C. 
They had provided us a tabulation of values for each radar parameter measured. 
This consisted of the maximum height of each radar echo cell, along with total 
rain volume of the cell (RVOL), maximum reflectivity (ZBMAX), maximum echo 
area (ABMAX), cell duration (DUR), and maximum rainfall volume rate (RVRB). 
We eliminated two samples from the tabulation, because they indicated zero 
rainfall volume (probably a tabulation error). 
We entered the tabulated data into the computer and re-computed the log-
linear regressions obtained by Gagin and associates (hereafter referred to as 
Gagin). We also printed out scattergrams of the 116 samples for each radar 
parameter. This re-analysis was done to check the original computations and 
to obtain some additional quantitative measures to help evaluate the reliabil-
ity and utility of the regressions. 
Table 5-13 shows the 3-storm slope and intercept values for the regres-
sions obtained by Gagin and those obtained by Hsu in the re-analysis. Also 
shown is the standard error of estimate. Considering the large variability in 
each echo parameter, as indicated by the standard error of estimate, no major 
differences in slope and intercept values were obtained, except for maximum 
reflectivity (ZBMAX). Except for ZBMAX, the differences are likely due to the 
adjustment factor used by Gagin to compensate for using the average of loga-
rithms. We have not determined the reason for the ZBMAX discrepancy at this 
time. 
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Because of the small sample size and natural variability involved, the 
regression equations derived by Gagin and associates should be used only as 
rough first estimate in establishing the relationship between maximum echo 
height (HMAX) and the other echo parameters. Major changes in the initial 
regressions are likely to occur when a large number of storms are incorporated 
into the calculations. Furthermore, it is quite possible that substantial 
differences in the regression relations may exist among different storm types. 
In essence, the methodology is acceptable, but the results have limited util-
ity at this time. 
Table 5-14 shows the correlation coefficients (r), variance explained 
(r 2), and coefficient of variation (CV) for our regressions between HMAX and 
the five related echo parameters. The correlation coefficients are slightly 
lower than those contained in the Gagin report submitted to PACE. Although 
these logarithmic-derived correlations appear quite strong, they do not indi-
cate the tremendous variability about the regression lines (equations) associ-
ated with the various echo parameters (a common problem with log regressions). 
Note that the CV values are extremely large. 
Despite the relatively small sample size, we endeavored to investigate 
the HMAX relations further by stratifying the height data into three groups. 
These were maximum heights of 7 km or less, 7.1-9.9 km, and 10 km or greater. 
However, erratic results were obtained, and there is no need to discuss the 
subject further at this time. The samples were just too small and the parame-
ter variability too great to establish any worthwhile relationships. 
Simulation of Seeding Effects. Next, we used the Gagin-derived equations to 
make some computations of the potential effects of seeding, provided his 
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regression equations are a reasonably accurate measure of the seeding effects. 
Results are summarized in Table 5-15. In this table, the percentage increase 
is shown for each echo parameter assumed to be related to and dependent upon 
HHAX. We have assumed seeding-induced increases of 10% to 50% in HMAX and 
computed the increase in each of the dependent variables. 
From the standpoint of surface water supply, the most important parameter 
in Table 5-15 is total increase in rainfall volume accomplished by seeding. 
According to the Gagin regressions, this increases from 56% with a seeding-
induced increase of 10% in HMAX to 566% with a 50% seeding increase. These 
computed changes appear exceptionally large, and should be used with caution 
for reasons pointed out earlier, and because we have no means of direct 
evaluation. In the METROMEX studies, under conditions most favorable for 
urban-induced increases in raincell rainfall, we found evidence of increases 
of 65% to 75% in the total rainfall volume related to the urban effect (Huff, 
1977b). This constitutes a major increase, but small compared to Table 5-15 
increases with 20%-50% seeding effect. If the RVOL values in Table 5-15 are 
'realistic, we will have to be careful in the future about producing 25%-50% 
increases, or we will be inducing small-area flash floods when seeding 
moderately strong rain-producing systems. 
It may be of some interest to point out that the seeding-induced 
increases in Table 5-15 are independent of the maximum cloud height at the 
time of seeding. That is, whether the HMAX is 5 km, 10 km, or 15 km, the per-
centage changes will be the same. In assuming a multiplicative seeding effect 
as done in the Hebrew University report (Y = a X ), the resulting percentage 
changes in each variable depend only on the "estimated power of the exponent" 
and (b) not at all on "HMAX". Of course, the assumption of a multiplicative 
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effect is also debatable, as so many aspects of cloud seeding are. 
Frequency Distribution of Echo Parameters. The sample of CHAP data was 
used to calculate the frequency distribution of selected echo parameters in 
the 3-storm sample of 118 echoes. Figure 5-8 shows the frequency distribution 
of HMAX, the independent variable in the Gagin equations. The 3-storm sample 
indicates that the distribution is closely approximated by the log normal dis-
tribution. If representative of the HMAX population (questionable), Fig. 5-8 
indicates that radar echo cell tops in northern and central Illinois will 
exceed 15 km about 1% of the time, 10 km about 15% of the time, and 7.5 km 
about 50% of the time. This curve provides some initial guidance for planning 
purposes. 
Figure 5-9 shows the frequency distribution curve for total rainfall 
volume derived from the CHAP data sample. When plotted on log probability 
paper, a slight curvature is indicated because of the extreme skewness in the 
rain volume distribution. The range of values is proportionally much greater 
than in the HMAX distribution (Fig. 5-8). This is illustrated in Table 5-16, 
in which ratios to the median are shown for selected frequency values along 
the two curves. Thus, the ratio at the 5% level is 30.57 for RVOL compared 
with only 1.65 for HMAX. The great variability among echo cell volumes in the 
118-echo sample results in much uncertainty about the representativeness of 
regression curves derived from the data. 
Comparison of Echo Pairs. Following the same procedures used in our 
study of raincell equivalent pairs, the sample of 118 selected CHAP echo cells 
were grouped into pairs. In selecting the pairs, the cells had to be 
separated by a minimum of 10 km, and to have developed within less than one 
hour of each other. With these basic requirements, cells closest to each 
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Figure 5-8. Frequency distribution of maximum heights 
in radar echo cells from 3-storm CHAP sample 
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Figure 5-9. Frequency distribution of rain volume in radar echo 
cells for 3-storm CHAP sample used by Gagin and Associates 
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other in time of occurrence were paired. A total of 56 pairs met the require­
ments. 
Frequency distributions were then determined for each echo parameter. 
Results are summarized in Table 5-17 which was abstracted from the frequency 
curves. Table 5-18 is similar to Table 5-16 and illustrates the wide range of 
values making up the frequency distribution in each case. The greatest range 
in values (natural variability) is with total rain volume and the least with 
maximum echo height. The purpose of Tables 5-17 and 5-18 is to obtain a quan­
titative measure (first approximation) of natural differences that may exist 
between echo cells which could conceivably be selected as target and control 
entities in cloud seeding experiments. 
The natural variability illustrated in these tables is indicative of what 
must be accounted for in planning and evaluating seeding effects when radar is 
a primary selection and/or evaluation tool. Although large variability among 
the echo cells is indicated for the several echo parameters, the degree of 
variability was somewhat less than found in our raincell pairs. This is 
illustrated in Table 5-19 which shows ratios to the median along frequency 
curves for total rainfall volume in the Gagin echo cell and the Huff-Hsu 
rain-cell sample for cell durations ≥ 15 minutes. Part of the difference may 
be because of sample size variations. The echo sample includes 56 pairs com­
pared with 143 raincell pairs. 
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Table 5-13. Comparison of Gagin and Hsu Regression Parameters . 
Slope In t e r cep t S.E. of. E s t . 
G SWS G SWS G SWS 
RVOL 4 .68 4.52 -360.07 -345.29 55.75 55.86 
ZBMAX 0.42 0.005 -2 .16 1.08 7.45 0.10 
ABMAX 2.15 2.02 62.33 50.24 22.03 21.79 
DUR 0.93 0 .88 26.22 30.19 23.02 23.18 
RVRB 4.27 4.15 -229.65 -218.50 49.12 49.38 
Table 5-14. Cor re l a t i on Coef f ic ien ts ( r ) Variance Explained ( r 2 ) and 
Coeff ic ien t of Va r i a t i on (CV) for Hsu Log-Linear Regressions 
Between HMAX and Related Echo Parameters . 
Parameter r. r2 CV. 
RVOL 0 . 6 9 0.47 108.05 
ZBMAX 0.53 0 .28 6.27 
ABMAX 0.74 0 .54 17.11 
DDR 0.40 0.16 21.49 
RVRB 0 . 7 0 0.49 33.81 
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Table 5-15. Simulated Seeding Effec ts Using Gagin Regress ions . 
Assumed Seeding-Induced Increase (%) 
Var iab le 10 20 30 50 
Percentage Increase in Dependent Var iab le 
ZBMAX 4 8 12 19 
ABMAX 23 48 76 13 9 
DUR 9 1 8 2 8 46 
RVRBMAX 50 1 1 8 207 465 
RVOL 56 135 241 566 
Table 5-16. Comparison of Frequency D i s t r i b u t i o n s of Selected Echo 
Parameters in Gagin CHAP Sample. 
Ratio to Median 
Frequency Maximum Tota l Rain 
(%) Height Volume 
5 1.65 30.57 
10 1.49 14.33 
20 1.28 5.85 
30 1.18 3.02 
50 1.00 1.00 
70 0.86 0.40 
90 0.69 0 .14 
95 0.61 0.07 
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Table 5-17. Frequency D i s t r i b u t i o n of Selected Echo 
Parameters from Gagin Study. 
Frequency HMAX ZBMAX ABMAX DDR RVOL 
(%) (km) (dbZ) (km2) (min) (m3) 
5 4.7 24 46 23 90 
10 3 .8 19 40 19 52 
15 3.3 16 35 16 36 
20 3.0 14 31 13 26 
30 2.5 11 25 10 17 
40 2.0 9 20 7 11 
50 1.6 7 15 5 7 
60 1.2 5 12 3 5 
70 0.9 4 8 2 3 
80 0.6 3 5 1+ 2 
90 0.3 2 3 1 1 
95 0.2 1 2 1 - 1 -
Table 5-18. V a r i a b i l i t y of Echo Pa i r Differences About t h e 
Median for Se lec ted Echo Parameters . 
Total 
Prob. Max. Max. Max. Dur- Rain 
(%) Height Z Area a t ion Volume 
Rat io to Median Values 
5 2.92 3.53 3.02 4.74 22.43 
10 2.39 2.87 2.62 3.96 12.16 
15 2.07 2.41 2.29 3.20 4.86 
20 1.86 2.10 2.03 2.74 3 .58 
30 1.52 1.60 1.60 2.00 2.23 
40 1.25 1.28 1.28 1.44 1.47 
50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
60 0.77 0.76 0.76 0.66 0 .68 
70 0.57 0.59 0.55 0.44 0.45 
80 0.37 0.43 0.37 0.24 0 .28 
90 0.20 0.25 0.21 0.14 0.14 
95 0.12 0.19 0 .14 
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Table 5-19. Comparison of Frequency D i s t r i b u t i o n s of R a i n f a l l Volume 
Between Gagin Echo Cel l Sample and Huff-Hsu Ra ince l l Sample. 
Prob. Rat io of Rain Volume at Given P r o b a b i l i t y 
Level Level to Median Value 
(%) Gagin Huff-Hsu 
5 22.43 65.85 
10 12.16 18.54 
20 3 .58 6.10 
30 2.23 2 .98 
50 1.00 1.00 
70 0.45 0.35 
90 0 .14 0 .08 
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E. Rerandomization Studies Concerning Echo Data From Illinois 
Introduction. The purpose of these studies was to provide an approximate 
estimate of the minimum required number of experimental units (treated cells) 
for the detection of a given effect, due to seeding, at an acceptable statist-
ical significance level. 
In the following analysis the assumption is made that future experimenta-
tion will involve, as experimental units, single convective cells as defined 
by Gagin et al. (1985 and 1986). 
The data used below in the statistical simulation analysis comes from a 
total number of 3 days in which 103 convective rain cells which reached the 
5.7 km level (-10 C) have been defined and tracked throughout their lifetime. 
This number of cells constitutes a partial population of the total as these 
have obeyed the following two requirements: 
a. That they passed the routine selection criteria defined for 
ensuring a reliable data base. 
b. That they reached a minimum top height of about 5.7 km (or 
about -10 C) in order to be seedable. 
It is not clear, at this stage, whether the future design of a randomized 
experiment will call for randomization on a daily or on single cell basis. In 
any case since the basic experimental (sampling unit) unit will be the single 
convective rain cell and since we have shown in past studies that the total 
population of rain cells, under examination, obeys a single power law rela-
tionship as defined by an overall regression of the data and also because it 
has been shown that the partial daily regressions of this data are fairly 
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similar, we have taken the liberty (also due to the lack of large enough 
number of days with adequate data) of conducting the simulation analyses on 
all 103 rain cells as if they came from the same population. In other words, 
we assumed that such a number of rain cells could also come from a larger 
number of rain days, each of which contributing only a small number of rain 
cells. 
Methodology. The general approach adopted for the simulation analyses 
was as follows: 
1. A result was considered significant if it is at the 5% significance 
level. 
2. Randomizations of the treatment allocations were performed with a 
probability of 50%. 
3. A cell was suitable for treatment if its top had reached or passed 
through the -10 C level, which was assumed to be typically at altitude of 
about 5.7 km. 
4. Rerandomization, for the determination of the significance level was 
done with 500 permutations of the data. Justification for this choice is 
given below. 
5. The effect of sample size on detectability of a given effect was 
examined by randomly selecting, for seeding simulations, sub-populations of 
the total data set, which have different sizes. 
Thus as an experiment, the testing the detectability of a given effect as 
a function of the number of experimental units was carried out as follows: 
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6. A sample of a pre-determined size was selected at random. 
7. The simulation of the effect of seeding was done by adding a given 
percentage increase to the RVOL of those cells "allocated" to seeding with Agl 
(approximately one half of the sample). 
8. The control allocation was done by "treatment" with placebo elements 
of the remaining half of that sample, resulting in a zero increase in RVOL. 
9. Following this allocation, a "result" was obtained which allows the 
determination of the value of SR which is significant at 5% level. This 
determination was done by 500 rerandomizations of the simulated data of this 
same sample. Each such rerandomization yields a Single Ratio (SR) given by 
(RVOL) AgI/(RV0L) placebo. The distribution of these 500 SR's then yields one 
SR which is defined by the existence of 5% of the SR's being greater than its 
value. The value of this SR provides the detectable effect at the 5% level by 
this pre-selected sample size. 
10. Additionally, and in order to also simulate the effect of the selec-
tion bias on the results, 100 such pre-selected samples, each having the same 
magnitude, were rerandomized as described in steps 7, 8, and 9 above. These 
100 pre-selections yield distribution of 100 statistically significant SR's, 
the mean of which is taken as the detectable effect with a sample of such mag-
nitude. 
11. The dependence of this estimated (SR), as derived by the method 
described in steps 7, 8, 9, and 10, on the number of the rerandomizations 
(performed in step 9) was done by applying varying numbers of rerandomization 
on the sample size and noting the relationship between this number and the 
detected SR. Table 5-20 summarizes this test. As can be seen, while the SR 
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value stabilizes already after 100 rerandomizations, the standard deviation 
becomes acceptably minimal after 500 rerandomizations. Consequently we have 
adopted, throughout all experiments this number of rerandomizations. 
Table 5-20. The dependence of the estimated effect and its standard 
deviation on the number of rerandomizations (permutations). 
Sample size of experiment was 100 cells. 
detectable effect 
# of permutations % std dev. % 
50 95 27 
75 96 23 
100 97 22 
150 101 18 
300 103 16 
500 99 12 
1000 99 12 
12. A wide variety of sample sizes was then selected to provide an 
dependence of the statistically significant detectable effecting on sample 
magnitude. Figure 5-10 curve A displays this relationship. Table 5-21 sum-
marizes the details of this figure. 
Table 5-21. The dependence of the detectability of seeding effects 
[(SR - 1)100%] as a function of total sample size. 
sample size 
n % std dev. % 
40 230 88 
50 17 9 60 
60 156 36 
80 118 17 
100 99 12 
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Conclusions 
Examination of Fig. 5-10 reveals the expected result, suggesting that in 
order to detect a smaller effect, a larger sample size is required. This 
relationship seems to be exponential in nature and it suggests that with small 
sample sizes, a small decrease in sample size results in a minimum detectable 
effect which has a much larger magnitude. More specifically, and noting that 
the curve in Fig. 5-10 refers to the assumption that all of the tracked cells 
are suitable for seeding, we now find that a 100% (SR = 2.00) increase due to 
seeding of such cells is only detectable with a total sample (seeded and con-
trol) of 100 cells. Also, we find that a sample size which is smaller by a 
factor of two enables the detection of an effect which is at least 17 9% (SR = 
2.79). Finally we can also conclude that a larger effect such as 150% (SR = 
2.50) can be detected by a total sample consisting of 63 rain cells. 
It is appropriate to note that an effect, on the RVOL of cells, produced 
by seeding (Gagin et al., 1986), performed at the right time and by an ade-
quate amount of seeding material, of +160% (SR = 2.60), could be detected, 
with a significance level much better then 5% with a total sample of 46 
treated and untreated rain cells. Examination of Fig. 5-10 suggests that such 
a sample size of Illinois rain cells will allow the detection, at an accept-
able significance level, of an effect which is slightly larger i.e., of +180% 
(SR = 2.80). 
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Figure 5-10. Sampling requirements for verifying seeding effects 
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CHAPTER 6 
HYPOTHESES ADD CLOUD PHYSICS STUDIES 
General 
Development of clouds which will produce beneficial amounts of precipita-
tion during the Illinois growing season requires that two environmental condi-
tions to be met: 
a) Local thermodynamics must be favorable, i.e., stratification must be 
at least conditionally or potentially unstable and there must be sufficient 
moisture for condensation to occur, both through sufficient depths to support 
deep convection. 
b) Mesoscale and/or macroscale forces be must available to provide a 
trigger to initiate and/or encourage vertical motion, which cloud scale 
processes (e.g. accelerations available in latent heat release or downdraft-
induced local convergence) can sustain and enhance. 
The heaviest rains will occur when these conditions are such that deep 
convective clouds, with connection to the rich moisture source in the boundary 
layer, develop. These most often occur in central Illinois when deep moist 
Gulf air penetrates the middle west. Under such conditions, cloud bases are 
generally low (1 to 2 km) and very warm (above 17 or 18C). However signifi-
cant rains also occur, albeit less frequently, when convection develops in 
mid-level cloud layers associated with larger synoptic systems and eventually, 
through mesoscale and cloud scale processes, make the connection to a rela-
tively shallow but humid boundary layer. 
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Background information is more extensive for the former cloud type than 
the latter, both because they are more frequent and because it is possible to 
study them with only qualitative or heavily parameterized consideration of the 
larger scale factors. An extensive review has been made of past studies of the 
microphysical and dynamical characteristics of midwestern clouds (Ackerman and 
Westcott, 1986). This review led to a physically consistent picture of some of 
the dominant features of midwestern clouds. 
Most of the significant rain in the Midwest comes from semi-organized 
lines or clusters of energetic, non-severe, convective clouds. These are com-
posed of cells which undergo dynamic evolution from growth to dissipation in 
approximately 30 minutes. They grow as new cells develop adjacent to, or join 
with, preceding ones. Individual clouds may last 1 to 2 hours or more as new 
cells develop and undergo their life cycle. 
During the stages when there is visual evidence of active growth, well 
defined midwestern convective clouds have the following internal characteris-
tics. 
1. Cloud bases are usually at altitudes of 1 to 2 km and temperatures 
between 16 and 22C. 
2. Vigorous, buoyant, updrafts, usually with dimensions between 1.5 and 
4-5 km increase in intensity with height from below cloud base to 6 or 7 km in 
deep clouds. Updraft velocities and thermal buoyancy tend to be larger in 
more extensive updrafts. 
3. Cloud water content is close to adiabatic near cloud base, but tends 
toward a decreasing fraction of this theoretical value with height as it is 
converted into larger drops and depleted by entrainment. However total water 
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content remains substantial and at 5 to 6 km (0 to -10C) the total water con-
tent usually (and cloud water frequently) exceeds 1 g m-3 over significant 
fractions of the cloud diameter. 
4. Large chloride and non-hydrophobic aerosols are common at cloud base 
heights during weather favorable for deep convection. Cloud droplet concen-
-3 trations are moderately low, with daily averages of 300 to 600 cm 
5. Large cloud particles (incipient precipitation and drizzle drops) 
always occur in the upper reaches of cumulus congestus and cumulonimbus. Gla-
ciation occurs, apparently as large water drops freeze into graupel particles, 
at temperatures of -5 to -10C within 10 to 15 minutes after these large parti-
cles occur and proceeds very rapidly once initiated. 
6. Radar commonly detects precipitation echoes initially below the 
freezing altitude, with day to day variations indicating the influence of 
mesoscale, or larger, influences on cloud dynamics and microphysics. 
Many of these deduced characteristics are based on fragmentary informa-
tion and/or limited data and require confirmation. However there is suffi-
cient evidence to conclude that coalescence is an important precipitation 
mechanism in midwestern convective clouds, resulting in the development of 
large water drops relatively low in the cloud and without the involvement of 
ice. This has been confirmed by theoretical calculations. Moreover the large 
drops thus produced influence cloud glaciation, playing a dominant role in 
cloud glaciation at relatively warm temperatures and apparently also determin-
ing, or at least strongly influencing, the characteristic of the early ice 
particles. 
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Proposed Hypotheses and Field Testing 
Given this condition of deep convective clouds in the Midwest, a tenta-
tive seeding hypothesis based on initiating a favorable dynamic response, i.e. 
invigoration and maintenance of updrafts, to artificially-induced freezing has 
been the choice for initial testing in PACE. In order to plan for physical 
testing of this hypothesis, a highly speculative, skeletal sequence of events 
that might be expected to follow massive seeding was formulated. This was as 
follows: 
1. Conversion of water condensate to nearly total ice particles will 
occur very shortly after seeding. 
2. There will be an increase in temperature and net buoyancy throughout 
the region of freezing. 
3. The updraft speed will increase throughout the sub-zero region and 
probably below. 
4. In the absence of a strong synoptic-scale elevated inversion, the top 
will grow significantly beyond what it would naturally. 
5. A region of moisture convergence will develop just below the cloud 
and there will be an increase in the flow of moisture through the cloud base. 
6. The horizontal extent of the active cloud will increase and the 
updraft will increase in diameter. 
7. If the seeded cloud is one of a family, a merger with an adjacent 
cloud is likely to occur. 
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8. There will be an increase in productivity (i.e., in the total surface 
rainfall) but not necessarily in precipitation efficiency. 
9. The rain intensity (rain/time/area) will not change significantly but 
the average rainfall (rainfall/total duration of rain) will increase. 
One of the crucial needs in the development of a scientific chain of 
events in a seeding hypothesis is information about the cloud microphysical 
characteristics, for it is here that the chain starts. The only direct effect 
of the seeding is conversion of the water condensate from one form to 
another, either by changing the size spectrum of the cloud particles or, as in 
this case, by changing their phase. 
Data from the PEP Aircraft Program in 1973 indicate that warm-based 
clouds frequently develop in Illinois during summer. Moreover bulk measure-
ments of the condensate in these clouds at heights around the freezing level 
indicated that a large fraction (often 50% or more) of the particles are 
larger than that normally considered to be cloud particles. Furthermore, 
measurements during PACE 197 8 indicate that the liquid phase is often found at 
temperatures as cold as -10C. 
Studies based on data collected during Project Whitetop in Missouri 
(Koenig, 1963, Braham, 1964) indicate that liquid precipitation-sized parti-
cles commonly occur at temperatures between 0 C and -4 C in clouds with sum-
mits between 15,000 and 20,000 ft. Moreover it appeared that in Cumulus 
Congestus and small Cb. Calvus reaching above 20,000 ft these large liquid 
drops occurred at temperatures as cold as -8 to -10C and that the solid phase 
built on the spectrum of precipitation-sized particles achieved before glacia-
tion. 
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Based on these observations and on studies from Australia and Florida, 
Braham (1986) has recently suggested a new precipitation mechanism, the 
coalescence-freezing precipitation mechanism (CFM), which is a hybrid of the 
two classical ones (the "cold" ice crystal mechanism and the "warm" coales-
cence mechanism). In the CFM, warm cloud base temperatures, combined with an 
appropriate nuclei spectrum, result in a broad initial drop spectra. 
Precipitation-sized liquid drops develop in the updraft, which freeze a rela-
tively short time after crossing the freezing level. Subsequent riming pro-
duces secondary ice particles which in turn act as sites for vapor deposition 
and growth. 
CFM may be a likely precipitation mechanism in clouds in Illinois. How-
ever, there exists few measurements of detailed microphysics in Illinois 
clouds on which to base this statement. Moreover the Whitetop case studies 
were primarily for relatively small, short-lived clouds over the forestland of 
southwest Missouri. Whitetop findings are in need of confirmation for larger 
clouds over the corn belt and to provide a more solid foundation for the first 
step in developing the PACE seeding hypothesis. It is essential that addi-
tional and more detailed microphysical measurements be obtained in both 
natural and seeded clouds at temperatures where seeding with silver iodide 
would be effective. This was made one of the goals of the field program that 
was proposed for the summer of 1986. 
The goal of the cloud physics field experimentation of PACE will be to 
obtain the information necessary to base the development of a glaciation 
hypothesis for natural (i.e. either untreated or treated with a placebo) and 
seeded clouds. Objectives include: 
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1) A detailed study of the microphysical evolution at a constant level 
(approximately -8 to -10C) from the time that a cloud cell grows through that 
level until it is completely glaciated at that altitude, in natural (unseeded) 
clouds. 
2) A similar examination of the microphysical evolution for seeded 
clouds, for exploratory physical studies. 
3) Study of the dynamic evolution of the cloud to the extent possible 
from available aircraft and radar measurements. 
The data needed for the first two objectives can be provided only by 
microphysical measurements obtained using aircraft; those for the third are 
primarily from microwave radar observations supplemented by airborne measure-
ments and visual and photographic observations. 
The necessary radar data could be obtained through the use of high-
powered, narrow beamed 10-cm radars owned and operated by the ISWS. However 
the in-situ cloud measurements required the use of a properly instrumented 
aircraft, this to be supplied by The Desert Research Institute as part of the 
1986 Federal-State program. The equipment requirements for the PACE 86 cloud 
physics aircraft were specified as follows: 
AIRCRAFT CAPABILITY: 
1. Continuous operation at about 20,000 ft (-10C) for a minimum of 3 
hours, preferably longer). 
2. Rate of climb at operating altitudes of 300 ft/min. (Note: tempera-
ture during the summer in Illinois at 20,000 ft will be roughly 15C warmer 
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than the standard atmosphere.) 
3. Fuel reserve of at least 45 min should be planned on since we will be 
operating in weather that can become severe rather suddenly. 
4. Air to air and air-to-ground communication will be necessary but-
current plans are to provide the necessary radios. 
5. Pilot must be experienced in flying convective clouds for research or 
weather modification purposes. 
6. Pre-program conference with FAA will be necessary. 
METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS: 
A: Primary Measurements: REQUIRED 
1. Full PMS array: FSSP, 2D-C and 2D-P imaging probes (2-dimensional 
imaging for cloud and precipitation particles) with-on board display and 
recording. Recording must be on magnetic tape, with images recoverable. 
2. Liquid water content: minimum requirement is bulk cloud water 
(Johnson-Williams hot wire probe) with calibrated range to at least 4 gm/m3. 
Desirable: some means for measuring total water. 
3. Vertical air velocity - best accuracy possible, better than 0.5 m/s 
required. 
4. Temperature (deiced probe). 
5. Altitude and airspeed. 
6. Airplane position to better than 1 km. 
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B: Des i rable Secondary Measurements: 
1. On-board radar. 
2. Time-lapse or video cloud photography. 
3. Icing-rate meter (method for estimating existence of supercooled 
water). 
4. Cloud particle collector (means for identification of ice particles. 
5. Bulk-water or aerosol collector (means for identifying silver). 
6. Humidity measurement. 
OUTPUT: 
A. On-board, real time: 
1. RHQUIRED: Real time readout of liquid water content, vertical velo-
city and preferably temperature as well at 1-sec update. This is needed for 
determining cloud eligibility. May be CRT or hard copy printout but, if 
former, must be able to view whole cloud pass. 
2. DESIRABLE: Airplane track. 
B. P o s t - F l i g h t : REQUIRED 
1. "Quick-look" software or equipment to check all aircraft data for 
performance within 24 hours of the flight. Software can be for Cyber, Vax, or 
IBM PC XT/AT. 
2. Delivery to ISWS of all data within 1 week of flight. Data must be 
on magnetic tape in engineering (meteorological) units with full documentation 
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of calibrations, corrections, etc., or in collection format accompanied by 
software for unpacking tapes and calculating engineering units. Software must 
be for one of the computers listed in No. 1 but Cyber or Vax is preferred. 
Data delivery must also include flight logs and all information relevant to 
calibrations and instrument performance. 
The general plan for the FACE 86 operation was for repeated penetrations 
at -8 to -10C of a cloud cell or turret which initially had visual appearance 
of actively growing until it changed microphysically from predominately liquid 
water to predominately ice or until it dissipated, whichever came first. 
Additional criteria, based on internal characteristics, were established for 
parts of the experiment which included randomized cloud selection for treat-
ment. These guidelines formed the basis for a detailed operations plan 
developed and used in field operations. 
CHAPTER 7 
THE FORECASTING/NOWCASTING SYSTEM 
Introduction 
The Forecasting/Nowcasting System has three main functions: 1) 
forecasting the likelihood of convection on the scale of 3-18 hours for 
general planning, 2) nowcasting convection on the scale of 0-3 hours for 
flight planning, and 3) monitoring severe weather to assure safe 
operations. The system is comprised of several pieces of equipment (Fig. 
7.1). This chapter describes the acquisition, installation, and operation 
of this equipment. Suggestions for improvements in future field operations 
are offered. 
Satellite Image Equipment 
The equipment on the right of Figure 7.1 is used to receive real-time 
GOES visible satellite images. (The PC is also used to run a cloud model, 
see below.) The images are received directly from the GOES satellite by 
the Mcldas system at the University of Wisconsin. They have installed a 
file server system, which allows users to access the data over dial-up 
telephone lines. Recently they upgraded the system by installing a 9600 
baud (up to 960 characters per second) Fastlink modem. This speed makes 
real-time access of digital satellite images feasible for the first time. 
Equipment Acquisition. To access the satellite data, we purchased a 
compatible Fastlink modem from Mainstream Computers of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota (612/831-3030). To save space--and about $400--we ordered a 
modem which fits inside the PC (an "internal" modem). The computer is an 
IBM Personal Computer AT, which comes with a 20 megabyte hard disk and a 
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Figure 7 - 1 . Equipment. 
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1.2 megabyte floppy disk drive (cost $3600). The satellite images are 
displayed on a Professional Graphics Adapter (PGA--a card that fits inside 
the PC) and a Professional Graphics Monitor (cost $2500). The PC, the PGA, 
and the monitor were obtained from the University of Illinois Computer 
Store. The PGA has a resolution of 640x480 pixels and can display 256 
simultaneous colors out of a palette of 4096 possible colors. It is the 
only PC-compatible graphics adapter offered by IBM which is capable of 
displaying satellite images. In addition to the PGA, we bought an Amdek 
310A monochrome monitor (the "system console"), a Hercules Monochrome 
Graphics Card, a Microsoft Bus Mouse, a 360k floppy disk drive, and a 
Microway 80287 floating point accelerator card from various mail order 
vendors (total cost $9000). 
Equipment Installation. Installation mainly followed manufacturers' 
instructions. However, we installed an 18 MHz crystal in the PC to 
increase the clock speed from 6 to 9 MHz. This results in approximately a 
50% increase in the speed at which satellite images are displayed. Most of 
the equipment was installed in January 1986. 
Software Development. A great deal of software had to be written or 
adapted to display the satellite images. The software consists of five 
parts: 1) basic graphics software, 2) communications software, 3) decoding 
software, 4) navigation software, and 5) mapping, remapping and display 
software. 
Since the PGA card had no suitable drivers, we first had to write a 
FORTRAN-callable assembly language driver which delivers characters to the 
PGA. Next we wrote a series of FORTRAN subroutines which comprise a subset 
of the PGA instructions. These instruction are detailed in the IBM 
Personal Computer Technical Reference Manual on Options and Adaptors. 
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Finally, we wrote an implementation of the NCAR Graphics System Plot 
Package. These NCAR routines allow one to do vector graphics (line 
drawings) on the PGA. They are used for map overlays and titles, for 
example. They are valuable because many meteorologists are familiar with 
the NCAR Graphics. With a little additional effort, higher-level NCAR 
routines, such as CONREC, could be implemented. 
To acquire the satellite images from Wisconsin, software is needed to 
drive the Fastlink modem and capture the data on disk. The Fastlink modem 
comes bundled with Crosstalk-Fast software written by Microstuf Inc. We 
used this software for some time during the development and early 
operational stages of the project. However, Crosstalk-Fast has a serious 
bug which contaminated our data. The problem lies in the fact that the 
McIdas file server system sends full 8 bit data, rather then the usual 7 
bit data necessary for transmission of ASCII characters (numbers, letters, 
punctuation marks). Somehow, a certain combination of bytes received from 
Mcldas causes the Crosstalk-Fast program to transmit the characters 
"CROSSTALK - FAST" to Wisconsin. Mcldas responds with some garbage which 
contaminates the data and causes streaks in the image. After some 
discussion with Wisconsin, we decided that the Crosstalk-Fast software 
would have to be replaced. 
We wrote a BASIC terminal emulation program which communicates with 
the Fastlink modem and allows the capture of data on the hard disk. This 
program was not difficult except for the data capture portion. The program 
must read characters from the modem, write them to the hard disk file, and 
print them on the screen at the 960 characters per second data rate. In 
hundreds of images received since this program was implemented in mid-
July, no data lines have been lost. 
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It takes about 4 min to receive a 640x500 satellite image from 
Wisconsin over the telephone. Each call costs approximately $1.00. 
The satellite data received from Wisconsin is encoded and packetized 
for transmission. Software was written to depacketize and decode the data 
according to the formatting document reproduced in Appendix A. 
Each image file consists of three blocks of information: 1) the Area 
Directory, 2) the Navigation Codicil, and 3) the image data. The GOES 
satellite normally scans the entire hemisphere. Because we need only a 
small fraction of the hemisphere, a portion is selected for us (see below). 
The Area Directory contains information on what portion we received. The 
Navigation Codicil contains information on the satellite's location and 
orientation. This block of data is passed directly to the navigation 
software. The final block of data is the image data. This block is by far 
the largest and is encoded to decrease its volume. The encoding depends on 
the fact that pixels along a scan line do not vary randomly. Many times 
two or more adjacent pixels have the same brightness, for example. The 
encoding scheme, developed at Wisconsin, uses 4 bit codes for the most 
probable pixel configurations (Appendix 7-A). The decoding software 
retrieves the actual brightness values from the coded information and 
constructs satellite scan lines for display and/or processing. 
"Navigation" is a term used in satellite meteorology to refer to the 
earth location of satellite data. The navigation software consists of 
FORTRAN subroutines which convert earth coordinates (latitude, longitude) 
to satellite coordinates (line, element), and vice versa. There are 
several forms of navigation software. The routines were previously 
acquired on tape from Wisconsin and implemented on the ISWS VAX. For PACE 
1986 they were ported from the VAX to the PC. 
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The satellite data are displayed in two ways: remapped and 
unremapped. The unremapped data are processed with a program called 
DISPLAY. In this program, the satellite scan lines are written directly to 
the PGA screen. The image is exactly as the satellite sees it. The image, 
however, has no gridding. The difficult part of the DISPLAY program is 
drawing a map over the data. 
The map is drawn using two map data bases: one from NCAR, and one 
developed by Gary Achtemeier. The mapping process uses the navigation 
software discussed above. But the navigation software is slow. To process 
each vector (latitude, longitude point) in the map data bases would take an 
unacceptibly long time. We designed a much faster approximate method of 
drawing the map. Over the area which contains the satellite image, a 
latitude-longitude grid is laid. The navigation software is used to 
calculate the line and element in the satellite image which lies at each 
grid point. To plot a point in the map data base, bilinear interpolation 
is used to convert earth coordinates (latitude, longitude) into satellite 
coordinates (scan line, element), which are directly related to screen 
coordinates (x and y). This scheme speeds up map drawing by 1-2 orders of 
magnitude. It takes about 3 min to display a 640x480 satellite image. 
Remapped images are processed with a program called REMAP. The 
satellite data are remapped into an azlmuthal-equidistant map projection 
centered on the CHILL radar. The satellite data are then directly 
comparable with the radar data. In this program, the map overlay is 
constant, and in fact, is produced with a separate program. The work is in 
remapping the satellite data. The process is similar to that used for map 
drawing in the DISPLAY program. Every 20 pixels in the PGA display, the 
map projection routines are used to transform screen coordinates (x,y) to 
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earth coordinates (latitude, longitude); then the navigation software is 
used to transform earth coordinates to satellite coordinates (scan line, 
element). Between these gridpoints, bilinear interpolation is used to 
relate screen location to satellite location. It takes about 3 minutes to 
remap a satellite image. 
Operational Usage. Acquisition of satellite images from NcIdas was 
arranged through Tom Whittaker (608/262-2759) at the Space Science and 
Engineering Center of the University of Wisconsin. He and everyone else at 
Wisconsin have been extremely helpful. The success of the satellite data 
system is due in no small measure to their efforts. 
Two different satellite products are received from Wisconsin. Both 
are visible data. The first product (code SK) has 1 km resolution (the 
best resolution the GOES satellites offer). Each image consists of 500 
lines of 640 satellite elements centered on Champaign, Illinois. These 
images are generated on Ncldas each half hour between 1000 and 1930 CDT. 
They are usually processed with the REMAP program to compare with the radar 
and to direct the aircraft. Figure 7.2 shows an example of this product. 
The second product (product code SJ) has 4 km resolution, i.e. every 
forth pixel is extracted from the full resolution image. It also consists 
of 500 lines of 640 elements, but it is centered on 37.5N and 95.0W. These 
images are produced every 2 hours from 0730 to 1930 CDT. The primary 
application for these images is synoptic interpretation, particularly to 
aid to forecaster in the weather briefing. An example of this product is 
shown in Figure 7.3. 
Each of the two products are generated on McIdas at a cost of about 
$0.40. A purchase order was required to initiate this service. The cost 
of the telephone call to Madison to access each image is approximately 
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Figure 7-2. Remapped satellite image from 1 km data. 
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Figure 7-3. Satellite image from 4 km data. 
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$1.00. The final cost is for archiving the data on high density floppy 
disks. About 7 images can fit on one floppy, at a cost of about $1.00 per 
image. 
Suggestions for Improvements. The satellite system proved invaluable 
in conducting the operations: it allowed precise location of clouds in the 
pre-echo phase, it aided in meteorological interpretation of radar data, it 
augmented conventional weather data for forecasting/nowcasting purposes, 
and it allowed operation of the cloud physics portion of the experiment in 
the absence of radar data. 
We have only one suggestion for improving the satellite display 
system. Looping, or the rapid display of several successive images, would 
be a very helpful analysis tool. We do not know of any currently available 
PC-compatible device capable of looping, but when one is available, it 
should be added to the system. 
Conventional Weather Data 
Conventional weather data was all obtained through the use of a 
satellite antenna, a Zephyr Receiver and the ISWS VAX computer (Fig. 7.1). 
The data were processed with a variety of programs to yield operational 
products. 
Equipment and Installation. The antenna is a standard 10 foot dish 
antenna used to receive television signals from communications satellites. 
It consists of a vertical mounting pipe, the wire mesh dish, pointing 
hardware, and a low noise amplifier (LNA). These were all purchased from 
Star Scan Satellite of Springfield Illinois (217/523-8233). The antenna 
was installed between Buildings 4 and 5 at the Water Survey Research Center 
by Star Scan Satellite on 24 April 1986 for a total cost of $797. A 
special low loss coaxial cable is required to transport the 4 GHz signal 
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from the LNA to the Zephyr receiver. The cable was ordered from CableWave 
Systems of North Haven, Connecticut (203/239-3311). The 160 ft length of 
cable and two connectors cost $225.16 and were received on 19 May 1986. 
The cable was installed by the University of Illinois Physical Plant. 
The receiver, to which the cable from the antenna is attached, is 
rented from Zephyr Weather Information Service, now part of Alden 
Electronics of Westborough, Massachusetts (617/366-8851). The receiver 
itself rents for $125 per month. In addition, we pay $75 per month (the 
Unidata rate) for the three services we receive: FAA604, Public Products, 
and NAFAX. Basic installation of the receiver was simple. It was mounted 
in a rack in Room 405 (the VAX room) of the Water Survey Research Center, 
and the cable from the antenna was attached. The NAFAX output of the 
receiver is directly connected to a dedicated telephone line which runs to 
the facsimile machine in the Briefing Room of Quonset 6 at Willard Airport. 
The FAA604 and Public Products outputs from the Zephyr receiver are 
in the form of RS-232 cables which plug into the VAX. To prevent the VAX 
from treating the Zephyr receiver as a user trying to log in, we designed, 
with the help of Dave Brunkow, the special circuit shown in Figure 7.4. 
This circuit prevents Zephyr data from reaching the VAX unless pin 20 goes 
high. This is controlled by the programs which monitor the data. 
The Zephyr receiver became operational at the end of June 1986. 
The Wyse-75 terminal was borrowed for the field program. The HP7475 
pen plotter was purchased from the University of Illinois Computer Store 
for a cost of $1200. Each was installed according to manufacturer's 
instructions. 
To insure error-free plots, two Racal-Vadic 1200 baud error 
correcting modems were purchased from ARC Electronic Associates, Inc. of 
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Figure 7-4. Circuit for connecting Zephyr receiver to VAX. 
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Downers Grove, Illinois (312/960-4325) at a cost of $990. One of these 
modems was installed in the VAX room and connected to the VAX. The other 
was installed in the User Van and connected to the Wyse Terminal and the 
HP7475 plotter. 
A Decwriter and a 300 baud modem were borrowed from the Radar 
Meteorology Laboratory for the project. These were used to print watches 
and warnings. They were installed according to standard practice. 
Five telephone lines were installed for the Forecasting/Nowcasting 
System. 1) A dedicated, data-quality telephone line runs from the Zephyr 
receiver in Room 405 of the Water Survey Research Center to the Briefing 
Room of Quonset 6 at Willard Airport. A campus-only telephone line (244-
4170) is connected to the modem in the VAX room and is used to accesses 604 
data. Three telephone lines were connected to the User Van at Willard 
Airport: 244-3227 was used by the terminal/plotter/modem combination to 
access the VAX, 244-3228 was used by the PC/Fastlink modem to access McIdas 
(as well as for general voice communications), and 244-1402 was used by the 
Decwriter/modem to access the VAX and receive watches and warnings. 
An interesting observation is that because all of the telephone lines 
in the User Van were dial-up lines, the equipment in the User Van could be 
used in any location with access to telephone lines and electric power. Of 
course long distance calls to the ISWS VAX could be costly. 
The software can be divided into two parts: monitoring software and 
analysis software. 
Two programs monitor the Zephyr data. The first monitors the FAA604 
data, which is blocked in numbered bulletins. Hourly surface observations 
for the "Ohio Valley States" (Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee) come in bulletin 205, for example. A program was written to 
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read FAA604 data and store it in corresponding files (e.g. 205.DAT) on the 
VAX.. The program is submitted to a special batch queue, created by Carl 
Lonquist, and runs around the clock. Approximately 1 hour of VAX time ($3) 
is required daily. Many types of data are supplied by the FAA604 line. 
The most important of these are soundings and hourly surface observations. 
These data can be accessed by anyone with a VAX account. The data are 
archived daily on magnetic tape by Marvin Clevenger. 
The second program monitors the Public Products line from the Zephyr 
receiver. Public Products are bulletins created by the National Weather 
Service for distribution primarily to the media. We monitor the Public 
Products line because it is the quickest source of weather watches and 
warnings. The Public Products line operates at 1200 baud. Because the 
equipment available to monitor the line (the Decwriter/300 baud modem) only 
operated at 300 baud, a two step process was necessary to print the 
messages. After logging on the the VAX, a process was started. The first 
task of the process was to spawn a subprocess which monitored the Public 
Products, selected important bulletins (watches, warnings and weather 
summaries for Illinois and adjacent states, and Illinois zone forecasts), 
and stored them in files on the VAX. The parent process continually 
checked to see whether files had been created. If so, they were printed on 
the Decwriter and copied to the 604 file space for archiving. In 
addition, watches and warnings triggered an audible alarm on the Decwriter 
to immediately inform the Nowcaster and/or Forecaster. 
Data from the FAA604 lines is coded and inconvenient to use directly. 
Three programs originally written by Donna Isard for use on the AstroVAX 
were adapted for the PACE program. These extract and reformat sounding 
data and hourly surface data from the VAX files. 
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We adapted the Great Plains Cloud Model, developed by the Bureau of 
Reclamation, to run on the PC. Reformatted sounding data were transported 
to the PC over telephone lines and the cloud model was run. 
All plotting was done on an HP7475 plotter using the NCAR plotting 
package on the VAX. Although NCAR supports the HP7475 plotter, they 
support it as a stand-alone unit with a direct connection to the VAX. We 
had to use the plotter in "eavesdrop" mode; that is, the plotter was 
positioned between the modem and the Wyse terminal. Most of the time, the 
plotter simply passes characters from the VAX on to the terminal. However, 
when a "wake up" instruction is received, the plotter intercepts the 
characters and interprets them as plot instructions. A "sleep" instruction 
terminates plotting. The wake up and sleep instructions were inserted in 
the NCAR Metacode Translator. 
Two main plotting programs were written. Gary Achtemeier and Bob 
Scott implemented a series of routines which plotted surface streamlines 
and divergence. These programs can also plot surface pressure. We wrote a 
program which plots a Skew T Log P diagram for analysis of soundings. We 
also had the capability to plot upper air maps in case the FAX machine 
failed. 
Gary Achtemeier and Bob Scott wrote two programs which calculated 
stability indices (such as the K-index and the lifted index) from the 
sounding data. Also calculated were useful parameters such as the height 
of the -10°C level (where seeding was done). 
Operational Usage. A typical day during the field program saw the 
Forecaster arrive in the User Van at approximately 0900 when the sounding 
data arrived on the FAA604 line. He first started the Public Products 
monitoring program on the Decwriter. Monitoring of Public Products 
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continued until the cessation of operations. The Forecaster then retrieved 
the Peoria and Salem soundings, plotted Skew Ts (see Fig. 7.5), and ran the 
prograns to calculate stability indices. At this point the Nowcaster 
usually arrived to get the 0730 and/or 0930 satellite images for the 1030 
weather briefing. He transferred the sounding files to the PC and ran the 
Great Plains Cloud Model (Fig. 7.6) for use in the briefing and in 
operational decision making. 
After the weather briefing--except on No Go days--the Nowcaster or 
Forecaster began plotting the streamline and divergence maps (Fig. 7.7) 
and acquiring the satellite images (Fig. 7.2). This process continued 
until the cessation of operations. 
Suggestions for Improvement. The Conventional Data processing system 
worked well during the field program, but improvement is needed in some 
areas and desirable in others. 
The FAA604 monitoring program worked well as long as the VAX was up. 
Since the ISWS VAX is very reliable, little data were lost. When the VAX 
is down, data loss is unavoidable. However, when the VAX comes back up, 
the monitoring program should automatically restart itself. It attempts to 
do so but fails due to a problem with the accounting software. The most 
serious data loss occurred between 28 and 30 August: two days' data were 
lost. The problem is apparently a minor technical problem which can and 
should be fixed immediately. 
The Public Products monitoring program also worked well. On 6 
August, during a treatment flight, a funnel cloud was spotted in Champaign 
County. The tornado warning was received on the Decwriter, and within one 
minute operations were halted. 
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Figure 7-5. Skew T plot of sounding. The original has lines 
plotted in color to facilitate analysis. 
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Figure 7-6. Sample output from Great Planes Cloud Model. 
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Figure 7-7. Sample streamline and divergence map. The original was 
plotted in color to facilitate analysis. 
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Several times during the summer, however, the Decwriter logged off 
without warning. When this happened, the subprocess, which actually 
monitors the line, died, and all data was lost, sometimes for extended 
periods. Portunately, this never happened during a critical time, but in 
future operations, a lost severe weather warning could have serious 
consequences. This problem must be corrected before any future operations. 
The solution requires improvements in the equipment and in the 
program which monitors the line. The equipment should be upgraded to 1200 
baud, and high quality error-checked modems should be installed. The VAX 
program which actually monitor the Public Products line and stores the 
files should be a batch job, like the program which monitors the FAA604 
line, rather than a subprocess. In this way, if the printing program is 
interrupted, it will print all of the messages which were received while 
the printing program was not operational. In addition, some means ought to 
be found to warn of a failure of the printing program. During flights, 
especially, people are often too busy to notice that the printer is not 
printing. 
Less critical, but nonetheless desirable, would be an increase in 
plotting speed. Some of the plotted products took 20 minutes to complete. 
The problem lies in the fact the a complicated plot requires many plot 
instructions. The 1200 baud modems are not sufficient to produce plots at 
the speed one would like. Two options are available. The first is simply 
to replace the 1200 baud modems with 9600 baud modems similar to the one 
used in the PC. The second is to replace the Wyse terminal with a PC. The 
data files which are processed are not extremely voluminous. They could be 
quickly transferred to a PC from the VAX over the telephone lines. The 
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plotting programs could be adapted to run on a PC, which would speed them 
up considerably. 
Conclusion 
The Forecasting/Nowcasting System demonstrated the power of computers 
and digital data in the operation of a meteorological field program. 
Several journal articles on the design and use of this system are in 
preparation. 
APPENDIX 
PAGE 2 DNRCD 
53 8- Z-COOR: UPPER LEFT HAND Z-COORDINATE 
54 9. Y-SIZE: NUMBER OF LINES IN AREA 
55 10. X-SIZE: NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN AREA 
56 11. NBYTE: NUMBER OF BYTES PER DATA ELEMENT 
57 12. Y-RES: LINE RESOLUTION 
58 13. X-RES: ELEMENT RESOLUTION 
59 14. Z-RES: Z RESOLUTION (NUMBER OF BANDS/CHANNELS) 
60 15. Y-Z PREFIX: NUMBER OF BYTES-MUST BE MULTIPLE OF 4 
61 16. PROJ: PROJECT NUMBER THAT CREATED THE AREA 
6£ 17. CREATION DATE: DAY AREA WAS CREATED IN YYDDD FORMAT 
63 18. CREATION TIME: TIME AREA WAS CREATED IN HHMMSS FORMAT 
64 19. BAND MAP: BIT VECTOR(IF BIT=1 — BAND IS PRESENT) 
65 20. ID NUMBER: OLD REEL NUMBER 
66 2l-24. — RESERVED FOR EXPANSION — 
67 25-32. MEMO ENTRY: UP TO 3£ CHARACTERS FOR COMMENTS 
68 33. CKEY1: PRIMARY KEY OF ASSOCIATED CALIBRATION CODICIL (AREA#) 
69 34. NKEY1: PRIMARY KEY OF ASSOCIATED NAVIGATION CODICIL 
70 35. NKEY£: SECONDARY KEY OF ASSOCIATED NAVIGATION CODICIL 
71 36. VALIDITY CODE: CODE MUST MATCH LINE PREFIX (0=NO VAL CODE) 
7£ 37-44. PDL: (IF THIS IMAGE MADE IN MODE AA) -PACKED BYTE FORMAT 
73 45. BANDS: SOURCE OF BAND-8 IF IMAGE A MODE AA DS (STEP,DWELL) 
74 46. SDAY: ACTUAL IMAGE START YYDDD 
75 47. STIME: ACTUAL IMAGE START HHMMSS 
76 48. SSCAN: ACTUAL STARTING SCAN 
77 49. NDOC: LENGTH OF PREFIX DOCUMENTATION SECTION IN BYTES 
78 50. NCAL: LENGTH OF PREFIX CALIBRATION SECTION IN BYTES 
79 51. NLEV: LENGTH OF PREFIX LEVEL SECTION IN BYTES (PER BAND) 
80 5£. SOURCE TYPE: CVISR','VAS ','AVHR','ERBE', ...) 
81 53. CALIBRATION TYPE: ('BRIT','RAW ','TEMP','RAD ',...) 
8£ 54-64. — RESERVED FOR EXPANSION — 
83 
84 £.) NAVIGATION CODICIL FILE FORMATS 
85 In addition to the area directory, irnagry processed at 
86 SSEC empolys a supporting data structure known as the navigation 
87 "codicil". This structure contains all the information neccessary 
88 to "navigate" (tranform image coordinates to/from earth 
89 coordinates) a satellite image. Each navigation codicil is 1£8 
90 words (512 bytes) in length. The elements of the codicil are 
91 each 1 word (4 bytes) long. The structure of the individual 
92 elemernts is listed below. 
93 
94 WORD DESCRIPTION 
95 
96 1. NAVIGATION TYPE: 4-BYTE EBCDIC. CAN BE: 
97 'GOES' FOR GOES SATELLITES 
98 'AVHR' FOR AVHRR DATA 
99 'PS ' FOR POLAR STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION 
100 'LAMB' FOR LAMBERT CONFORMAL PROJECTION 
101 'MERC FOR MERCATOR PROJECTION 
102 'MET ' FOR METEOSAT IMAGES (DEFORMATION NAV) 
103 ' ' (OR BINARY 0) NO NAVIGATION FOR THIS IMAGE 
104 
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105 IF THE TYPE IS 'GOES', THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUCCEEDING WORDS IS: 
106 
107 2. SSSYYDDD: SATELLITE ID, YEAR, AND JULIAN DAY 
108 3. HHMMSS: (NOMINAL) OF START OF IMAGE 
109 ORBIT PARAMETERS: 
110 4. ORBIT TYPE (ALWAYS 1) 
111 5. EPOCH DATE (ETIMY): FORMAT YYMMDD 
112 6. EPOCH TIME (ETIMH): HHMMSS 
113 7. SEMIMAJOR AXIS (SEMIMA), KM × 100 
114 8. ORBITAL ECCENTRICITY (ECCEN), × 1000000 
115 9. ORBITAL INCLINATION (ORBINC), DEG × 1000 
116 10. MEAN ANOMALY (MEANA), DEG × 1000 
117 11. ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE (PERIGEE), DEG × 1000 
118 12. RIGHT ASCENSION OF ASCENDING NODE (ASNODE), DEG × 1000 
119 ATTITUDE PARAMETERS: 
120 13. DECLINATION OF SATELLITE AXIS (DECLIN), DDDMMSS 
121 14. RIGHT ASCENSION OF SATELLITE AXIS (RASCEN), DDDMMSS 
122 15. PICTURE CENTER LINE NUMBER (PICLIN) 
123 SPIN: 
124 16. SPIN PERIOD (SPINP). EITHER THE PERIOD OF A SATELLITE ON THE 
125 GIVEN DAY, IN MICROSECONDS, OR THE SPIN RATE IN 
126 REVOLUTIONS/MINUTE. 
127 FRAME GEOMETRY: 
128 17. TOTAL SWEEP ANGLE, LINE DIRECTION (DEGLIN), DDDMMSS 
129 18. NUMBER OF SCAN LINES (LINTOT), FORMAT NNLLLLL 
130 NN IS NUMBER OF SENSORS, LLLLL IS NUMBER OF SCANS 
131 (TOTAL NUMBER OF ACTUAL LINES IS NN X LLLLL) 
132 19. TOTAL SWEEP ANGLE, ELEMENT DIRECTION (DEGELE), DDDMMSS 
133 20. NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN A SCAN LINE (ELETOT) 
134 CAMERA GEOMETRY: 
135 21. FORWARD-LEANING (PITCH), DDDMMSS 
136 22. SIDEWAYS-LEANING (YAW), DDDMMSS 
137 23. ROTATION (ROLL), DDDMMSS 
138 OTHER PARAMETERS: 
139 24. (RESERVED) 
140 25. EAST-WEST ADJUSTMENT VALUE (IAJUST) , IN VISIBLE ELEMENTS 
141 26. TIME THAT IAJUST COMPUTED FROM FIRST VALID LANDMARK OF THE 
142 DAY (IAJTIM), HHMMSS 
143 27. (RESERVED) 
144 28. ANGLE BETWEEN THE VISSR & SUN SENSOR (ISEANG), DDDMMSS 
145 29. (RESERVED FOR LATER IMPLEMENTATION OF *SKEW*. MUST BE 0) 
146 30. (RESERVED) 
147 BETAS FOR THIS IMAGE: 
148 31. SCAN LINE 1 
149 32. TIME OF SCAN LINE 1 (BEGINNING), HHMMSS 
150 33. TIME OF SCAN LINE 1 (CONTINUED), MILLISECONDS * 10 
151 34. BETA COUNT 1 
152 35. SCAN LINE 2 
153 36. TIME OF SCAN LINE £ (BEGINNING), HHMMSS 
154 37. TIME SCAN LINE £ (CONTINUED), MILLISECONDS * 10 
155 38. BETA COUNT 2 
156 GAMMA FOR THIS IMAGE: 
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157 33. GAMMA, ELEMENT OFFSET × 100. THIS IS THE NOMINAL OFFSET AT 
158 TIME 0 OF THIS DAY. 
159 40. GAMMA-DOT, ELEMENT DRIFT PER HOUR X 100. 
160 41-120. (RESERVED) 
161 121-128. MEMO ENTRY: UP TO 3£ CHARACTERS OF COMMENTS 
162 
163 IF THE TYPE IS 'AVHR', THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUCCEEDING WORDS IS: 
164 
165 2. SSSYYDDD: SATELLITE ID, YEAR, AND JULIAN DAY 
166 (SSS: TIR0S-N=41, N0AA-6=4£, NOAA-7=40) 
167 3. HHMMSS (NOMINAL) OF START OF IMAGE 
168 ORBIT PARAMETERS: 
169 4. ORBIT TYPE (ALWAYS 1) 
170 5. EPOCH DATE (ETIMY): FORMAT YYMMDD 
171 6. EPOCH TIME (ETIMH): HHMMSS 
17£ 7. SEMIMAJOR AXIS (SEMIMA), KM × 100 
173 8. ORBITAL ECCENTRICITY (ECCEN), × 100000 
174 9. ORBITAL INCLINATION (ORBINC), DEG × 1000 
175 10. MEAN ANOMALY (MEANA), DEG × 1000 
176 11. ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE (PERIGEE), DEG × 1000 
177 12. RIGHT ASCENSION OF ASCENDING NODE (ASNODE), DEG × 1000 
178 13-45. (RESERVED) 
179 46. DIRECTION OF SATELLITE PASS (-1=DESCENDING, +1=ASCENDING) 
180 47. LINE NUMBER OF EARLIEST LINE TO NAVIGATE (IMAGE COORDINATES) 
181 48. TIME AT START OF EARLIEST LINE, MILLISECS FROM START OF DAY 
18£ 49. TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN LINES, MILLISECONDS 
183 50. FLAG FOR INVERTED IMAGE (0-NORMAL 1-FLIPPED) 
184 51. NUMBER OF LINES IN AREA (FOR FLIPPED) 
185 5£. NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN AREA (FOR FLIPPED) 
186 53-l£0. (RESERVED) 
187 1£1-1£8. MEMO ENTRY: UP TO 3£ CHARACTERS OF COMMENTS 
188 
189 IF THE TYPE IS 'PS ', THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUCCEEDING WORDS IS: 
190 
191 £. IMAGE LINE OF NORTH POLE 
19£ 3. IMAGE ELEMENT OF NORTH POLE 
193 4. STANDARD LATITUDE (DDDMMSS) 
194 5. SPACING AT STAN. LAT. (M) 
195 6. NORMAL LONGITUDE (DDDMMSS) 
196 7. EQUATORIAL RADIUS OF PLANET (M) 
197 8. ECCENTRICITY OF PLANET (*1000000). ECC=SQRT(l-POL*#£/EQU**£) 
198 8-l£0. (RESERVED) 
199 1£1-1£S. MEMO ENTRY: UP TO 3£ CHARACTERS OF COMMENTS 
£00 
£01 IF THE TYPE IS 'LAMB', THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUCCEEDING WORDS IS: 
£0£ 
£03 £. IMAGE LINE OF NORTH POLE 
£04 3. IMAGE ELEMENT OF NORTH POLE 
£05 4. STANDARD LATITUDE #1 (DDDMMSS) 
£06 5. STANDARD LATITUDE #2 (DDDMMSS) 
£07 6. SPACING AT STAN. LAT. (M) 
£08 7. NORMAL LONGITUDE (DDDMMSS) 
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203 8. RADIUS OF PLANET (M) 
210 9. ECCENTRICITY OF PLANET (*1000000) 
211 9-120. (RESERVED) 
212 121-128. MEMO ENTRY: UP TO 32 CHARACTERS OF COMMENTS 
213 
214 IF THE TYPE IS 'MERC, THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUCCEEDING WORDS IS: 
215 
216 2. IMAGE LINE OF EQUATOR 
217 3. IMAGE ELEMENT OF EQUATOR 
218 4. STANDARD LATITUDE 
219 5. SPACING AT STAN. LAT. (M) 
220 6. NORMAL LONGITUDE (DDDMMSS) 
221 7. RADIUS OF PLANET (M) 
22£ 8. ECCENTRICITY OF PLANET (*1000000 
223 9-120. (RESERVED) 
224 121-128. MEMO ENTRY: UP TO 32 CHARACTERS OF COMMENTS 
225 
226 IF THE TYPE IS 'MET ', THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUCCEEDING WORDS IS: 
227 
228 2. SSSYYDDD: SATELLITE ID, YEAR, AND JULIAN DAY 
223 3. HHMMSS: (NOMINAL) OF START OF IMAGE 
230 4. RPR: REFERENCE POSITION OF TELESCOPE 
231 5. LRE: LINE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO RPR 
232 6. IRP: REFERENCE RADIOMETER POSITION 
233 10-30. PDL (POLYNOMIAL DIRECT LINE) COEFFICIENTS (REAL*A) 
234 31-51. PCL (POLY DIRECT ELEMENT) COEFFICIENTS 
235 52-72. PIL (POLY INDIRECT LINE) COEF. 
236 73-93. PIC (POLY INDIRECT ELEM) COEF. 
237 
238 3.) COMPRESSED DIGITAL DATA 
239 Prior to transmission, each line of digital data is compressed 
240 from 8-bits to 4-bits. This coding technique assumes the difference 
241 between successive elements of the image data can be represented 
242 by a set of 4—bit delta codes. For the cases in which the 
243 difference is greater than what can be represented using A-bits, 
244 art "ESCAPE" code is used. This code indicates that the next value 
245 in the coded transmission is an 8-bit value of the image data. 
246 
247 CODE DESCRIPTION 
248 
249 0 ESCAPE 
250 1 -6 
251 2 +6 
252 3 - 5 
253 4 +5 
254 5 - 4 
255 6 +4 
256 7 -3 
257 8 + 3 
258 9 -2 
259 A +2 
260 B -1 
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261 C +1 
262 D NEXT ONE, SOME AS PREVIOUS VALUE 
263 E NEXT TWO, SOME PS PREVIOUS VALUE 
264 F NEXT THREE, SAME AS PREVIOUS VALUE 
265 
266 Below is an sample sequence of digital data which is 
267 encoded using this technique. Note the use of ESCAPE codes 
268 used to interrupt the delta code sequence. 
269 
270 1.Sample digital data (scaled 0-255) 
271 
272 DEC 215 212 212 230 231 230 
273 HEX D 7 D 4 D 4 E 6 E 7 E 6 
274 BIN 11010111 11010100 11010100 11100110 11100111 11100110 
275 
276 2.Data after 4-bit encoding performed: 
277 
278 BIN 00001101 01110111 11010010 00001110 01101100 1011**** 
279 HEX 0 D 7 7 D 2 0 E 6 C B 
280 DEC 13 119 210 14 108 11 
281 
282 3. After the data is transfered it would be decoded as follows: 
284 BIT VALUE CODE ACTION 
285 0 ESCAPE NEXT VALUE IS 8-BIT DIGITAL COUNT 
286 D7 NONE 215 
287 7 -3 215 + (-3) = 212 
288 D 0 212 + 0 = 212 
289 2 +6 212 + (+6) = 218 
290 0 ESCAPE NEXT VALUE IS 8-BIT DIGITAL COUNT 
291 E6 NONE 230 
292 C +1 230 + (+1) = 231 
293 B -1 231 + (-1) = 230 
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2 
3 McIDAS fisync Data Handling (3/86) 
4 
5 To begin with, data from the async ports will be sent as 8-bit, 
6 escaped values. Whenever the ASCII ESCape character (hex 1B) is 
7 received, the next byte should be AND'ed with hex SF to get the 
S actual value. The list of escaped characters may change from 
9 time to time or line to line, so it is important not to assumed a fixed 
10 list of escaped codes. For example: receiving "1B E3" means a single 
11 data value of "83" (all hex). 
12 
13 The so-called "F0" protocol will be used as the transport 
14 mechanism. This outer shell looks like: 
15 F0 rr nn nn . . . data. . . cs 0D 
16 where "F0" is hex F0, "rr" is the packet type code, "nn n n " is 
17 the byte count for the entire packet (including the F0 & cs), and 
18 "cs" is a checksum. Each "F0" packet may contain up to 768 
19 bytes. Note the carriage return (hex 0D) which is placed at the 
20 end of each F0 packet and does not count in the "nn nn" byte 
21 count. All data received outside the "F0" packet is assumed to 
22 be printable text. The "cs" is an 8-bit summation of the values 
23 between (but not including) the F0 and "cs". 
24 
25 Three types of "packet type codes" are relavent here: 
26 (all values in hex) 
27 
28 00 = data header packet, contents are dependent on data 
23 20 = general binary data 
30 01 = data trailer packet. contents may be identical to header packet. 
31 
32 The actual byte stream will therefore begin with: 
33 
34 F0 00 nn nn aa bb cc dd ee ff . . . zz cs 0D 
35 (where the "aa bb" etc are ASCII character codes used 
36 by the receiving computer to identify & unravel 
37 the real data which follows. "nn nn" is the 
38 byte count for this packet. The "00" defines the 
39 packet type (here = data header). This packet will 
40 contain date, time, type, etc. information.) 
41 
42 and then continue with: 
43 
44 F0 20 nn nn ...data... cs 0D F0 20 nn nn . . . more data ... cs 0D 
45 F0 20 nn nn . ..more data... cs 0D F0 20 nn nn ... and more data.. . cs 0D 
46 F0 20 nn nn .... even more data.... cs 0D 
47 - (where the "nn n n " is the byte count for this 
48 packet, the "20" identifies the packet as 
49 data, and the "...data..." are defined below) 
50 
51 and finally, end with: 
52 
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53 F0 01 nn nn aa bb cc dd ee ff ... zz cs 0D 
54 (this is identical to the "Fi3 00" data header 
55 packet described above, but is a trailer packet.) 
56 
58 For the McIDAS PAA keyin, the header portion will have the 
53 format (in ASCII): 
60 
61 REM "START-OF-IMAGE: tn ssyyddd hhmrnss irnglin irngele nlin nele linres 
6 2 e l e r e s o u t 1 i n o u t e l e 
63 
64 where tn = type and navigation, ssyyddd and hhmrnss define the 
65 satellite, day and time, irnglin & irngele are the image line and 
66 element, nlin & nele a r e the number of lines in the 
67 original area, and outlin & outele are the number of lines and 
60 elements presented in this output. 
69 
70 The format for each line of the image is then: 
71 
72 11 11 nn nn vv vv vv vv ... FF 00 FF 00 FF 00 FF 00 11 11 nn nn vv vv. . 
73 
74 where "11 11" is the line number, " nn n n " is the byte count which 
75 follows - not including the sync pattern, "FF 00 FF 00" 
76 is a sync pattern. "11 11" be order rnsb-lsb so that the msb value will 
77 never be FF hex. The data values will either be run-length 
78 encoded, straight binary (for halftones) or 4—bit delta-code 
79 for halftones. 
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2 Dial Access Facility 
3 
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5 3/85 
6 
7 
8 Dial access to the Wisconsin McIDfiS permits retrieving of prepared. 
3 "products" which are made available by having run regular McIDOS 
10 keyins in the background and directing the output into a pre-defined 
11 product. Each product will be assigned a two-letter code which is 
12 used both in the creation and access of the product. A "product" may 
13 also consist of output from more than one McIDAS keyin. 
14 
15 To access prepared products from a dial-up terminal, do the 
16 following: 
17 1) set your terminal and modern to 1200 baud, 8 bits, no parity, 
18 1 or 2 stop bits, half-duplex. 
19 2) dial McIDAS phone number (608/263-l234) 
20 3) after connecting, type any letter followed by a carriage 
21 return (RETURN or ENTER key on some terminals). If you do 
22 not receive a colon (:) prompt in a few seconds, do it again. 
23 4) type in your password, followed by a carriage return 
24 4) you will be prompted with "=>" to enter a product code 
25 5) after entering the product code and receiving your output, 
26 you will be prompted for another product code. 
27 
28 NOTE: if you do not type your password correctly, you will be 
29 immediately disconnected. 
30 
31 NOTE: prompts for products will always end with the characters "=>" 
33 NOTE: two product codes of general interest are: 
34 HELP will display a screen of helpful information 
35 LOGOFF will log you off the dial access facility 
36 (hanging up the phone will, too, with no adverse effects) 
37 
38 To establish a new product code, please contact McIDAS operations. 
33 
40 | 
42 
4 3 The f o l l o w i n g p r o d u c t codes a r e c u r r e n t l y d e f i n e d : 
44 
45 (l2/85) 
46 
47 # code buf2 beg end length (1950bytes pages) 
48 — 
49 1 SA 5 3 4 ... 2 
50 2 WX 7 11 12 ... 4 
51 3 SP 17 15 16 ... 2 
52 4 FT 21 19 20 ... 2 
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53 5 E4 23 27 30 . . . 4 
54 6 HE 32 31 32 ... 1 
55 7 EX 33 133 166 ... 180 
56 8 E3 237 233 236 ... 4 
57 9 E2 245 241 244 ... 4 
58 10 E1 253 249 252... 4 
59 11 V1 277 257 258 ... 20 
60 12 V2 297 317 327 ... 20 
61 13 V3 357 337 338... 20 
62 14 V4 387 377 378 ... 10 
63 15 V5 397 407 412 ... 10 
64 16 V6 427 417 418 ... 10 
65 17 I1 457 437 438 ... 20 
66 18 I2 477 497 506 ... 20 
67 19 I3 537 517 518 ... 20 
68 20 I4 567 557 558 ... 10 
69 21 I5 587 577 581 ... 10 
70 22 I6 607 597 598 ... 10 
71 23 CG 657 617 618 ... 40 
72 24 I0 707 697 698 ... 10 
73 25 V0 737 717 718 ... 20 
74 26 W0 767 757 758 ... 10 
75 27 Wl 787 777 778 ... 10 
76 - 28 W2 807 797 798 ... 10 
77 29 W3 827 817 818 ... 10 
78 30 W5 837 847 855 ... 10 
79 31 W6 857 867 870 ... 10 
80 32 W9 887 877 878 ... 10 
81 33 P1 897 962 963 ... 65 
82 34 P2 1092 1027 1069 ... 65 
83 35 P3 1157 1222 1272 ... 65 
84 36 P4 1287 1352 1395 ... 65 
85 37 P5 1482 1417 1418 ... 65 
86 38 P9 1612 1547 1548 ... 65 
87 39 FO 1679 1677 1678 ... 2 
88 40 MD 1683 1681 1682 ... 2 
89 41 B9 1715 1685 1704 ... 30 
90 42 B8 1775 1745 1763 ... 30 
91 43 B7 1805 1835 1852 ... 30 
92 44 W7 1875 1865 1868 ... 10 
93 45 W8 1895 1885 1888 ... 10 
94 46 HA 1909 1905 1906 ... 4 
95 47 GD 1963 1913 1933 ... 50 
96 48 Q1 2078 2013 2014 ... 65 
97 49 Q2 2208 2143 2177 ... 65 
98 50 Q3 2338 2273 2310 ... 65 
99 51 Q4 2403 2468 2504 ... 65 
100 52 Q5 2533 2598 2599 ... 65 
L01 53 Rl 272S 2663 2673 ... 65 
102 54 R2 2858 2793 2820 ... 65 
103 55 R3 2923 2988 3017 ... 65 
104 56 R4 3053 3118 3161 ... 65 
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105 57 R5 3183 3248 3259 ... 65 
106 58 B1 3313 3343 3362 ... 30 
107 59 B2 3373 3483 3422 ... 30 
108 60 B3 3433 3463 3481 ... 30 
109 61 B4 3493 3523 3527 ... 30 
110 62 B5 3583 3553 3562 ... 30 
111 63 B6 3613 3643 3659 ... 30 
118 64 UG 3673 3723 3755 ... 50 
113 65 ** 3774 3773 3774 ... 1 
CHAPTER 8 
DESIGN OF PACE86 FIELD PROJECT 
Introduction 
Chapter 8 consists of two parts. The first reports on a recent study of 
the frequency distribution of July-August rain occurrences applicable to the 
FACE experimental area. The information generated by this study was needed 
for guidance in planning the 1986 operations for PACE, especially in develop-
ing the randomization scheme for the operations. The second part of the 
chapter presents a description of the design features adopted for the 1986 
cloud seeding experiment. Also included is a short appendix which summarizes 
adjustments made on one aspect of the design, based on early experience in the 
field operations. 
The design of the 1986 experiment was based on a variety of information 
and knowledge generated in the pre-experimental phases of PACE. This included 
climatological studies relating to the time and space distribution charac-
teristics of Illinois rainfall during the growing season, with special 
emphasis on July and August. Numerous radar echo studies were carried out to 
acquire detailed information on the characteristics of precipitation-producing 
clouds, including their variability in time and space and differences between 
echo characteristics in various types of convective storm systems. Consider-
able information was also obtained on the cloud physics and dynamics of Illi-
nois convective clouds in the pre-experimental period. Investigation was made 
of previous cloud seeding experiments to evaluate the methods and techniques 
used in treating clouds, so as to benefit from their experiences. An 
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evaluation of the chemical pollution problem was also undertaken. All of the 
information and knowledge resulting from the various pre-experimental studies 
was integrated into the design of the 1986 PACE experiment to the extent pos-
sible with funds, equipment, and personnel available to the project. 
A. Frequency Distribution of July-August Rain Occurrences 
Background As a guide in planning the 1986 PACE operations, especially 
the randomization scheme, a study was made of the distribution of rain 
occurrences during July and August. The 1971-1975 METROMEX data were used for 
this purpose. The frequency of days and storms which produced rainfall of 
0.01 inch or more at one or more raingages provided the analytical sample. 
Each storm had been identified according to synoptic storm type by Vogel in 
the earlier METROMEX research (Changnon et al., 1977). In the METROMEX stu-
dies, a storm was defined as a period of rainfall separated from any following 
storm by a minimum distance of 20 miles and/or a time difference of one hour 
or more. Consequently, it was not uncommon for more than one storm to be 
recorded on the 2000-square mile network during a 24-hour period. 
Analytical Procedures and Results First, the frequency distribution of 
the July-August storms of 1971-197 5 were grouped according to synoptic storm 
type. This was done for each year and for the 5 years combined. All storms 
were included regardless of time of occurrence; that is, no differentiation 
was made between storms occurring in the projected operational hours during 
1986 (1200-2100 CDT) and those occurring during the night and forenoon. 
Results are summarized in Table 8-1. A total of 207 storms occurred during 
the 5-year sampling period, which amounts to an average of about 41 per year. 
Among the individual years, storm frequencies ranged from 29 to 53. Thus, 
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considerable variability can be expected between years; in this case, the 
variability ranged from 70% to 121% of the 5-year mean. Among synoptic storm 
types, squall areas and air mass storms occurred most often, followed by cold 
fronts and squall lines. 
Next, the above analysis was repeated, but was limited to the projected 
operational hours of 1200 to 2100 CDT. All storms were included if all or 
part of the rainfall occurred in the 1200-2100 period, except those which 
developed at 2000 CDT or later and those which had dissipated by 1300 CDT. It 
was assumed that adequate sampling could not be done in these two situations. 
Results are summarized in Table 8-2 which is presented in the same form as 
Table 8-1. 
Table 8-2 shows that 132 of the 207 storms qualified for inclusion during 
the 5-year sampling period. Severe storms (hail, tornadoes, etc.) or those 
producing heavy amounts naturally (such as greater than 1 inch) were not elim-
inated in the frequency study. Thus, it must be realized that some of the 
storms contributing to the statistics in Table 8-2 would not be seeded in 
practice. However, other analyses performed in conjunction with the METROMEX 
project indicated that less than 8% of the summer storms producing measurable 
rainfall at one or more gages had amounts exceeding one inch in the heavy 
rainfall center at EDW, and the network average was less than 5%. If we sub-
tract 8% of the 5-year total of 132 storms from 1200 to 2100 CDT, we are left 
with 121, or about 24 per year in the potentially seedable class (assuming the 
1-inch storms are forecastable). 
Yearly frequencies in Table 8-2 ranged from 80% to 136% of the 5-year 
mean. Squall areas occurred most frequently, followed by air mass storms, 
squall lines, and cold fronts. Squall areas and air mass storms accounted for 
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50% of the storms, which is the same as for all storms combined in Table 8-1. 
A possible problem that could become involved in the randomization pro-
cedures can be seen in Table 8-2. Do we want to balance our samples with 
respect to storm types? If so, Table 8-2 provides some guidance in this 
direction. However, since climatically the synoptic storm types do not occur 
with equal frequency, it is doubtful that we would want to balance all types 
combined in our seeding experiments. It is more logical to proportion them 
climatically the best we can, so that seeding results eventually would provide 
a reliable measure of what can be accomplished realistically in cloud seeding. 
For example, assume it is not feasible to seed squall lines - then Table 8-2 
indicates we lose approximately 17% of potentially seedable situations in July 
and August. In any case, Table 8-2 provides useful first approximations of 
storm event frequencies for the 1986 operations. 
Next, the July-August data for 1971-197 5 were separated on a monthly 
basis. The results are summarized in Table 8-3 for the total sample of 207 
storms. In the 5-year sample, 115 of the 207 storms (56%) occurred in July. 
Table 8-4 shows the percent of total storms during July-August, grouped by 
storm type, that occurred in July during 1971-1975. The percentage ranged 
from 75% of the 2-month total for F-CF storms to 49% of the air mass storms. 
Air Mass storms and squall areas were the two most frequent types in both 
months (Table 8-3). 
Tables 8-5 and 8-6 are similar to Tables 8-3 and 8-4, and present statis-
tics for storms occurring in the 1200-2100 period during 1971-1975. Air mass 
storms and squall areas were again the most common occurrence in both months. 
These two types plus squall lines and cold fronts accounted for 81% of the 
July storms and 86% of the August storms in the 1200-2100 period. Thus, these 
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are the types that will be most frequently providing precipitating cloud sys-
tems that are potentially seedable in the June-August period. 
An analysis was performed to determine how frequently there were days 
with two or more separate storm systems during the operational period from 
1200 to 2100 CDT. On each qualifying day the type(s) of synoptic systems were 
identified. Results showed that there were 32 days on which two separate 
storm systems occurred during July-August, 1971-1975. There were no days with 
more than two storm systems. Of the 32 cases, 20 involved days on which both 
storms were the same synoptic type, and 12 days had changing types. The above 
statistics indicate that an average of about 6 days per year will have two or 
more separate storm systems systems during July and August, and there will be 
changing types about twice yearly. The distributions by storm type are shown 
in Tables 8-7 and 8-8. Air mass storms are the most common storm type 
involved on days with two separate storm systems. They were involved on 16 of 
the 32 days as the only type (8 times) or one of the two types (8 times). 
Finally, the number of days with potential for seeding was determined. 
During the 5 years, there were 100 days on which measurable rainfall occurred 
on the METROMEX Network between 1200 and 2100 CDT. This indicates an average 
of 20 days per year within an area of approximately 2000 square miles. If we 
subtract 10% of the days as likely to be unsuitable due to heavy rainstorms or 
other severe weather events, this leaves an average of 18 days per year. 
Inaccurate forecasting of unsuitable weather conditions is likely to eliminate 
another 2 days — that is, severe storm or flash flood warnings that do not 
verify. 
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Table 8 -1 . Frequency D i s t r i b u t i o n of July-August 
Synoptic Storm Types, 1971-1975. 
Frequency of Storm Types* 
Period SL SA AM CF P-CF SF WF Others Combined 
1971 4 10 4 5 2 7 1 0 33 
1972 8 11 16 8 3 5 2 0 53 
1973 9 11 15 1 3 2 2 1 44 
1974 0 6 6 10 0 5 2 0 29 
1975 9 14 10 11 0 2 2 0 48 
1971-75 
Total 30 52 51 3 5 8 21 9 1 207 
Percent of 
1971-75 
Total 15 25 25 17 4 10 4 <0.5 
Table 8-2. Frequency D i s t r i b u t i o n of July-August Synoptic Storm Types 
from 1200 to 2100 CDT During 1971-197 5. 
Frequency of Storm Types, 1200-2100 CDT 
Period SL SA AM CF P-CF_ SF WF Others Combined 
1971 3 7 3 2 2 4 0 0 21 
1972 7 9 10 5 2 3 0 0 36 
1973 7 6 9 1 2 0 1 0 26 
1974 0 5 5 5 0 5 1 0 21 
1975 6 9 3 9 0 1 0 0 2 8 
1971-75 
Total 23 36 30 22 6 13 2 0 132 
Percent of 
1971-75 
Total 17 27 23 17 4 10 2 0 
* SL-Squall Line; SA-Squall Area; AM-Air Mass; CF-Cold Front ; 
P-CF-Post-Cold Front ; SF-S ta t i c Front ; WF-Warm Front 
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Table 8-3. Monthly Frequency of Storm Occurrences, 1971-75. 
July 
Period SL SA AM CF P-CF SF WF Other Total 
1971 4 6 0 2 2 5 1 0 20 
1972 4 6 9 2 2 5 1 0 2 9 
1973 6 5 6 1 2 2 2 0 24 
1974 0 6 4 7 0 0 2 0 1 9 
197 5 4 7 6 6 0 0 0 0 2 3 
1971-75 18 30 25 18 6 12 6 0 115 
August 
Period SL SA AM CF P-CF SF WF Other Total 
1971 0 4 4 3 0 2 0 0 13 
1972 4 5 7 6 1 0 1 0 24 
1973 3 6 9 0 1 0 0 1 20 
1974 0 0 2 3 0 5 0 0 1 0 
1975 5 7 4 5 0 2 2 0 2 5 
1971-75 12 22 26 17 2 9 3 1 92 
Table 8-4. July Percent of To ta l , 1971-197 5. 
Percent of 
Storm Type July-August Total 
SL 60 
SA 58 
AM 49 
CF 51 
P-CF 75 
SF 57 
WF 67 
Combined 56 
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Table 8-5. Monthly Frequency at 1200-2100 CDT, 1971-1975. 
July Frequency 
Period SL SA AM CF P-CF SF WF Other Total 
1971 3 3 0 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 
1972 3 4 7 2 2 3 0 0 21 
1973 4 3 2 1 2 0 1 0 13 
1974 0 5 4 3 0 0 1 0 13 
197 5 2 6 2 6 0 0 0 0 1 6 
1971-75 12 21 15 13 6 5 2 0 74 
August Frequency 
Period SL SA AM CF P-CF SF WF Other Total 
1971 0 4 3 1 0 2 0 0 10 
1972 4 5 3 3 0 0 0 0 15 
1973 3 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 13 
1974 0 0 1 2 0 5 0 0 8 
1975 4 3 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 2 
1971-75 11 15 15 9 0 8 0 0 58 
Table 8-6. July Percent of Total at 1200-2100 CDT. 
Percent of 
Storm Type July-August Total 
SL 52 
SA 58 
AM 50 
CF 59 
P-CF 100 
SF 3 8 
WF 100 
Combined 56 
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Table 8-7. Synoptic Storm Types on 11 Days 
Having Changing Storm Systems. 
Storm Type Frequency 
AM bcmg SA 4 
AM bcmg SL 2 
SA bcmg SL 2 
SL bcmg CF 1 
SL bcmg SA 1 
SL bcmg AM 2 
12 
Table 8-8. Synoptic Storms Types on 21 Days Having Two Separate 
Storm Systems, Both of the Same Type. 
Storm Type Frequency 
AM 8 
SF 4 
CF 3 
SA 3 
P-CF 2 
20 
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B. Design of 1986 Cloud Seeding Experiment 
Introduction. The design of PACE86 field experiment was based on two 
objectives: 
(1) To ascertain possible effects of Agl seeding on summertime convec-
tive clouds; 
(2) to explore possibilities of defining "clouds" operationally as units 
of experimentation and observation. 
Rationale. The ultimate aim of PACE is to establish whether, how and 
when, precipitation can be modified. Hence part of this 1986 experiment 
should involve actual seeding. It is, however, unlikely that a definitive 
answer will result from any one year of experimentation. Instead, there needs 
to be a piecemeal progression of developing concepts, hypotheses, definitions, 
measurements, and classifications which can be applied for more closely 
focused later experimentation. Hence part of this 1986 experiment will be 
devoted to the development of an operational definition of new experimental 
units. 
The Experiment and its Subexperiments. The 1986 summer experimentation 
is labeled the "Weather Type Experiment" (WTE) and will deal with occurrences 
of four weather types during each afternoon (1200 to 2100) of the July 1 to 
August 31 period. Definitions of the four types, of weather are given else-
where. The Study Area is the part of Illinois that is within 100 nautical 
miles of CMI (Figure 8-1). 
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Figure 8 - 1 . 
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The main mode of operation of WTE will center on the analysis of echoes 
of seeded and unseeded clouds, and will be referred to as the "Echo subexperi-
ment" (ESX). An alternative mode will be followed when the cloud physics air-
craft is present and available for operations. That mode will be referred to 
as the "Cloud Physics Subexperiment" (CPS). Its primary objective will be to 
investigate the timing for the water-to-ice conversion process in and near the 
0 C level. The limited amount of aircraft time (we expect 4 to 6 flight 
periods of 3 to 4 hours duration), and the lack of independence between clouds 
on the same day, means that CPS cannot be expected to achieve significant 
results, but may provide some general indications. In addition to these two 
modes, WTE will conduct operations and analyses that are directed to the 
development of operation definitions of clouds for seeding experiments. This 
mode will be called "Operational Definition of Clouds" (ODC). It will run 
concurrently with the other modes, especially in the earlier part of the sum-
mer. 
Units. Two types of units will be used in this experiment, weather units 
and cloud units. Their role in the subexperiments will be explained in the 
sections on designs, below. For the present, we provide operational defini-
tions. 
A WEATHER UNIT essentially consists of an afternoon, or part of an after-
noon, when the weather is of one of the four types covered by WTE. A weather 
unit is defined by being declared as such by the project meteorologist, who 
will do so if, at any time between 1200 and 2100, one of the identifiable 
weather types is nowcast within the Study Area. A unit will terminate at 
2100, unless the project meteorologist declares its end at an earlier time 
because that weather type has terminated. The project meteorologist may then 
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declare a new unit if a nowcast of a different type of weather occurs. Thus, 
no unit will ever extend from one day to the next, but more than one unit may 
occur on one day if the weather type changes between 1200 and 2100. (Section 
3 contains more specific guidelines for terminating a unit.) 
A CLOUD UNIT is defined within a weather unit after the radar meteorolo-
gist has directed the seeding plane to a region of possibly seedable clouds. 
From that point on there are three decisions to be made before a cloud quali-
fies as a unit. 
First, the airborne meteorologist selects a cloud whose visual 
appearance suggests strong activity and likely seedability. 
Secondly, the aircraft makes a first pass through the cloud 
and collects data on the seeding time window and on cloud content 
(seeding may actually begin on that pass). If these data satisfy 
appropriate guidelines, the cloud is finally accepted as a unit. 
Cloud units are difficult to define precisely at this time, since no 
operational definition of such clouds has been tried out adequately. (A work-
ing definition was prepared for the 1986 operational plan). Definitions will 
have to be improvised and amended during the experiment. Fart of the experi-
ment (ODC) will be to evolve a more precise and operationally feasible defini-
tion. Clearly, the definition has to be one of a SEEDABLE cloud and it should 
minimize the likely effects of seeding any one unit on other units. 
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Study of the Operational Definition of Clouds (ODC) 
Purposes. This aspect of the 1986 WTE calls for trial and error of 
definition of individual clouds and the practical implementation of these 
definitions. In the ESX these clouds will form the observational subunits 
within the experimental weather units. During any one ESX experimental unit 
all clouds units will be seeded by flares from the same container. In the 
CPS, on the other hand, these clouds will form the experimental units and each 
one of them is to be seeded separately. At the same time, the ODC mode will 
consist of studying the operational definition of such cloud units. 
Evolution of definition of seedable cloud. The guidelines to be used 
initially in defining a cloud unit were described above. New criteria will 
presumably evolve as the experiment progresses; that is the purpose of its ODC 
phase. 
Records. The three-tier definition of a cloud unit involves the use of a 
number of guidelines that need to be defined in a manner that can be applied 
operationally. It also requires real time coordination between the aircraft 
meteorologist and the radar meteorologist to match clouds or cells observed 
visually with echoes reflected on the radar screen. This is probably less 
than trivial, and its practical application will undoubtedly require ongoing 
modifications until a practical protocol is attained. It will need careful 
debriefing of the meteorologists on board and at the radar and may be helped 
by continuous time cloud photography from the aircraft. It may be further 
aided if two meteorologists are on board and can record their observations and 
potential choices simultaneously (though on any one flight only one of them 
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can be responsible for the actual decision). 
The above records might result in defining a workable protocol for cloud 
definition. They would not address the second issue; that of possible contam-
ination and synergism between different clouds. Possibly the comparison of 
neighboring clouds on Agl seeded days with neighboring clouds on placebo 
seeded days may give some preliminary information on that. Further thought 
should be addressed to analyses that might be informative of this problem. 
Design of the Echo Subexperiment (ESX) 
Experimental Units (ESX). Weather units, as defined in the 1986 Opera-
tional Plan, are afternoons or parts of afternoons of a particular weather 
type. They are chosen as ESX experimental units because they best satisfy the 
criteria for proper experimentation. 
(1) They are physically meaningful and allow stratification by weather 
type. 
(2) They are defined in real time and can be randomized a priori, i.e., 
before the start of seeding. 
(3) They are clearly separated from each other, so that seeding on any 
one unit cannot reasonably be suspected of affecting the observations on 
another unit. 
The decision not to use individual clouds as ESX experimental units was 
based on doubts about their satisfying criteria (2) and (3). Not enough is 
known about the possible chemical contamination of seeding from cloud to 
cloud, nor about the possible synergism of dynamic development of adjacent 
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clouds. Hence clouds cannot provide experimental units in a definition that 
unequivocally satisfies criterion (3). Nor are there operational real time 
definitions of clouds that satisfy criterion (2). 
Flare boxes (EDX). Boxes of 200 flares of one kind, i.e., all Agl flares 
or all placebo flares, will be prepared ahead of time. These boxes will be 
marked by serial numbers, starting from 1.2, ..., but will give no sign of 
what kind of flares they contain. A STORE LIST of boxes will be prepared as 
follows. (This list does not need to be confidential.) 
Box serial number Weather type 
1 W[l] = A 
2 W[l] = A 
3 W[2] = B 
4 W[2] = B 
5 W[3] = C 
6 W[3] = C 
7 W[4] = D 
8 W[4] = D 
9 W[5] = 
. 1 0 W[5] = 
11 W[6] = 
12 W[6] = 
Whenever a weather unit is declared and its weather type determined, the 
store list will be consulted to find the upmost entry for that weather type 
and the box of flares with the corresponding serial number will be used for 
seeding that unit. 
As soon as both entries of a particular weather type have been used, that 
weather type will be assigned to the first pair of undefined entries. That 
will ensure that there will always be one or two serial numbers available for 
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each weather type. 
Here is an example: 
Weather unit 1, type C, pick Box 5 
Weather unit 1, type A, pick Box 1 
Weather unit 3, type D, pick Box 7 
Weather unit 4, type C, pick Box 6 
now assign type C to entries 9, 10, i.e., set W[5] = C. 
Weather unit 5, type C, pick Box 9 
Weather unit 6, type A, pick Box 2 
now assign type A to entries 11, 12, i.e., set W[6] = A, etc. 
Seeding (EDX). The seeding aircraft, upon being loaded with its flares, 
would proceed to the area indicated by the radar as promising seeding oppor-
tunities. The procedure for defining a cloud unit would then be carried out, 
and be followed by seeding the selected cloud unit. 
Randomization (EDX). The weather units are to be randomized in pairs, 
within weather types, with one unit to be seeded with AgI and the other with 
placebo. To this purpose, every pair of box serial numbers (2j-l, 2j) has 
been allocated to be either (AgI, placebo) or (placebo, AgI), according to 
whether a coin toss showed heads or tails. 
These allocations are recorded in the EDX RANDOMIZATION LIST which is 
accessible only to the randomization officer (and consulting statistician for 
backup); it will be made public after the data of the experiment have been 
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prepared for final statistical analysis. 
The randomized allocations are to be used in packing the boxes of flares, 
so that the (2j-l)-st and 2j-th box receive, respectively, AgI and placebo, or 
the reverse. 
This packing should be done ahead of the time this pair of boxes may be 
needed for seeding. It should be scheduled so that enough boxes are always 
available for all weather types. In other words, 4 pairs of boxes need to be 
available at the outset of the experiment and, whenever a new pair of serial 
numbers is assigned a weather type, one more pair of boxes needs to be 
prepared by noontime of the next day. 
Again, all the activities described in this section must be kept confi-
dential. That will ensure that the definition of weather units, the seeding 
activities and the collection of data will be unbiased, because whoever does 
them is entirely blind to the Agl/placebo allocation. 
Recovery of unused flares (EDX). When the plane returns from seeding a 
weather unit, all remaining flares should be returned to the store, carefully 
labelled by the number of the flare box from which they came. The randomiza-
tion officer may then, using the EFX randomization list, restore the unused 
flares to the supply of flares of the correct kind (AgI or placebo). The 
latter operation must be carried out in confidence, i.e., no one should know 
if flares have been returned to the AgI supply or to the placebo supply. That 
may be ensured by never returning a single day's lot of unused flares, but 
simultaneously returning the lots from at least two weather units. 
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Observational Units (Sampling Units). Though randomization is to be car-
ried on by afternoons, or parts of afternoons, actual seeding and observation 
of responses are to be carried out on individual clouds units. 
As noted above, these units are difficult to define precisely, and seed-
ing any one of them, may affect others, hence the responses must be observed 
in a manner that would reflect possibly diffuse effects. 
Radar Observations. For every observational cloud unit, radar observa-
tions of each core would be traced from inception to dissipation. Mergers 
would be noted. The observations from mergers with cores from other clouds 
would need to be allocated according to some predetermined role. (In defining 
these response observations, it must be kept in mind that the effect of seed-
ing may well extend beyond the individual cloud chosen for seeding. The 
definitions should therefore be broader, rather than narrower.) 
Design of the Cloud Physics Subexperiment (CPS) 
Priority. The CPS mode of experimentation is to have priority over ESX 
and will be carried out whenever the cloud physics aircraft is available for 
operations. 
Experimental units (CPS). Individual clouds units within weather units 
would form the experimental units for the CPS study. There are likely to be 
several of these cloud units within individual weather units. 
Flare platoons (CPS). Sets of 34 flares of one kind, to be referred to 
as PLATOONS, will be prepared ahead of time and assembled in packages of six 
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platoons each, with double serial numbers indicating both the package and the 
platoon. For example, the third package will contain six platoons of 24 
flares each, and their serial numbers will be 31, 32, ..., 36. Within every 
package, each pair of platoons, i.e., the first and second platoons, third and 
fourth platoons, or fifth and sixth platoons, will consist of one AgI flare 
platoon and one placebo flare platoon. For example, in the third package we 
might have 31 AgI; 32 placebo, 33 placebo, 34 Agl; 35 placebo; 36 Agl. 
The allocation of Agl and placebo to pairs of platoons will have been 
randomized and kept in confidence. 
When a CFS weather unit is declared, the next available package of flares 
will be taken and mounted on the aircraft's flare container in the following 
order: 
Flatoon number Into flare positions 
1 1 - - 24 
2 25-- 48 
3 49-- 72 
4 73-- 96 
5 97--120 
6 121--144 
Seeding (CFS.). After the package of flares is loaded onto the seeding 
aircraft, the two aircraft proceed to select a cloud unit for seeding. Once 
seeding begins, that cloud receives any number of flares packed in container 
positions 1 - 24. No further flares can be released into that cloud. If and 
when the next cloud unit has been selected, it will be seeded by flares from 
positions 25 - 48. The third cloud may be seeded by flares from positions 
(49-72). 
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Randomization (CPS). The cloud units are to be randomized in pairs 
within each weather unit, with one cloud being AgI seeded and the other pla-
cebo seeded. To that purpose, every pair of platoon serial numbers (2i-l, 2i) 
has been allocated to be either (AgI, placebo) or (placebo, AgI), according to 
whether a coin showed heads or tails. 
These allocations are recorded in the CPS RANDOMIZATION LIST which is 
accessible only to the randomization office (and consulting statistician for 
backup); it will be made public only after the data of the experiment have 
been prepared for final statistical analysis. 
The randomized allocations are to be used in assembling the packages of 
platoons of flares, so that the (2i-l)-st and 2i-th platoon (in the general 
order of platoons within all packages) receive, respectively, AgI and placebo, 
or the reverse. 
This assembly of packages must be done ahead of the time the packages may 
be needed for seeding. Since no more than two weather units are likely to 
occur on any one day, it will be enough to have two ready packages on hand at 
any one time. 
All activities described in this section must be kept confidential, for 
the same reasons as discussed earlier. 
Recovery of unused flares (CPS). When the plane returns from seeding the 
clouds of a weather unit, the flare container with the unused flares should be 
returned to the store, labelled by the CPS weather unit number. The randomi-
zation officer may then, using the CPS randomization list, restore the unused 
flares to the supplies of unused flares of each kind (AgI and placebo). This 
operation should be conducted in confidence. 
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Observational units (CPS). Individual clouds also form the observational 
units in this part of the study. 
Cloud physics observations. The cloud physics aircraft is to carry out 
observations of the seeding time window and other cloud sample properties on 
successive passes through the cloud units. Ideally, such observations would 
be carried out on all such clouds. In practice, they take longer than seeding 
and hence cannot be carried out in all cases. 
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Appendix (7/10/86) - Design Variations Related to Aircraft 
The following modifications were made in the 1986 PACE design to improve 
operational efficiency, after initial experience in early July. 
Weather Type Experiment. If the forecast at 1100-1200 indicates we are 
going to have 2 weather types, we will load flares for both to save time to 
return to base (if needed). Load "side 1" (flares #1-100) for weather type 1, 
and load "side 2" (#101-200) for weather type 2. 
Aborted Cloud Physics Aircraft and Lost CPS Mission. This change was 
designed to save the return of seeding aircraft to base to change flares in 
order to shift to WTE. 
1. If no clouds have been treated and then the abort of the CPS oc-
curs, seed aircraft pilot checks base for WTE plan appropriate to the 
conditions, and the randomization officer advises cloud seeder how to 
proceed (gives him numbers of flares that are either all AgI or all 
placebos). 
2. If one cloud was AgI tested, then all the rest of the clouds in 
the type are to be treated with AgI regardless of WTE plan. If one 
cloud was sand (placebo) treated, then the WTE plan for the type of 
weather type (AgI or sand) is to be followed using appropriate flares 
in rack (as in #1 above). 
3. If two or more clouds have been treated (hence at least one has 
had AgI), then proceed to treat all clouds in the weather type chosen 
with AgI. 
Other Conditions. If other unspecified conditions occur, use common 
sense and do not lose seeding opportunity. Go elsewhere in the weather sys-
tem, if need be, to initiate treatments. 
CHAPTER 9 
PLANNING FOR PACE 86 
Planning for future research and field activities on PACE was a major 
activity. A principal goal of the Pre-Experimental Research Phase of PACE 
(see Plan of 1978) has been to evolve findings from a series of past studies 
to evolve a conceptual model and hypothesis for modification of summer clouds 
and rain in Illinois and the Midwest. The decision to move beyond the Pre-
Experimental, data/information assembly effort, was to be based on sufficient 
evidence to indicate possible success in individual cloud modification through 
a testable concept of modification. Much of the effort of this project was 
devoted to the review and integration of past findings to develop this con-
cept. In December, largely through staff and consultant discussions, we con-
cluded that sufficient evidence was available for us to launch the initial 
exploratory investigation of cloud modification in 1986-87. This effort would 
not represent any attempt to alter rainfall, but rather to begin to test cer-
tain steps in the hypothesis that the project had formulated over the past 
year (see Chapter 6). 
Once this decision was made, a series of extensive discussions with NOAA 
staff, consultants/advisors, and Water Survey staff were pursued to begin to 
formulate the dimensions of the field effort. The planning endeavor was 
extensive from January to June 1986. 
Since the hypothesis to be partially tested through exploratory cloud 
seeding in 1986 was similar to that developed by ex-NOAA scientist William 
Woodley in the Florida Area Cumulus Experiment, discussions began with him and 
with Dr. Abraham Gagin of Hebrew University, both consultants to the project. 
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These discussions were conducted in mid-December in Boulder and via telephone 
to Hebrew University Jerusalem. Subsequent interactions with Dr. Woodley 
included his 3-day visit to the Water Survey in mid-January 1986. Then, a 
major 3-day project meeting (February 5-7, 1986) was conducted in Champaign. 
Included in this inteusive planning session were ii staff scientists plus Dr. 
Abraham Gagin of Hebrew University, Dr. K. Ruben Gabriel of the University of 
Rochester, Dr. William Woodley of Boulder, Colorado, and Mr. Thomas Henderson, 
President of Atmospherics Incorporated. The plan of this meeting was to 
review relevant past findings from the Pre-Experimental period of PACE (197 9-
85), and to discuss our preliminary plans for the 1986 field effort and subse-
quent analyses. This discussion identified several key issues and needs for 
action and information. 
Subsequent to these meetings, many staff efforts were devoted to reacting 
to these issues. Included were the launching of further studies of Illinois 
echoes; plans to site and operate the HOT weather radar for the summer of 
1986; design of the forecast system for the project; preparation of an RFP for 
the seeding aircraft; and a host of other activities and studies from which 
input was desired for the design and operation of a 2-month (July-August 1986) 
field operation. 
Many staff meetings involved the forecast/nowcast team (Achtemeier, 
Scott, Kidder Ochs, and Changnon); the radar team (Westcott, Mueller, and 
Brunkow); the design team (Huff and Changnon), and the cloud physics team 
(Ackerman, Czys, and Ochs) were conducted. An important addition was made to 
the PACE staff. Dr. Robert Czys who has extensive cloud physics research 
background and experience in aircraft oriented cloud physics operations, 
joined the PACE team in May. He directed the cloud physics aircraft flights 
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in PACE 86. 
A major activity related to the final '86 project design and randomiza-
tion process. This involved Professor K. Ruben Gabriel of the University of 
Rochester as a project consultant, and Professor Ingram Orkin of Stanford 
University who also served as a consultant. Huff and Changnon worked closely 
with Gabriel in refining the design of the PACE 86 field experiment. We chose 
experimental units involving synoptic weather systems, based on a earlier PACE 
research. These weather systems can be identified in real-time, can be ran-
domized, and represent independent entities; all three criteria are needed to 
define adequately experimental units. The design included plans such that 
during certain weather systems (experimental units), there would be further 
randomization of individual clouds when the cloud physics aircraft operations 
were pursued. 
A principal activity in the planning was the development of a series of 
documents, many of which became a portion of the operational plan. Gabriel, 
Changnon and Huff developed the overall design document with the randomization 
scheme; Huff, Vogel, Changnon, and Scott developed a document concerning the 
synoptic weather systems that were utilized as "experimental units" indicating 
how they will be identified and stating the criteria to be used for experimen-
tation. A series of definitions needed to address the operations including 
seeding area, randomization scheme, and seedability criteria were developed. 
Mr. Thomas Henderson, with experience in cloud seeding in Illinois, prepared a 
document entitled "Storm Types, Seedability, and Seeding Strategy for Illi-
nois." As a part of the operational plan and as part of the criteria for 
operations, Huff assembled a document entitled "Guides for Identification of 
Severe Rainstorms During PACE 1986 Operations in Illinois." Other documents 
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were prepared relating to radar operational procedures and the forecast sys-
tem. In the end, an operational plan was prepared for PACE 86. 
Planning for the operations also involved extensive discussions with Dr. 
William Woodley who helped direct the summer field opeations and directed 
seeding aircraft operations. This involved discussions with Changnon and 
Woodley in Boulder in March, and a visit to the Water Survey by Woodley in 
April. 
A major activity during the planning period was to obtain, install and 
prepare facilities for the PACE 86 operations. A variety of equipment was 
acquired to provide a state-of-technology forecast/nowcast system. All incom-
ing weather data were recorded in the Water Survey VAX computer. 
We requested the use of the CLASS radiosonde system from NCAR, and after 
discussions about payment, it was agreed to provide the system to Illinois in 
June. It was to be operated to provide mid-day releases to supplement the 
upper air data and to assess predictive models. 
The HOT radar, which we had hoped to have for the PACE 86 operations, 
could not be made ready for operations. A state-of-the-technology signal pro-
cessor, being built by Lassen Industries, was delayed. Receipt of the proces-
sor will not occur until the fall of 1986. Hence, the radar operations for 
PACE 86 were based on the CHILL radar. 
The PACE 86 project will involve a use of two aircraft. A request for 
bids for a seeding aircraft system and staffing was issued in April, and, 4 
bids were received. Evaluations of these indicated that the bid of Atmospher-
ics Inc. was the best. A requisition for their 2-month services for $92,000 
was prepared and submitted to the University of Illinois Board of Trustees for 
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approval on June 12. Seeding materials (droppable flares) for FACE 86 were to 
be provided by Atmospherics Inc. 
We had many interactions with Desert Research Institute (DRI) and the 
Colorado International Corporation (CIC) about the cloud physics aircraft to 
be provided for the FACE 86 operations. Under a proposal that DRI submitted 
to NOAA, funds were obtained to provide about $40,000 for costs for this high 
quality cloud physics aircraft to the Illinois project for approximately one 
month (July) of operations. We provided an additional $10,000, extensive dis-
cussions related to this aircraft have been conducted during the planning 
period. 
CHAPTER 10 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND FUNDING ISSUES 
This project has continued to involve a high frequency of interactions 
with the NOAA Program Manager and with other NOAA staff in ERL/NOAA. For 
example, discussions were conducted with the Program Manager on November 5, 
1985, in Austin, Texas; on December 18-19, 1985, in Boulder; on January 30-31, 
1986, in Boulder; and on May 19-22, in Washington, DC. In addition to these 
discussions, there were a large number of telephone calls discussing various 
aspects of the research and planning of PACE. 
In addition to these discussions, the PACE staff presented four project-
related seminars in Boulder during this quarter. In December 1985 three sem-
inars were presented: "PACE Overview," by Stanley Changnon; "Review of 
Midwestern Convective Cloud Information," by Nancy Westcott; and the "Develop-
ment of a Modification Hypothesis for PACE," by Bernice Ackerman. Then, on 
February 10, Dr. A. Gagin of Hebrew University, who is working on the project 
as a consultant, presented a seminar in Boulder on "Studies of Illinois Echo 
Characteristics." 
Extensive discussions with NOAA staff continued during the spring of 
1986. These involved a variety of interactions with the Program Manager con-
cerning the progress on the project, and the funding for the 12-month period 
beginning in May 86. NOAA and DOC caused delays in funding related to reduced 
agency budgets and internal desires to reprogram project funds to other NOAA 
programs. These problem led to extensive discussions with OAR and ERL staff, 
both in Boulder and in Washington; and extensive discussions with Illinois 
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Congressional staff during 3 visits to Washington. NOAA handling of funding 
produced delays and uncertainties over funding of the 1986 field project and 
these were a matter of major concern to Illinois. They consumed enormous 
amounts of administrative time of Water Survey staff. 
CHAPTER 11 
PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS 
Several scientific papers were prepared and published in journals and 
conference proceedings. Changnon completed a paper which was published in the 
Journal of Weather Modification entitled, "Perspectives on Evaluation in 
Weather Modification." 
Dr. Bernice Ackerman and Nancy Westcott had a paper published in the 
Journal of Weather Modification. "Development of a Modification Hypothesis for 
the Midwest." A second paper was "Midwestern Convective Clouds: A Review" by 
the same authors in the JWM. 
Changnon had a paper published in the Preprints on the Tenth Weather 
Modification Confeence entitled, "Illinois Weather Modification Program: 
PACE." Two other project papers were published in the Preprints of that 
conference including: "Weather, Technological Advance, and the Potential 
Economic Effects of Weather Modification," by P. Garcia, S. Offutt, and M. 
Pinar; and "Asssessing the Economic Benefits of Planned Weather Modification," 
by S. Sonka and W. Easterling. 
Also prepared was a report by A. Gagin, D. Rosenfeld, and H. Nozyce of 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem entitled; Analysis of Radar Volume Scan Data 
for the Preliminary Determination of the Properties of Convective Raincells in 
Illinois. This effort reveals a continued high level of attention to the pro-
duction of scientific findings. 
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Other papers presented and/or published through support from the PACE 
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Models: A Comparison. J. Climate and Applied Meteor.. 24, 617-623. 
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of International Conference of WMA-ANALFA. Clermont-Ferrand, France, 10 
pp. 
Garcia, P., S. E. Offutt, and M. Pinar, 1985: Methodologies for Assessing 
Potential Benefits of Weather Modification in Illinois Agriculture. Pre-
prints, 17th Conference on Agriculture and Forest Meteorology. AMS, 169-
172. 
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tion, Geneva,, 8 pp. 
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Reprinted from Preprint Volume. Tenth Conference 
on Planned and Inadvertent Weather Modification. 
May 27-30, 1988. Published by the American 
Meteorological Society. Boaton. Mass. ILLINOIS WEATHER MODIFICATION 
PROGRAM: PACE 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr. 
Climate and Meteorology Section 
Illinois State Water Survey 
Champaign. Illinois 
1. Introduction 
The Illinois project in the Federal/State 
Cooperative Weather Modification Research 
Program is a midvestern research effort, both in 
its participants and utility of its findings. 
It has Involved scientists from several 
mldwestern universities, as well as those in 
NOAA, and was planned by scientists at four 
state universities in the midwest (Illinois, 
Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio), the Water Survey, 
and at NOAA. 
The driving force behind PACE, and 
therefore its broad goal, is to determine 
whether summer precipitation in the midwest can 
be enhanced in a manner that will benefit 
agriculture and in particular increase the 
yields of corn and soybeans. This focus on 
summer convective rainfall enhancement is rooted 
in several factors. 
First among these are results of 
agricultural studies of the effects of altered 
precipitation on crops and hydrologlcal studies 
of the influence of added precipitation on water 
resources. These "effect" type studies 
demonstrated that more rain during July and 
August was the most beneficial type of 
precipitation modification that could occur in 
the midwest. There would be benefits to water 
resources and other endeavors, but the major 
beneficiary is agriculture through summer rain 
enhancment (Changnon and Huff, 1979). 
A second factor that brought interest in 
the subject to a point of launching a major 
project has been the use of existing weather 
modification technologies in various parts of 
the midwest over the last ten years. This usage 
has been by farmers, agribusiness, and 
agri-financial units desiring increased yields, 
and it raised the question to state and 
university leaders, "Can the weather be 
modified?" These events led agricultural 
experiment stations of oldwestern universities 
to become involved in the design and conduct of 
an experimental effort. Many in agriculture 
believe that future major increases in corn and 
soybean yields will depend upon greater 
availability of water, by whatever means 
(Changnon, 1980). 
PACE also was developed because 
scientists in the midwest, in review of what has 
been accomplished in weather modification, 
concluded that the scientific basis of rain 
modification in the midwest was uncertain, but 
the results with convectlve clouds in Florida 
and the Dakotas were sufficiently encouraging to 
try to resolve the question of a more precise 
technology in the midwest. Planned and 
inadvertent weather modification research in the 
midwest by 1975 further supported a view of 
optimism about a potentially positive outcome. 
For example, the results of METROMEX at St. 
Louis showed that summer rainfall was enhanced 
by the city, partly through increased merging of 
convectlve storm elements (Changnon et al., 
1981), a factor that helps define a 
hypothesis for rain enhancement. 
Finally, although the nation has 
experienced high crop production in recent 
years, there is still a basic drive to increase 
yields, and to stabilize yields between years, 
because of their obvious economic benefit. This 
benefit comes to the producer and eventually to 
the consumer. Thus, one finds in the midwest a 
strong rationale for an experiment to develop a 
more specific technology to answer the question, 
"Can it be done in a predictable and useful 
way?" 
2. Background 
The Water Survey has been involved in 
cloud physics and precipitation research for 30 
years and portions of this work are relevant to 
developing a meaningful answer to weather 
modification. In 1970, the Water Survey 
launched a project with the Bureau of 
Reclamation, that was a forerunner of PACE 
(Changnon, 1973). This 3-year program sought 
answers to two fundamental questions: 1) can we 
modifly the weather in the midwest in a suitable 
fashion; and 2) should the weather be modified 
for the common good? The atmospheric research 
addressed issues like experimental design, 
evaluation, precipitation measurement, extra 
area effects, cloud studies, aircraft and models 
and climatological studies. Effects studies 
were launched in four areas including the 
environmental effects (such as amounts of of 
silver iodide in water bodies and effects of 
more rain on the wildlife); the legal aspects 
(which led to the development of a model state 
law for the control and monitoring of weather 
modification); public attitudes towards weather 
modification (how projects should be handled); 
and economic effects. 
The PACE project was established in 1977. 
As noted before, various scientists assessed the 
research needs and developed a plan for PACE 
during 1976-78. Limited state and federal 
resources were received from NOAA beginning in 
1978 to help support a variety of research of 
meteorological aspects and weather effects. The 
initial NOAA support covered 3 years, 1978-80, 
with continuing albeit limited state support 
during 1981-1983. NOAA funding through 
Congressional interests resumed in April 1984 
and continues to present. The total PACE 
funding from NOAA to date is approximately $1.8 
million with approximately $1.0 million from the 
states. 
3. PACE Plan and Current Status 
The PACE plan (ISWS, 1978) states the 
goals of PACE. They are to determine: 
1) the precipitation alterations 
attainable in various growing season 
weather conditions; 
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2) Che impacts on all facets of 
agriculture of rain alterations chat 
can be established; and 
3) the ultimate socio-economic and 
environmental desirability of the 
weather alterations. 
The specific objectives of PACE as stated 
in 1978 were: 1) to execute carefully designed 
field experiments involving cloud modification 
in the central agricultural region of the U.S.; 
2) to document the alteration of cloud dynamics 
and other physical responses from modification; 
3) to develop the conceptual and numerical 
models to guide the experimentation and the 
transfer of the technology; 4) to identify 
changes in area precipitation brought abouc by 
modification of warm season precipitation 
elements; and 5) co determine any extra area 
effeccs of modification treatments. 
PACE has essentially compleced ics 
Pre-Experimencal Phase (Fig. 2). This efforc 
has included various feasibility studies and 
included echo-rain climatological analyses, 
hypothesis development, and socio-economic 
assessments. These results, which accumulated 
from 1978 through 1985 have led us co conclude 
that there is a need and a reasonable likelihood 
of success from a test of modification of 
individual cloud and cloud group experiments, 
Part A of Phase 2. Hence, the first field cesc 
involving exploratory seeding of individual 
clouds will begin in the summer of 1986. We 
stress that with limited funding, this is a 
preliminary efforc and limited by available 
scaff and facillcies. However, the results of 
the Pre-Experimencal Phase are encouraging, and 
a hypochesis based partly on success with 
certain cloud condicions in Florida (Gagin, 
et al., 1986), helped lead Co a decision co 
proceed into Phase 2. The following text 
presents a review of the key studies of the 
Pre-Experimental Phase and some major results. 
Additional Information about Water Survey 
scudies (1948-78) in planned weacher 
modificacion is available (Changnonm 1979). The 
detailed plans for the Pre-Experimental Phase 
are available (Changnon et al.. 1980). 
NOTE: Shown for each state is its 197S value of farm products 
in billions of dollars, and its resulting national rank 
Figure 1 Map showing the area where PACE will be implemented. 
The areas of inceresc and experimentation 
for PACE are in the Midwest (Fig. 1). Core 
elements included 1) a meteorological component; 
2) an agricultural component; and 3) a componenc 
addressing ocher socio-economic and 
environmental impacts. PACE was envisioned as 
having 3 major phases: 1) a pre-experiment 
phase; 2) an experimental field phase; and 3) a 
final evaluation phase. These phases and their 
key studies are in Fig. 2. Phase 2, the 
Experimental Phase, has two major parts. Part A 
is an exploratory series of field tests to 
derive a decision (and design) for Part B, 
essentially an area confirmatory experiment. 
There are two critical yes/no or stop/go points 
in PACE (Fig. 2). 
4. Primary Meteorological Research 
The primary areas of research of the 
Pre-Experimental Phase have occurred in six 
areas: 1) synoptic weacher conditions, 2) cloud 
studies, 3) precipitation studies, 4) project 
design and evaluation, 5) hypothesis 
development, and 6) planning. Before launching 
the meteorological studies of PACE, results of 
all relevant past studies relating to Illinois 
summer clouds and precipitation were reviewed 
and summarized (Changnon and Huff, 1980). 
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4.1 Synoptic Analyses and Predictor Variables 
and Covarlates. An important hypothesis of PACE 
has been that prevailing clouds with the 
different weather conditions leading to rain in 
July and August vary significantly between these 
forcing functions, or "synoptic weather types." 
Thus, much of the analysis of radar echoes, 
precipitation systems, and cloud characteristics 
has included classifications of data according 
to sub-categories or types. METROMEX results 
support this approach, revealing that the more 
vigorous convective conditions were more 
amenable to rain increase than in the more 
isolated convection. Scientists at Purdue 
(Smith, 1983) and the Water Survey have pursued 
studies relating to classifications of synoptic 
weather conditions that produce summer 
precipitation. Use of surface and upper air 
meteorolgoical variables for prediction-
operations of field efforts and for evaluation 
were studied (Achtemeler, 1980; 1983a, 1983b). 
For example, we determined that 11 key surface 
weather variables explained up to 40% of the 
rainfall variance in target precipitation 
periods with area means ≥2 mm. 
4.2 Cloud Studies. Project specific in-cloud 
data (cloud base to 12°C) were collected in a 
series of aircraft flights in 1973, 1977, 1978, 
and 1980. More than 200 convective clouds were 
sampled at least once with penetrations in the 
0°C level, plus cloud bases and analyses were 
performed of updrafts, liquid water content, and 
the various hydrometeors. Illinois clouds in 
most cases had high liquid water contents; the 
coelescence process was quite active; and 
contained large amounts of active ice nuclei 
(Ackerman and Westcott, 1986). Our studies also 
included modeling based on sounding data 
(Semonin, 1976; Ackerman and Sun, 1985), and 
Illinois seedability was compared with 
conditions in Florida and the Great Plains where 
successful cloud modification tests have 
occurred. All results relevant to PACE from 
summer convective cloud studies including the 
Thunderstorm Project in Ohio and METROMEX were 
reviewed so as to assimilate how these applied 
to our in-cloud findings (Westcott and Ackerman, 
1985). A thorough summary of our knowledge of 
midwestern convective clouds is contained in the 
1985 Annual PACE Report. Scientists at Hebrew 
University have analyzed individual radar cells 
to examine various cloud properties (like growth 
and height) on rainfall yield (Gagin et al., 
1986). 
4.3 Precipitation Studies. Two major studies 
of precipitation elements and systems were 
pursued to provide information for the design, 
operations, and evaluation of PACE. First, 
10-cm radar echo data from 3 summers were 
analyzed to develop climatological-type 
descriptions of the behavior characteristics and 
statistics for lines of echoes, groups of echoes 
(or clusters), and individual echoes (cells). 
Satellite-precipitation measurement schemes 
were reviewed as a means of obtaining extra area 
precipitation measurements during the 
experimentation period. This also included the 
utilization of satellite data with radar data in 
nowcastlng for the field operations (Kidder, 
1985). Use of sophisticated radars to detect 
Figure 2. Flow chart of activities. 
in-cloud seeding effects was also studied 
(Jameson, 1985). 
4.4 Design and Evaluation. The physical and 
statistical design and evaluation aspects of 
PACE have included studies to assess key factors 
of other modification experiments (Hsu and Huff, 
1985). Another study focused on sampling and 
experimental units in the statistical and 
physical design (Changnon and Hsu, 1980). Since 
sampling units were a key element in the 
Exploratory Phase, studies focused on individual 
echo and surface rain cell properties (Changnon, 
1981). Individual echo cells were analyzed on a 
"paired" echo bases (Hsu, 1985b). These studies 
have provided indications of the measurement 
systems needed and sample size that the 
exploratory effort will experience in given 
years. On going simulation analysis of cloud 
echo and ralncell changes through rerandom-
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ization, will help delineate the sample size 
needed to detect varying levels of change 
related to potential seeding effects. 
4.5 Modification Hypothesis. One of the 
primary activities of the Pre-Experimental 
research effort has been to utilize past 
findings and project results to develop the 
modification hypotheses; at least for initial 
testing. Several hypotheses were considered 
initially (ISWS, 1978). This research has lead 
to a hypothesis with a 10-step sequence 
basically involving a dynamic seeding approach 
(Ackerman, 1986). Certain steps in this 
hypothesis will be the initial ones tested 
beginning with the exploratory seeding effort in 
1986. 
4.6 Development of Plans. A sixth area of 
research has involved the delineation of broad ' 
and specific plans for PACE. An extensive plan 
for the Pre-Experimental Phase of PACE was 
developed (Changnon et al., 1980). A prelimi-
nary plan for the area type experiment was de-
veloped (Changnon, 1983). The design of Stage A 
of the Experimental Phase is underway. 
5. Primary Effects of Weather Modification 
Studies of effects of precipitation 
change in PACE were based on an assessment of 
the prior results of studies in the 1967-1976 
period (Changnon and Huff, 1979). Much of the 
public attitude and environmental assessment 
findings needed were available and one need was 
a public information document about PACE 
(Changnon and Ivens, 1979). A meaningful state 
law regulating weather modification in Illinois 
was achieved by 1974, but a Sunset of all regu-
latory acts in 1979 led to activities to seek a 
new modified regulatory law enacted in 1981. 
The assessment of prior research revealed re-
search was needed in four areas: large scale 
agricultural economic modeling; updated crop 
yield-weather relationships; sophisticated water 
budget modeling; and integration of agricul-
tural, hydrologic and meteorological factors to 
understand all constraints on the experimental 
and operational uses of rain modification. 
5.1 Agricultural Research. The earlier 
agricultural research had clearly defined the 
value of Increased rainfall in July and August 
for enhancing the state's primary crops, corn 
and soybeans based on 1950-1975 data (Changnon 
and Huff, 1979). However, ever changing agri-
cultural farm practices (technology) raised 
questions about whether relationships defined in 
earlier data were meaningful for the 1980's. 
Hence, yield-rainfall relationship studies were 
conducted utilizing data for recent years to 
define how the latest farm technologies inter-
acted with weather (Hoillnger, 1985). Results 
showed that yields in the late 70's and 1980's 
were more vulnerable to weather fluctuations 
than they had been in prior years, indicating 
further the value of rain enhancement and even 
in June. Another study related to the broad 
regional and national economic effects of 
increased midwestern crop yields. A complex 
Corn Belt economic model for assessing corn and 
soybeans production effects has been developed 
to allow simulations of effects of yeild changes 
on production, demand including foreign exports, 
and on prices. This can be scaled to simulate 
weather changes over various sized areas and 
levels of weather change to simulate economic 
effects (Garcia et al., 1985). 
5.2 Water Resources Assessments. Investiga-
tions of the effects of summer precipitation 
enhancement on water resources (surface and 
groundwater) were initiated (Changnon et al., 
1985). The importance of day-by-day tracing the 
increased summer day rainfall in the hydrologlc 
system was identified and a water balance model 
is under development with the sophisltcation to 
allow tracing of 5 to 25Z increases in daily 
rainfall. Also investigated were the effects of 
heavy rainfall events on water quality and 
quantity and on the evaluation of the PACE, as 
outliers. 
5.3 Integration of Results. The integration 
of various limiting socio-economic and 
environmental factors on cloud seeding 
operations in July and August was studied. Crop 
benefits are minimal on days of extremely light 
rainfall; similarly, amounts of rain >3 cm add 
little soil moisture and cause excessive 
erosion. Similarly, certain meteorological 
factors serve as operational limitations such as 
stopping operations on days of severe weather," 
and the difficulty of cloud seeding at night. 
These and other limitations were analyzed 
(Changnon, 1981) to help define the likely 
number of events suitable for modification 
endeavors in July and August. This showed that 
a typical target area (2500 km2) would have 14 
days, on the average, suitable for modification 
efforts (without considering whether suitable 
clouds were available). These results indicated 
that to achieve enough additional water to meet 
costs of seeding operations, a 20% or greater 
increase capability will be needed. 
6. Conclusions 
PACE has essentially completed its 
Experimental Phase with the conclusion that a 
hypothesis worth testing exists and the 
likelihood of achieving success in modifying 
midwestern summer clouds is high. Results led 
to the decision to launch exploratory seeding 
efforts in 1986. These efforts will use silver 
iodide seeding near the -10°C level and examine 
effects on in-cloud characteristics by radar 
(Jameson, 1985) and aircraft. 
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